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UARDIANS
OUR COAST
PORTLAND HEAD
Grant in Coast Guard
stationed at Capt Cod
was week-end guest at the
of F. O. Hilt where he
his family, also guests Of
ts.

R. T. Sterling was overtuest Thursday of Mr. and
harles Sterling and family
ton Point, Peaks Island,
ird iR. Hilt is booked to
ie selective draft headquar»uth Portland next Tuesday
sachusetts.
ind Mrs. Clyde Grant and
R Hilt attended the Cape
Monday evening.
F. O Hilt and Mrs. R. t.
were at Cape Elizabeth
ia.ll Tuesday, registering for
ugar supply for preserves,
rere much surpised to find
ould be no sugar for jellies,
tickles, mincemeat, etc. Mrs.
one of those what you call
jcklepuss")?
ng the date Aug. 19 reMrs Hilt it is Jack Robinbirthdiay anniversary, in
life his signature is ist
John S Robinson. He has
ring hours to his credit and
itant Squadron Commander.
Clyde Grant, daughters
and Earlene went to Cape
th Tuesday as guests of Mi
!rs. Ronald Small for a few

AT CAMP ETNA
annual session of Etna
illst Association will be held
ip Etna, beginning next Sunid closing Sunday, Sept. 6.
excellent program has been
ed, rooms and cottages are
ile. meals will be served, and
on tlie grounds, everyone
ie
)K AND LISTEN FOR

Thursday, Aug. 27

Established January, 1846.

a«con< OUae Mall Matter
By The Courler-Oaaette. MS Main St.

Hostess List

The Rotary Club

Wednesday, Aug. 26—1 to 4,
Gorge Wood, Miss Madeline Bird;
41 7, Mtss Christine Norwood, Mrs.
Dainie Gardner; 7 to 10, Mns. Don
Perry, Mrs. Ray Foley.
Thursday, Aug. 27—1 to 4, Mrs.
Sydney Segal, Mrs. Herman Stan
ley 4 to 7, Mrs. R B. Magune, Mrs.
Rose Poust; 7 to 10, closed for en
terin'nment and dance in Com
munity Building.
Friday, Aug. 28— 1 to 4^Mrs. Lot
tie Spear. Miss Geraldine Coffin;
4 to 7, Miss Priscilla Noddin, Miss
Elsie Burbank; 7 to 10, Mrs. Walter
Barstow, Mrs. John O. Stevens.
Saturday. Aug. 29—1 to 4. Mrs.
Ivy Brackett, Miss Mabel Spear;
4 to 7, Miss Mildred Sweeney, Miss
Katherine Veazie; 7 to 111 Mrs.
David Rubenstein, Mis« Matilda
Leo.
Sunday, Aug. 30— Ito 4, Mrs. Al
bert Havener, Mrs. Mona McIntosh;
4 to 7. Mrs. E. R. Veazie, Miss Vir
ginia Connon; 7 to 10, Miss Beth
Hager. Mrs. Samuel Small.
Monday. Aug. 31—1 to 4, Mrs. Ida
Dondis. Mrs. Roy E. Estes; 4 to 7,
Mrs. John Pomeroy, Mrs. John G.
Snow; 7 to 10, Mrs. Wilbur Senter,
Miss Gladys Blethen.
Tuesday, Sept. 1—1 to 4, Mrs.
Alan Grossman, Mrs. Laura Buswell; 4 to 7, Miss Ida Cushing, Mrs.
Ina Clukey; 7 to 10, Mrs. Gilmore
Soule. Mrs. Raymond Cross.
Substitutes—Mrs. David McCarty,
Mrs Bernice Reem, Mrs. Richard
Hcdsdon. Miss Virginia Richardson,
Mrs. Leroy Chatto, Mrs. Ralph Wig
gin. Mrs. Putnam Bicknell, Mrs. R.
E Philbrick, Mrs. Ralph Feyler.

The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
At the Rotary Club, Friday, Mrs.
was established and consol dated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Clara Packard of Boston and Owl’s was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune.
Head described her voyage to India These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
in 1939 with Dr. and Mrs. Paul Rus
sell, and her return trip to this
[EDITORIAL]
country on a Navy ship at the out
break of war. she came home by
The whole country is watching the po
way of South Africa. An open
litical situation in New Ycrk State where
EMPIRE
forum followed her talk in the
course of which she brought out
STATE
the nomination of Jim Farley’s candidate
many Interesting impressions she
for Governor—Attorney General John J.
POLITICS
gained during her stay in India re
Bennett, Jr., of Brooklyn, was made in the
garding the caste system, political
face of President Rcdfcevelt’s announced support of Senator
and religious groups, customs and
living conditions.
James M. Mead. Farley’s elaticn over the defeat of the Roose
The next meeting, it was an
velt forces must be dampened somewhat by the react on, for
nounced, will be held Thursday at
the American Labor Party has failed to endorse Bennett, and
the regular hour instead of Fri
nominated a candidate cf its own, Dean Alfange, an attor
day. The District Governor will
make his official visit at that time.
ney of Greek extraction and a veteran of World War No. 1.
Dr. Stratton received congratula
The
Labor Party spurned Bennett on the ground that he
tions on the arrival of a new mem
failed
to meet/‘true liberal standards." New Yotkers are
ber in his family, and he remem
evincing such a tremendous interest in the campaign that
bered everyone with cigars.
The following visiting Rotarians
the Gallup poll swung into action, and found the division cf
were present: Otto J. Swensson.
sentiment to be 56 percent for Thomas E. Dewey, the Repub
Troy, N. Y.; William Cullen, Lewis
lican nominee; and 42 percent for Bennett. New York elected
ton; Frank L. Adams and E. C.
Gov.
Herbert Lehman, Democrat, for three successive terms
Lang, Belfast; Arthur Winslow.
Waterville; A. C. Brown, Vero
on account of his popularity. Chances of Republican success
Beach, Fla.; Frank E. Poland, Bos
in November are regarded as exceptionally gcod.
ton; Charles A. Holden, N. H.
Frank A. St. Clair of Milburn, N.
J. was a guest.
The suggestion of President Roosevelt
HAVE
that some statues and cannon be devoted
NO IRON
to war production seemed tc meet with conUnfortunate Delay
VALUE
siderable favor until Edwin C. Barringer,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
president of the Institute of Scrap Iron
The Knox County Army Surgi
and Steel. Inc., declared that such a movement will not help
cal Dressing Committee is now
the war effort. He assigns as his reason that statues are
completely organized to handle its
large project. Unfortunately, we
principally cast from nen-ferrous metal alloys of which there
are meeting with a delay for which
is now an actual surplus, and that many old cannon are
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work we are not responsible. There is
also bronze and brass, the latter being in slack demand.
some difficulty about priorities
Wonders!
President Barringer deplores the destruction of “irreplace
and releases, and we understand
able monuments and relics.’’
that, a change in patterns and
specifications is being made by the
War Department. Our workers are
SPEAKING
They often speak of it. but Just what
LOBSTER SUPPER asked to stand by for the present.
OF BROWN kind of berry is it that all these Summer
Work will begin immediately after,
BERRIES
vacationers are as brown as?—Christian
we receive the materials and in
Auspices
Science Monitor.
structions.
To which a local naturalist replies: The Alderberry.
| The delay is not the fault of
Carpenters’ Union 2349
the Red Cross, and the project of
1 making surgical dressings for the
The northwest wind, which had come
Will Be Served At
| Army is so vitally important that
DISTANT
to
be
something of a rarity this Summer,
I we feel sure cur workers will come
LEGION HALL
FOREST
brought us last Friday the strong and disforward at the word.
FIR.ES
tinctive odor of a forest fire, so strong in
Keryn ap Rice,
Limerock Street
some localities as to actually affect the
throat and breathing apparatus. Where was the fire? That
By Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary
Housekeeper Wanted
was the question which everybody asked, not only here in
FAMILY OF THREE
Knox County, but all over the State, and as far South as
Wednesday Night,
May go home nights and week-ends
Massachusetts. The only enlightenment which investigat
if desired
ors could offer was that there had been a vast fire, either in
MRS. CLARA KELSEY

TeL 963-J

one of

Ialls?”

SB

NAVAL BOYS’ CONCERT AND DANCE

Community Building

Auditorium
I

at 8.15 p. m.

Tickets established price 68c, tax 7c
total 75c

/

we wouldn’t
ver and briefer
I telephone lines
lid

HOME OF THE
JUICIEST, TENDEREST, CRISPIEST

FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
Will Close the Dining Room Shortly After

Labor Day

pntial use of the
most instances
ll the calls. That
educe your non-

Beldin’s Cabins will remain open for a considerable

time after Labor Day

We Will Continue To Give the Service For Which
We Are Famous

Big Variety Show

BELOIN’S INN

Davey Newcombe has a fine rec
ord so far, his only defeat being a
4 to 2 game in Thomaston.
“Skipper” Hart hit the ball hard
but twice right at McGrath.
Wadsworth looked natural at first
and got a nice line drive single the

An Old Song Resung,
Grilles
Three For Jack,
Squires
Mr. Smith
Assisted by the Samoset Ensemble
Schon Rosmarin,
Kreisler
EXtrallita,
Ponce

last time up.

Selections from “The Desert
Song,”
Romberg
Mr. Smith
Assisted by the Samoset Ensemble
The Ensemble
Rand Smith, baritone
John Woriey, clarinet
Harry Zaratzian, violin
William Grothkopp, piano
Ronald Lord, drums
Dancing to the music of the
Samoset Orchestra
featuring Ronald Lord and his
drums

mar School before it landed.

Rhumba,

Bruca Manigua

Waltz,
Song of the Islands
Miss “Bunnie” Havener
and Marc Skiffington. Yeoman Sc,
UBJN.R.
Tourjours L’Amour Tcujours, Frlml
Homing,
Del Rlego
Miss Lottie McLaughllp

Accompanied by Kathleen Newman
elections from “The Showboat”
Kern
Mr. Smith
x
Assisted by the Samoset Ensemble
Meditation from “Thais" Massenet
Czardas,
Monti
Mr. Zaratzlan
Group cf Sea Songs—
Cargoes.
Dobson
Sea Fever,
Ireland
Sailormen,
Wolfe
Trade Winds,

-

Keehi

Mr. Worley

Thomaston with a revamped line
up
showed lots of pep in the second
Fish Landings
game.
The Thomaston members of the
Camden under Richards should
At the O’Hara plant, Capt. Clar
Knox County Blood Donors Com
play
better ball than has been the
ence Bennett, Dorothy Mae, 30,000
mittee reports the raising of $125
case so far and had Boynton pitched
by the Thomaston group. Tlie score pounds; Capt. Frank Ross, Helen against the Pirates the score would
1 Mae II, 85,000 pounds; Capt. Carl have been different.
to date on cur $750 program.
Camden
....... ......................... $135 Reed. Carlannsul, 42,000 pounds;
Merchant filled the bases on a
Thomaston ....... „..................... 125 Capt. Leo Blood, Helen B.. 49.000 walk and two hit batsmen to set the
Rockland ..........................................
72 pounds; Capt. Robert Anderson, stage for Thomas.
Keryn ap Rice,
Tonight at 6.30 in Camden the
Helen Mae I. 27.000 pounds; Capt.
Capt. U. 0. A. retired. Ira Tupper, Cynthia, 10,000 pounds. Pirates will play the Shipyard team.
This club is composed of star play
At Feyler’s plant:
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Capt. John Beggs. Misawauka, ers of Knox County and outlying
l 10,000 pounds; Capt. L. E. Haines, towns and with around 30 men to
Wondersl
GRANGE CORNER
pick from this promises to be a
A
A A
good club.
A A A A
Yeung pitchers who believe they
News items from all of the Pa
have the ability to become profes
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
sional players are asked to tele
here.
graph (collect) to Earl Barter who
is umpiring in the Piedmont
North Haven Grange will give an
League. The address is: South
entertainment
Friday at the Grange
land Hotel. Norfolk, Va.” It is a
hall, followed by a dance. Ernest
Class B circuit.
Carter, famous magician of Port
land, will be featured.
♦ • ♦ ♦
A. I. M.. 13,OCO pounds; Capt. Er
Goodwill Grange of SouNh Warren
nest Dunn, small boat, 2900 pounds;
Capt. Elmer Gross, Dorothy Betty, will resume meetings beginning
4600 pounds; Capt Dcnald Joyce, Thursday, after having been re
Althea J., 16,000 pounds; Capt. Wil cessed during the Summer. Supper
liam Walker, small boat, 2000 will be served at 6.30 under the di
pounds; Capt. Frank Horr, small rection of Mrs. Doris Maxey. Mem
boat, 2500 pounds; Capt. Tem Polk, bers not solicited are requested to
small boat, 4000 pounds: Cajt. A. A. take sweets.
Wessaweskeag Orange of South
Bain. Muskegan. 75.000 pounds;
Capt. Morris Thurston, 32,000 pounds [Thomaston re-opens Wednesday
shad; Capt. Donald Smith, small , after two month’s recess.
Bv6ry street in the city limits of Rbckland
boat,
500 pounds; Capt Leslie Stin
has been declared in the Dim-out Area by the
son, 1000 pounds; Capt. Pearle 1 The word ‘doctrinaire,’ means
Office of Civilian Defense.
Trask, 1500 pounds; Capt. Bervi unpractical, and is a term used of
persons who rely on theory and
Wiley, 1500 pounds.
are out of touch with human na
These rules for ALL automobiles on ALL
•Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps ture.

MOTORISTS
ATTENTION!

Another Big Supper

Rockland High School

GRANGE HALL

CLASS OF 1912 REUNION

* All cars must use parking lights plus

SOUTH THOMASTON

Afternoon and Evening

masked auxiliary light or lights, or shall use
masked headlights.

Thursday, August 27

Sunday, August 30

5.30 to 7.30

Price 35 Cents

(Proceeds to be used to re
plenish Canteen, heat Red Cross
rccm. State Guard Reserve and
any emergency which may arise).
81-lt

AT NORCROSS POINT
OWL’S HEAD

Bring Chowder and Coffee
Dishes
/
81-82

CIVILIAN DEFENSE WORKERS!

|e responded

An important assembly for all Civilian Defense
Workers will be held—

WANTED

that means

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 26, AT 7.30 P. M.
AT COMMUNITY BUILDING

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

Ih co

be held

ROCKLAND SAVING
Established 1888. Member Federal Deposit

1

„
pl-OTTtt

FRIDAY, AUG. 28, AT 6.30

Radio-Victrola Dance-Entertainment
K. P. HALL, THOMASTON, at 8.30

County Co-ordinator John M.^Pomeroy will conduct
a critique on the last blackout '
Rockland’s next Mobilisation (with incidents) will

FRIDAY, AUGUST 28
Price 28c, including tax. Service Men Admitted Free
Benefit Thomaston Motor Corps

80-81

(By The Roving Reporter;

Albert Peterson, home from
Portland over the week-end. tells
of sitting nightly with George W
Gow, Jr., a|, the twilight league
games in tnat city. Heaven have
pity on the luckless player who
the Rockland Service Men’s Club makes an error with that precious
will be held at the Community pair of rooters in the stand.
Building Thursday night at 8.15.
The following elaborate program
Up in Bangor they are trying to
has been prepared:
find some law which will reach the
Rhythm on the Left,
Doren drunken driver of a horse. A
Rainy Afternoon,
Doren drunken driver is a 'bad hombre
Malaguena,
Lecuona wherever you find him, but in case
Byron Doren, Yeoman 3c, UJSJTJt. one of them is holding the reins
Always In My Heart,
the wagon is more likely ^o reach
Ah Sweet Mystery of Life, Herbert Its destination than a motor car
Mtss Rosemary Davis
would be with an intoxicated
Accompanied by Louis Weller.
chauffeur.
Horses have more
Pharmacist) Mate 2c, US.N.R.
sense than motor cars.

being wafted to Maine by the northwest wind. One has only
to hark back a year or so to that day when the skies had
that peculiar greenish-yellow appearance and it was necessary
to keep the electric lights burning all the forenoon. That
the smoke from a forest fire could remain in the air so long,
and travel so far, seems almost Incredible—but it’s so.

* The speed limit for all cars except emer
gency is 10 miles per hour.

♦'

Lee Thomas Makes a Mighty For Benefit of Service Men’s
Club, Community Build
Swat—Pirates Play Star
ing Thursday Night
Shipyarders In Cam
den Tonight
A variety show for the benefit of

Canada or some Northwestern State, and that the smoke was

ONE MILE NORTH
OF CAMDEN

lie how their

.'■■Mtrar

Knox County League

The Pirates won over Camden
Sunday at Camden by a 11 to 3
score. Given a two-run lead in the
first inning cn four singles, Dave
Newcombe had no trouble in mak
ing up his seventh win of the sea
son. Lee Thomas in the eighth inn
ing with the bases full pasted cne
of Merchant’s pitches to right for
a grand slam home run.
Simpson and Starr played a star
game in the infield, while Lesard
Thcmas got three hits apiece.
Pirates.
2^1 1 0 0 3 4 0—11
Camden.
000002010-3
Batteries, Richards, Merchant,
Keith, Richards and Wellman; New
combe and Hart.
The second game saw Camden
ccme back and win in the last of
the ninth by a 3 to 2 score over
Thomaston in an exe'ting ball game.
Batteries. lives and Hart; Boynton
and Wellman.
The Pirates are trying to get a
good outside team here for Labor
Day but with traveling conditions as
they are nothing is certain as yet.
Lee Thomas really hit that ball
at Camden and his home run car
ried beyond the end of the Gram

(See story on page 2)

kphone tails

to put war

financing, securing of the charter
and any other matters arising in
connection with getting the craft
into operation. This committee
was instructed to incorporate, the
town to take over this corporation
when the proper legislative act
has been passed, the incorporators
to be re-imbursed for any ex
penses incurred.
At this same meeting it was vot
ed to provide a retaining fee for
a physician for the town and the
selectmen were instructed' to se
cure the services of Mrs. Ada
Balfour, M. D„ under the terms so
voted.

night, August 27.

ill calls briefer

In hod\ who

At a special town meeting held
last night in Vinalhaven the town
votedi to build a beat “to provide
safe, adequate and reasonable
transportation between Vinalha
ven, Rcckland and other landings
in-Penobscot Bay.”
To accomplish this the meeting
voted to issue bonds to cover the
building expenses and to appoint
a committee to solicit funds. In
cidentally, immediately after the
meeting adjourned. Paul Brown, a
Summer resident, mad? the first
donation.
It was voted to appoint a com
mittee to handle the building,

streets of the city will be effective Thursday

other materials
[enough switch-

—Woman Physician Hired

ALL

BELOIN’S

X’

vide Safe and Adequate Transportation

THE BLOOD BANK
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

Thursday, Aug. 27

handle only a
I time. Let's say
|mg it, the 101st
is ended. Too
call. It has to
k»sc typical 100
[calling friends,
lents . . . doing
lie use the tele-

The Black Cat

Mrs. Clara Packard Tells Gf
Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Ed tor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Trip To India—Next
Subscriptions 83.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents. Town Authorizes Construction of Craft To Pro
Meeting Thursday
Mrs.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

165 North Main St.,

delay

VINALHAVEN TO BUILD BOAT

TWICE-A-WEEK

Rockland Servicemen’s
Club

August 26

tone calls
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TUESDAY

forgot to turn off the store light.
When she returned late that night
! it was going full kilter. “My I”
gasped the proprietor, “isn’t it
lucky there was no blackout to
night!” Arid then she learned
there had been a blackout, and
that the wardens had tried vainly
to locate her.

This is Union Fair week—only
there isn’t any fair because of
traffic restrictions. Too bad, yet
the officials acted wisely.

When Camden High School re
sumes this Fall the school Is going
to miss a competent official, and
the students a valued friend, for
J. Frank Thomas, who has served
as janitor the past 12 years, has
come to a well earned retirement
In spite of the fact that the ra at the age of 77 years.
tioning of gas and tires has cur
tailed the Summer business this
The single column picture of The
year to an appreciable degree, it is Black Cat which appears frequent
apparent that out of State tourists ly represents the pet in the home
can find a way to get around. The of Mrs. Ralph Feyler. It may in
Rockland Courier-Gazette is mak terest friends ol this department
ing a record of the registration to know that the feline is 20 years
plates seen on the streets of that old.
city, of “foreign extraction.” At
its last count it had cars from 43
One year ago: Representatice
States, and one from Panama. Margaret Chase Smith and her
Evidently some car owners have a guest Elizabeth Mae Craig, Wash
method all their own for obtaining ington newspaper correspondent,
gas and tires.
were visitors in the city.—The A.
T. Carroll house on Rochards Hill,
The above clipping is from the Rockport, was badly damaged by
Bridgton News, whose editor has fire.—William Fogler of Philadel
probably noted ere this that the phia was elected president of the
entire 48 States have had cars in Payson-Fogler family—Charles D.
Rockland the present year. Be Jillson was elected manager of the
sides accomplishing a useful pur State Employment Oflice — The
pose the task of registering the trawler Baby rose was launched
cars has proven fascinating to the from the Morse yard in Thomaston
many persons who engaged in it. —The Maine Press Association held
its annual meeting in Rockland,
the
The visit of Charles Cables of with 80 present.—Among
New London, Conn., to his former deaths: Gardiner, William G. Rob
Rockland home again recalls how inson, formerly of Warren; South
this man with the
lusty lungs Thcmaston, Sidney O. Hurd, 74;
used to operate a megaphone on Washington, D. C., Mary E. JackMain street, giving announcements son, formery of Rockland; Vinal
of sporting events, theatricals, etc. haven, Andrew Wiegand. 66.
I have seen many others attempt
Don’t think that all of the typo
the stunt, but none who could graphical errors are made by The
Courier-Gazette. The Boston Her
compete with Charlie Cables.
ald tells of an Ambulance being
Many humorous incidents arise surrounded by “tight" policemen.
ir^ connection with the local black As Boston cops never get tight, and
outs. They tell the story of a as there are many of them I am
Rockland business woman who inclined to believe that the "mur
went to one of the beaches and dered” word was “eight."

Allows For Work
School Program Fits Farm
Needs of the Season—
Make-up Later

May 30 Sunday, Legal holiday.
(Observe Monday).
June 4—All schools cose.
(Nine weeks)
Balance registers with 80 days in
Fall term, 55 days in Winter term,
and 45 days in Spring term.
June fourth may be used for a
school picnic.
In case of schools being closed
due to storms, all over one day
must be made up.
Graduation dates: Liberty, June
2; Washington, June 3; Appleton,
June 4.
Merle S. Jones,
Supt. of Schools

Below Is the school calendar
for Union 67 (Appleton, Liberty,
Montville, Palermo, and Washing
ton).
It is necessary to aid In the har
vesting of farm crops, and with
this in mind the school committees
have endeavored to arrange the
school program to allow for this
essential work.
APPLETON SOLDIER TO WED
High school children,’ who are
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney A. Berry an
gainfully employed . in harvesting,
may be excused and given oppor nounce the engagement of their
tunity to make up work later. If daughter, Mary Aldena, to P.F.C.
it becomes necessary in any area I Harvey Gurney, son of Mr. and
to have added help, lt will be ar- > Mrs. Zuingliua Gurney of Appleton.
ranged for schools to keep one ses Mr. Gurney is a graduate of the
sion so that children may be em Appleton High School in the class
of ’36 and of the School of Areonauployed for afternoons.
tics in Boston. He is in the Air
School Calendar
Corps and Is stationed at Westover
(Fall Term)
Field, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Miss Berry is a graduate of the
Aug. 31—All elementary teach
ers meet at the Walker Building at Stockton Springs High School and
9 a. m. Spend afternoon in own I for several years has made her
building. All high school teachers j home in Hope, where she has been
meet in Walker Building at 1 p. m. | employed by B H. Nichols of Al
after spending forenoon in own ford Lake. The wedding will take
place in the early Fall.
building.
Sept. 1—All schools open.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Sept. 7----- Labor Day, Legal
holiday ( no school).
If I had my life to live again I
Oct. — (County Convention in
would have made a rule to read some
question.
poetry and listen to some muelc at
Oct. 12—Columbus Day, School least once a week The lows of these
keeps.

Oct. 29 and 30, State Teachers’
Convention, Lewiston. (There is
no need for closing school before
2 p. m. on Wed.).
Nov. 11—Legal holiday, no school.
Nov. 26 & 27—Thanksgiving recAs.
Dec. 18—Fall term closes.
(sixteen weeks)
(Winter Term)
Jan. 4—School opens.
Feb. 12—School closes for one
week. (Have Lincoln Day Observ
ance).
Feb. 22----- Schools open. <Have
Washington Day Observance*.
March 26—Winter term closes,
(eleven weeks)
(Spring Tenn)
April 5—School opens.
April 19—Legal Holiday.

,

tastes ls a loss of happiness—Charles
Darwin.

AMERICA. THE BEAUTIFUL
O beautiful for spacious skies.
For amber waves of grain.
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee.
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
O beautiful for pilgrim feet.
Whose stern. Impassioned stress
A thoroughfare for freedom beat
Across the wilderness!
America! America!
God mend thine every flaw.
Confirm thy soul in self-control.
Thy liberty In law!
O beautiful for patriot dream
That sees beyond the years.
Thine alabaster cities gleam
Undimmed by human tears!
Ame rlca! America!
God shed His grace on thee.
And crown -thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea

—Katherine Lee Betas.
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Pnne Two

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

Eleanor Mellinger Is To Give
a Recital In Camden
Tonight

HOW

Shan't

MARTINSVILLE

WE SERVICE

Mr. and Mrs. George F. Nichols
have as guest, Mrs. W. H. Allwood
of Cliffside Park, N. J.

All Makes of Cars!

FAIL TO READ IT

41T47

PAT DAT

WAR

, IN THIS PAPER
ROCK u

C2E33

•

[I >>.BOND DAY
(W SKWMC—MK M1UM

Tuesday-Fridav

talk of the TOWI

Drastic New Rules

PROBATE COURT NEWS

Here Are the Automobile
Dim-out Orders For Every
Rockland Street
Wilis Allowed: William O. Yates, E. Cushman, late of Friendship,

late of Warren, deceased, Carrie
Faithful to its traditions of offer E Yates of Warren appointed
Book Review
ing programs cf unusual interest, executrix; Sarah E. Lurvey. late of
deceased. Faith L.
tonight,
the Chamber Music Society Rockland,
(By K. 8. F.)
Ames of Rockland appointed ad
Publication Limited to Brief
will present an evening of music ministratrix. with the will an
Poems
!
(invitation) for the harp to music nexed; Edward Winfred Haviland,
Victory On W’est HOI. Author R.
of Original Composition
lovers
of Camden and Rockpcrt. late of Port Deposit, Maryland, de
L. Duffus. Publishers, The Mac
By Subscribers
millan Company, New York.
The recitalist will be Eleanor Mel- ceased. nd appointment made;
The discerning reader, who enjoys
lingef. cne of the leading members Ella M. Eaton, late of Rockport,
deceased. Theodore B. LaFolley of
BAREFOOT BOY
spirited and swift-moving detail in
of the Summer Harp Colony of Rockport,
appointed
executor;
[For
The
Courier-Gazette|
; America, directed in Camden by Mary L. Clough, late of Rcckland,
his hours given to literature, re
i the eminent harpists, Carlos Sal deceased, Alan L. Bird of Rockland
Barefoot boy. my son. beware
members with pleasure that charm When
you're going anywhere
ado and Marjorie Call Saizedo.
ing story “That Was Alderbury,” Mercy on thee, little man
’Miss Mellinger, although born in appointed executor; Edward C.
Shun
our
highway
If
you
can
and the warm-hearted pictures When you cross from yard to yard
Indianapolis, spent her childhood Payson, late of Rockland, deceased,
in beau iful Santa Barbara, Calif. Gertrude A. Payson of Rockland
drawn of country and small town For Its flinty slopes are bard
Hildegard
Lose the freedom of the sod.
She became initiated to the secrets appointed executrix;
boys of keen eyed perception, as Let your feet be toughly shod.
Von
Steinwehr
Henry,
late of
of the harp when cnly five years
Our new road was built for cars
well as all the other characters that So
old. Her mother taught music in Cincinnati, Ohio, deceased. Charles
pedestrians lt Jars,
live as friends passed in the day’s Makes the barefoot urchin say
the public schools before she was Wclcott Henry of Cincinnati.
Treading gingerly the way.
travel.
married
to Dr. W. J. Mellinger, an Ohio, appointed executor. Z. M.
O ,for that old good dirt road
Here again is that Vermont town ”Long
eminent surgeon, who amcng other Dwinal of Camden appointed
ago my grandslre strode
Alderbury. This time a young and When he was a barefoot boy
works collaborated with J. B. Barn Agent in Maine; Alfaretta Mae
serious-minded village doctor tells Knowing well the ppeta Joy."
hill in the well-known book “Head Cassens, late of Camden, deceased,
the story. With alert interest in
Allison M Watts
and Neck Surgery.” In relation tc J. Herbert Gould of Camden ap
Jamaica. Vt.
the morale, the tale Ls full of hu
that book, it is of interest to know pointed administrator c.t.a.; Myra
morous charm as well as a relevant
•t * * ft
that Miss Mellinger, who besides M. Drinkwater, late of Camden,
seriousness that combines elements
being an accomplished musician, is deceased, Carrie S. Drinkwater of
A SIMPLE PRAYER
of a psychological flavor with hu
a painter, contributing to the illus Camden, appointed' executrix; U.
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man-kindness.
trations of her father’s book. She G. Pease, late of Hope, deceased,
These books of R. L. Duffus ap 'Tls but a simple prayer, Dear Lord, developed her talent for art at Ida E Pease of Hope, appointed
This prayer we pray today
peal to the heart of the reader and That
you will guard and keep our boys Santa Barbara State College, and executrix; Ernest A. Robbins, Jr.,
gives the American spirit its flavorWhile they are far away.
her water colors have been on ex late of Camden, deceased. Jerome
ous value that may possibly spring •Tls not a flowery prayer. Dear Lord, hibition at the California State C. Burrows of Rockland and
But
from
our
hearts
that
bleed
from the soil and tempers our every We know that only You can help
Fair, in San Diego, and at the Pub Union Trust Company of Balti
mood. We need such books to solidi
In this, our hour of need.
lic Library in Santa Barbara. Her more, Maryland appointed execu
fy our thinking stability. Read and They are all we have you know. Dear work has received flattering com tors; Leland J. Johnson, late of
be convinced.
Lord,
ment. Camden had a taste of her Appleton, deceased. Grace H.
We have given our best away.
Here old ways, centered in a man
creative ability last year when she Johnson of Appleton, appointed
over them and guide them.
of 95 years of vigor and strength of WatchLord,
decorated so successfully the float executrix.
mind and character, dominating a
of the Summer Harp Colony of
In sleep. In work. In play.
Petitions
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family to the fourth generation.
/I And If lt be Thy will. Dear Lord.
America on the event of thel50th Granted: Corydon S. Staples, late
When
all
the
world
ls
free.
This story like Mr. Duffus’ de Send them home again to us.
anniversary of Camden-Rockport. of North Haven, deceased. Leon C.
lightful “That Was Alderbury,” is
In 1936 the well known composer, Staples of Stamford, Conn., ap
And praise shall be to Thee.
Henry Eichheim, realizing that pointed administrator, I. E. Simp
located in this same country town of
Margaret Elwell
Spruce Head.
Alderbury, Vermont, and on a farm
Miss Mellinger had no way of de son of North Haven appointed
veloping her musical ability in’ agent in Maine; Walter F. Rich,
near this village. With the great
R at R R
Santa Barbara, sent her to the late of Isle au Haut, deceased, Ava
grandfather, the village doctor, and
THE HEDGE ROSE
Camden Harp Colony so that she M Rich of Isle au Haut appoint
a vivacious slip of a girl persued
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might study with famous Saizedo. ed administratrix; Henry J. Arnes,
by many suitors centering the stage,
The following Winter she entered
The book teems with a humor that ’Tls sweet to stroll at eventide
A down a country lane
the
Philadelphia
Conservatory late of Matinicus, deceased, J.
keeps the reader delighted.
Where the fair hedge rose
where she studied with Edna Phil Dana Knowlton df Owl’s Head ap
One finds refreshment and ten By the wayside grows
lips, distinguished first harpist of pointed administrator d.b.n.c.t.a.
derness, creative artistry and ap In sunshine or In rain.
Petitions For License To Sell
The
incense
fills
the
balmy
air.
the
Philadelphia Orchestra. And the
pealing humor in every page in this
next year, having won a competi Real Estate Granted: Estates,
year of life on a farm hill in Ver Then falls( upon me like a prayer.
God looked at all His flowers there.
tive examination at The Curtis In Marcellus M. Condon, late of
mont.
K. S. F.
He wondered which could give
deceased,
filed
by
stitute of M>sic, she entered that Rockland,
The greatest pleasure to this earth
Kathleen D. Condon, administra
school
where
she
remained
four
Where mortals were to live.
Camden Theatre
The hedge rose seeds with lavish hand years studying harp With Mr. Sai trix; Francis Snow of Rockland,
He scattered forth o’er this fair land. zedo. During the intervening Sum filed by The First National Bank of
Gene Tierney took the long way O. beauteous rose, you greet th« mers she has been a member of Rockland, Conservator.
mind to achieve the role she was
dawn!
Petition for Authority to Pay
the Camden colony, in the pursuit
lost obviously suited for in films, Your sweetness give to bird and bee of advanced study.
Expense of Funeral and HeadAs
each
succeeding
year
glides
on
'he charming star who is to be My thankful heart will reverence Thee.
While at Curtis Institute, Miss Stone Granted: Estate Mertie L.
;en in “Rings On Her Fingers” And when, transplanted to the skies. Mellinger had the distinction of be Simpson of Rockand. filed by
hen it opens tomorrow at the You'll bloom for aye In paradise.
ing selected for a new harp Trio Elisha W. Pike, Guardian.
ew Camden Theatre, has at last
Mary E L. Taylor
headed Joy Marjorie Call Saizedo.
Accounts Allowed: Estates Peter
Tenant
’
s
Harbor
?ached her goal.
the other member being Ruth Dean, Prock of Rockland, fourth and
As a debutante in New York,
RRRR
another brilliant Saizedo disciple final account filed by Milton M.
ene started her career in a play
recently
heard in Thomaston. Miss Griffin, Guardian; Sarah M. Wy
LULLABYE
died “Mrs. O’Brien Entertains,”
Mellinger, also became affiliated man, late of Newton, Massachu
|
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here she played the role of an
with the Saizedo Harp Ensemble setts, deceased. First and Final ac
•lsh lassie of the 19th century,
Hush-a-bye. baby.
and appeared with that interna count filed by Gladys W. Pride,
Moonbeams
are
chanting
while
fter a brief excursion with "Ring
tionally known organization when administratrix; Almon Bird, late
Glistening
rays
dance
wo,” Gene switched into “The
O’er dewdrop and flower.
the ensemble was guest with the of Rockland, deceased, first and
[ale Animal,” where the part of
New York Philharmonic Orchestra final account filed by Adeile L.
Out
near
the
wild
wood
small town girl kept her working
Buttercups and daisies
in Carnegie Hall, New York City. Bird, administratrix; Sidney J.
>r several months.
Dream you will find them
Last' Summer Mr. Saizedo was Kimball of Hope, first and final
In
sunlights
blessed
hour.
There was “Hudson's Bay,” "The
asked to recommend an outstand account filed by Alexander R. Gill,eturn Of Frank James,” “Tobacco
Birds In tree branches
ing harpist to teach at Stephens mor, guardian; Eugene G. Young,
Sing low to their blrdllngs
oad," “Belle Starr,” and then
College, Columbia, Mo., and unhesi late of Camden, deceased, first ac
Loves
still
awake
Shanghai Gesture” in which La
tatingly
he selected Miss Mellinger
While all nature sleeps.
filed by Annie G. Young,
lerney appeared in gowns of the
K. S. F.
for tliat position for which she was count
executrix;
Frank P. J. Carleton,
Rockland.
triod.
admirably fitted. Coupled with late of Rcckport,
But with “Rings On Her Fingers”
deceased, first
musical ability is a delightful per
ie comes into her own. Gowns,
and final account filed by Irene
sonality.
amour, palm trees, swank hotels— ,
Among her most recent concert Coleman and Polly Trimble, ex
1 the activities associated with the
activities
was an appearance on ecutors; Lettie M. Staples, late
re of society glamour girl are ;
the
California
Artist Series at the of Camden, deceased, first and
ene's for the takng and she makes j
beautiful
estate
of late Margaret final account filed by Alexan
ie most of her part. It’s made to
Carrington,
wife
of the famous de der R. Gillmor, administrator;
FAMILY
•der for The blue-eyed miss and
signer-decorator,
Robert Edmond Lewis Arey, of Owl's Head, third
ene feels more at home than in
Jones*
and
sister
of the popular account filed by Vinal B. Perry,
reunions
ry of her previous characterizascreen star. Walter Houston. Last Conservator; Emma Holbrook, late
Spring she was soloist with the of Tenant's Harbor, deceased, first
Burrell Symphony Orchestra dur and final account filed by Orris E.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Holbrbok, administrator; Charles S.
ing its mid-western tour.
Miss Mellinger is interestingly Bowman, late of Washington, de
MOTORIST^ NEEDED
affiliated with Mr. and Mrs. Saize ceased, second and final account
To Make Unique Gas Saving Test
do. Like Mrs. Saizedo, she was filed by John A. Babb, executor;
born in Indiana, a few miles from Daniel W. Munro et als of Rock
Every patriotic Maine citizen in
Mrs. Salzedo’s birthplace. Her affix land, first and final account filed
terested in saving gasoline for Vic
ation with Mr. Saizedo is two-fold. by Jerome C. Burrows, guardian;
tory will welcome the achievement
They both own harps of the same Mertie L. Simpson of Rockland,
of an American inventor. Already
vintage: two sister harps known as third and final account filed by
thousands of car owners are using
HOFFSES FAMILY
Saizedo Models. These beautiful in Elisha W. Pike, guardian.
his invention and they report gas
The
60th
annual reunion of the struments were vizualized by Carlos
savings of up to 30% as well as more
Petitions for Distribution Grant
power, quicker pickup and faster ac Hoffses Family will be held Thurs Saizedo and designed by the Polish ed: Almon Bird, late of Rockland,
celeration. The device, called the day, Aug. 27 at the home of the artist. Witold Gordon. Miss Mel deceased, filed by Adeile L. Bird,
Vacu-matic, operates on the super president, Levi G. Copeland. Main linger will use that superb instru administratrix; Lettie M. Staples,
No postpone ment for her recital on the 25th. late of Camden, deceased, filed bycharge principle. It is entirely auto St., Thomaston.
Her other affiliation with Mr. Sai Alexander R. Gillmor, administra
matic and allows th?- motor to ment.
zedo resides in the fact that she tor.
Edith Hoffses Carroll, Sec.
breathe. The manufacturers, the
gave the first performance on the • Petitions for Probate of Will
80-81
Vacu-matic Carburetor Co., 7617air of one of Mr. Salzedo’s most
2797 West State street. Wauwatosa,
for Notice: Mary Casrecent compositions—“Concert Vari Presented
Wisconsin, are offering a VacuCROCKETT FAMILY
tonguay,
late
Camden, deceased,
ations on Adeste Fideles,” over the Emma Cote of
matic free to those who will test it
of Camden, named
The
annual
reunion
of
the
Columbia
network.
In
her
recital
on their own cars and help intro Crockett Family will be held Sun
executrix; Etta A. Allen, other
duce it to others. Write them today i day. Aug. 30 with Mrs. Jessie L. of tonight Miss Mellinger will play, wise known as Henrietta A Allen,
among other works, this particular
late of Springfield, Mass., de
Robbins at the Robbins cottage at composition.
ceased, no appointment asked for:
Ash Point.
All members and
Tucker Daland, late of Boston,
friends are invited. Picnic lunch.
OWL’S HEAD
Mass, deceased, Eliot Daland of
Coffee will be furnished.
Miss Carmen Crowley of Augusta Wallingford, Pa., and The Second
Mrs. Helen A. Coffey, Sec.
spent the week-end with her National Bank of Boston, Mass.,
81*82
brother. Albert Crowley.
named executors.
Alfred Fredette has been called to
Petitions
for
Administration
Boothbay Playhouse Waterville by the illness of his Presented for Notice: Annie L.
sister. Mrs. Rose Marcoux, who is a Simmons, late of Rockland, de
could a plane just disappear
The Boothbay Playhouse will pre patient at the Sister’s Hospital.
ceased, Evelyn S. Wood of Rock
like that? Alan Slade knew
sent next week a new comedy. “Re
Robert Brown of Bowdoin Col land named administratrix; Wil
porters Know Everything," by Peter lege spent the week-end with his liam Peter Walsh, late of Rock
it couldn’t happen, and he
MacDonald. Aug. 26 through Aug. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur land, deceased, Joseph Walsh of
also knew that he had to
2f«.
Brown.
New Britain, Conn., named ad
The play deals with an amusing The Ladies Aid of the Ash Point ministrator.
find that plane or Norland
situation of a young reporter who Baptist Church will hold a cooked
Petitions for License to Sell Real
tries to convince his friend just cut food sael on the lawn at the church, Estate Presented for Notice: Es
Airways was through.
of medical school that he needs Thursday afternoon.
tates, Lizzie F. Crockett of Rock
But that’s only the
publicity. The doctor thinks this is John Newman is ill at his home. land,
filed by Alan L. Bird of
not
ethical
in
building
up
a
prac

beginning cf his
Many of the trailer families are Rockland, Conservator; Lucy E.
tice. A love affair with a wealthy leaving, due to the fact that some
troubles.
patient's daughter, a skeleton in of the contractors have completed Poole, late of North Haven, de
ceased, filed by Fostena M. Dun
the closet, and the recognition of their work at the airport.
can
the doctor’s worth, brings the play
Miss Virgina Foster is visiting trix. of North Haven, administra
to a happy ending. The author, relatives in Lynn. Mass.
Accounts Presented for Notice:
being a doctor himself, has filled
Miss> Barbara Whitmore of Cam Estates,
Fernando S. Philbrick
the play with real comedy expe den is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Mau
late of Rockland, deceased, second
riences.
rice Harvey.
The Playhouse Art Gallery will
Elmer Small has joined the Coast and final account filed by Ralph
P. Conant, trustee; Peter Prock cf
have on exhibition this week the Guard and is awaiting orders.
paintings of Virginia Reed, wife cf
Rev. Maurice Dunbar has invited Rockland, final account tiled by
Mark Reed, the famous playwTight. Owl’s Head Grange to meet Sup- Milton M. Griffin, guardian; Cora
day for the services at the Ash
Point Baptist Church. .
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Harp Music Tonight
THE LYRIC MUSE

The eternal God is thy Refuge,
and underneath are the Everlast
ing arms.—Deut. 33:27.

STRINGER

Tuesday-Friday

deceased, first and final account
■ filed by Leslie D. Cushman, admin
istrator; Sidney O. Hurd, late of
South Thomaston, deceased, first
and final account filed by Harvey
D. Crowley, executor; Enoch I.
Cock, late of Tenant's Harbor, deceasedfi first and final account
filed by Ella C. Davis, executrix;
Mary A. Ames, late of Appleton,
first and final account fill’d by Al, vah E. Ames, administrator.

Aug 27 Entertaimr.t t b
piic-e Service Men .it C
Building
Aug. 27—Thomas' n
]
meets at Levensaler II m-e
Aug- 28— Waldcb : > H:-- ,
ciety meets with Mr- Thoma
Sri’1
1—Republican t ir 3f
coin County.
sept.
2 — Rockport
<
Christmas Welfare I .t
Capt. Eells Boat Bar:
SeDt 7 Labor D
P
a—Ci’
8
Sept
Sept. 14—State Elec tion
Sept 16—Camden V
Harvest Show by Camden a
land Garden Clubs at Opera

The entire city of Rockland lias
been made a dim-out area by the '
Office of Civilian Defense and dim- '
cut lighting on automobiles is re
quired cn every s’tieet in the city
and thp legal speed is 10 miles per
hour. The new rules are effective
Thursday night.
Details on requirements for auto
mobile headl'ghts anti how to prop
erly mask headlights or auxiliary
lights (or light) are described in full I

FRIENDSHIP
Rev. and Mrs. E. Camp, who have
been occupying their Summer home
at Davis Point, have returned to
Boston.
<
Mrs. Ida Hoffses of Hyde Park,
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Mary Wotton.
The Logans and Mrs. Josephine
Burns entertained the Methodist
Ladies' Aid at their Dav s Point
heme Wednesday, picnic lunch be
ing enjoyed at noon.
The Roadside Cemetery Associa
tion will hold its annual meeting
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
Josephine Lawry.
Miss Rachel Stetson of Thomas
tcn is with her grandmother, Mrs.
Oliver, for a few days while recuper
ating from a sprained ankle.
Mrs. Ellen Wallace of Po-tland is
guest of Mrs. Annie Wallace.
Mrs. Elizabeth Weaver, who has
been at Peaks Island for two weeks,
has returned to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ailie Sterling.
Mrs. Celia Genthner of Fair
haven. Mass., visited the past week
with Mrs. Josephine Lawry and
daughter Eda.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sherriff
and ndaughter of Quincy, Mass.,
spent the week-end with Mrs. Sherriff’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin
Lawry. On return they were ac
companied by Llewellyn Oliver who
will pass a few days in Boston and
North Weymouth with his brother,
Ira L. Oliver.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Marion Lindsey entertained
Thursday night in honor of her
sister, Mrs. Evelyn Newberg of
Arlington Heights, Mass.
First
prize in gin rummy went to Mrs.
Leroy Wiggin with other prizes
going to Mrs. James Williams,
Mrs. Alfred Brown and Mrs.
Charles Carr. Much hilarity was
occasioned by the readings of the
teacup by Mrs. Emrha Stamp. '
Mrs. Elizabeth Babb and nephew
Leroy Wiggin have returned from
Everett, Mass., where they were
called by the death of her son-inlaw Eugene Clement.
Mrs. W. J. Washburn of Hart
ford, who was guest of Mrs. Lizzie
Wiggin the past week, has re
turned home.
Miss Helen Sleeper and Miss
Mary Sleeper have returned frcm
Boston where they attended the
six-weeks’ Summer session at
Boston University. Both are fac
ulty- members of State Training
Schools for teachers, Miss HelenSleeper at Bridgewater, Mass.,
and the latter at Washington State
Normal at Machias.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Tyler spent
the past week in Rockland caring
fcr his mother who fell on the
church steps there Sunday and
su tered a broken arm.
Local members of the State
Guard Reserve unit known as
“Cline’s Hell Cats,” spent Sunday
in Company with the Rockland
unit at maneuvers on Spruce
Head Island. Lobster stew was a
popular feature.
The supper to be held in the
Grange hall Thursday under the
management of the Community
Service Club is to raise money to
aid in these projects: Canteen,
good-will-gifts to
boys entering
the Service, heat for local Red
Cross sewing rooms, the State
Guard Reserve and any emer
gencies which may arise.
Schools reopen Sept. 8. The
two village schools will be com
bined in the Primary Building and
Mrs. Randall Hopkins will teach
there.

herewith

All such motor vehicles operating
on all streets in the city limits of
i Rcckland. require the use of park
ing 1 ghts plus dimmed-out auxili
ary lights, or reduced headlights,
shall be equipped as prescribed in
paragraphs a. b, and c below, and
within such areas a speed in excess
of 10 miles per hour shall be prlm3
facie uqfawful, as provided in para
graph 3 of Executive Order No. 15.
a. For motor vehicles equimed
to u«e parking lights plus reduced
passing lights, fog lights, or other
auxiliary lights having 32 candlepower bulbs or less, the following
method of light reduction shall be
adopted: The complete upper por
tion of the luminous surface or
glass area shall be covered with
pa nt, tape, plastic or other epaaue
material so that light will be emitted
through an opening equivalent to
one-third the total glass area. This
shall be accomplished by masking
the upper two-thirds of the glass
Waldoboro spent the week-end with
area with material described above,
Mrs. Hahn’s father, Almond Mcso that the opening will be equal io
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney of Cushing Lain, on Long Island.
one-third of the glass area and shall is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Clif- I Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and
be the lower portion of the glass ford Shuman.
family visited Sunday with Mr. and
area. No driving, passing or fog
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge Hahn of Mrs. Raymond Flagg at their cotlight or other auxiliary light when
.....— ' -------- '■
= tage in Jefferson.
shielded in the above manner shall the State of Maine. These laws
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Thompson
be equioped with a bulb larger than shall, of course, operate except in and daughter, Barbara, of Cran
32 candlepower.
those areas defined in Executive Or berry Lsland pased the week-end at
No motor vehicle shall travel with ders Nos. 11, 14 and 15.
Orin McLain’s.
Mrs. Sarah Prior and Mrs. Ina
more than two standard parking
No motor vehicle shall travel with
lights plus two standard auxiliary more than two standard headlights, Stahl spent Wednesday in Rcck
land.
lights, dimmed as provided above, dimmed as outlined above.
Clarence Prior of Biddeford Pool
but motor veh’cles having only a
In installing attachments for re
single auxiliary light, shall be per ducing light intensity or othe- mask made a week-end visit with his
mitted to travel with that auxiliary ing devices, care must be taken that, mother, Mrs. Martha Prior. M.s.
light plus two parking lights, pro at no time , shall the tco of >iny Gertrude Young and daughter o'
vided the single auxiliary light is main beam of light be higher than Bristol, were guests Friday at
Martha Prior’s.
located on the left hand s de of the the headlight centers.
Miss Pauline Prior, who has been
vehicle, below the headlight and is
Special arrangements or devices visiting relatives in Friendship, re
dimmed as provided above.
for reducing or dimming headl ghts
b. For motor vehicles which are or auxiliary lights will be approved turned home Saturday.
Dr. and
Mrs. A. R. “
Benedict were
not
nor equipped
equipped to
to use
use parking
parsing lights
ided thp nomination is limited
“visited
plus properly dimmed auxiliary , * n-wrihpri in thic Order
Belfast visitors Friday.
lights
the light produced bv stand- , a‘ Regulations
P es^ribed ln ofthisautomobile
yrcle^. . 1 Mrs.
Osler,
Mrs.vUifprl
Viola
iignts. tne ngnt produced Dy Siam.
fightnin Florence
T „„i11p
prinr
ard headlghts eauipped with a 37 ,
within riim-nut areas as u-e- McL,ain and Bucilie Prior visited
candlencwer bulbs
shall be reduced ing
.,.\ . in
“VZv,?
1!/ aishall
?as,, beP un- Friday
Damariscotta,
canqiepcwer
duios snail De reduced
3^.11,^
this order
Mr; mTocjp
Rlirn- nf Mnsnonym
m, the
manner:
The
,iorstnrri to
tn apply
nnniv only
nniv to
tr the
the spesnp- wag
1 Mrs
- Jo-leguest
BurnsatoiPreMuscongus
rierstnnri
tr,
annlv
nniv
tc
SDerecent
da Collax . following
,
,
, ccm- i derstood
Piete luminous surface or glass aiea cjplc jjghts mentioned, and not to
. mere’s.
shall be covered with paint, tape,
taiK li^iits, or rcu.r and
Mrs. Astor WiU^v r^rpntlv visitplastic or ether opaque material ex stniiciHrcl
front
marker
lights.
pd
per sjster, Mrs. C. W. Eugley in
cept for a horizontal opening which i
F. H. Farnum, Director.
Waldoboro.
shall be 3” wide and 1" high. This '
opening shall be located on the lu
minous surface or glass area exact
ly in the center of the lens, which
shall be arranged horizontally so
85TH ANNUAL
that the opening is 14” on each
side of the center and 4” above and
below the center of 'the glass a ea
No headlights when shielded in the
above manner .‘hall be equipped
with a bulb larger than 32 candlepower.
c. For motor vehicles equipped
DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE
only with standard headlights hav
ing standard sealed beam bulbs, the
light shall be reduced in the follow
SEPTEMBER 1 AND 2,1942
ing manner: The complete lumi
nous surface or glass a’ea shall be
covered with paint, tape, plastic or
other opaque material except for a
MIDWAY CARNIVAL VAUDEVILLE
horizontal opening wh'cb shall be
3” wide and,4” high. This open
ing shall be located on the luminous
CAPT. ANDERSON’S ANIMAL CIRCUS
surface or glass area exactly in the
center of the lens, which shall be
ON THE STAGE
arranged horizontally so tnat the
opening is 14” on each side of the
center and 4” above and below the
BAND CONCERT 7.00 O’CLOCK EACH EVENING
center of the glass area. No headl ghts when shielded in the above
manner shall be equipped with a
AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS
bulb larger than the standard sealed
beam headlight bulb.
Motor vehicles not equipped with
AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS
PULLING
parking lights plus properly dimmed ,
auxiliary lights, and which are re- "
quired to travel in and cut of
SERVICE MEN IN UNIFORM FREE
d:mmed-out areas, shall so arrange
the attachments for dimming the r
headlights as prescribed in para
CHANGE IN VAUDEVILLE EACH DAY
graphs b and c above that those at- !
tachments may be removed upon j
AMERICAN LEGION BEANO
leaving the dim-out zone, in c-rder
that they may comply with Section ’
80-82
82 of the Motor Vehicle Laws of I

LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Frances Levine cf Long
Island, N. Y., is visiting Mrs. Loretta
Morton.
Mrs. Belle Crump of New York
City and Daytona Beach, Fla., is
spending a few weeks with Mrs.
Maude Shea.
Mrs. C. F. Simmons spent Sat
urday with her daughter, Mrs. Wil
bert Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Reed of Bel
mont, Mass., are $t their cottage
on the island.
Miss Katherine Aageson was a
recent visitor at the home of friends
in Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas of
Oakland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Burton.
Edgar Post and Thornton Batty j
went Thursday to Boston to report
at the Coast Guard base.
Miss Elaine Grassick, who has |
been visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
Cassie McLeod, returned home
Tuesday.

Llr

COMING RF.I NIONS
Aug- 26—Payson Foglei
qnow Bowl. Camden
' Aug- 26—Hills fam:l\
Snow B.
Camden.
Aug 26- Kalloch family at Pe:
scot View Grange hall Glen Cove
Aug. 30—Crockett family at R.
bins cottage. Ash Point

Dr. John W. Bradbury editor
the Watchman - Examiner, w
preached at the 1
Sunday, is conductin a . erieconferences at the church ee.
evening at 7.30 through Thur
,.ht. He i- :
of the Book of Fphesiar.- Sun.
night, Rand Smith barimne. ••The Man of Gallilet words a:
music bv Mrs. Margaret Cru
Rockland.
Edward F M
alleged to have committed a sla:
tory offense at Rockland Aug 1'
involving a 14-before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal
municipal court Monday
pleaded innocent, but proba1)
cause was found and lie was b .:
over to the Nov cm be: te: m
SI
rior court. Bail wa
He was committed t<a lai

Motor Corps work- : for the Ser
ice Men’s dance an 1 dau - M
Elizabeth Evansky. Virginia M
riam, Helen O
ardson. Anna Simpson and M:
Mary Winslow; ehecknom. M:
Victoria Mculaison and Mr- Rui
Mazzeo: door. M. Helen Col: •
and Mrs. Loretta Glendennlng.
Rotarians are r minded that ’
meeting this week w.ll be Thurscla
to meet District Governor Art!.
Lagueux of Quebec.

The Rockland Pirate- tack’.e th-.
sassy Camden shi
11-star tea;
in Camden tenight A number
local supporters are going along

Nature stages a black-out to
night when the moon goes into i
eclipse. The alert sounds at 11
p. in. and the all cut at 12 33 a n

Miss Marion l.udwi k of Rod
land., has been elected to tea.
French in the Hiuh School
ceeding Mrs. Donald A Mathes
who recently resigned Mi-s fi
wick, daughter of Sheriff and M:
C. Earle Ludwick. is a graduate <
Rcckland Higri School and Ba*.
College. She attended the Fren
school at Middleburv College. M:
dlebury. Vt., this Summer R
mond Dean c: s
manual art
S
succeedir.- I
Gordon of W<
teach the firsl
M
building, succeeding Mi
Harding.
Mrs. M
Rockland, is to teacl)
Came
fourth grades at
Street School.
Postmaster James Connellan
sons, Leo and Jimmy attended
17th annual banquet observing
close of the
Can
Gregory, Dry Mill:, which trie C •
neilan .boys have attended for t!
past two years. Amon: the spea
ers at the banquet were the Rn
Reverend Monsianor James
Carey of Portland, originator a
present superintendent of
Camp; Rev Edward F Ward. D
rector of Camp Gregory and Pomaster James Connellan. of Rxx
land; who spoke of the Can
value from the parents’ point
view. Among the a
the banquet. Leo Connellan v
given the emblems for havii
fled as Junior Life Guare. K
Cross tests, and the Camp Greg.’
Green Star fcr winnipg points
all events qlassifyin- him as a R'
reeentative Camper, A; tbe
time, Jimmy Connellan wa a»
ed his letter “G” as a member
the Junior Baseball Champion B
ball Team.
Thursda
Beano, G A.R
Aug. 27—2.15 p m -adv

Try our delicious Maine Spr:.'
gum. Top quality. Mail orde:
filled. C. H. Moor & Co., 322 Ma
St., City.—adv.
5»-TVisitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency. 603
West.—adv.

Washington, D
of The Courier-G
Metropolitan N*'
15th street, N<r’

For dependable rad o serv
call the Radio Shop telephone 84
517 Main street. Complete Phi
line.—adv.

ItMMabtr tataan

BINGO

Invest
A Dime Out of
Every Dollar in

TONITE, SPEAR IIALE, 7-45

Given Away, $5.00—1 paeh
I)oor Prize SI.50
Three Lucky Games. $2, S6. S7
81

U.S. War Bonds

BY L & M. IT’S PEACHY

BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

All E. & M. Dealers Will Have Our Famous

ENROLL NOW fOR FALL TERM BEGINNING

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

Fresh Peach Ice Cream, All This Week.

Short, intensive courses in Shorthand and Typewriting
z
for the Duration
Office open for interviews
August 20, 27, and September 1, from 1 to 4.30 P. M.
447 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Xelephones—Rockland, 234; Camden, 2476

81T83

pL

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

We Will Make Fresh Peach Ice Cream

TELEPHONES
S90 or 781-1 or 781-11

UNTIL AUG. 29 ONLY

110-112 limerock street
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

fcday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 25,1942

TALK OF THE TOWNIpi^TliS,71113118uard ha*been
placed at either end of the Han
cock-Waldo bridge.

rOMOBILIJ,
|ROTHCR«,
TANCOUSkV
J MACHINE
|A -THIR.O

A
27 Entertainment by Naval
p., , Service Men at Community
Bul’.dlng.
Southend young folks have
A
27—Thomaston -Garden Club formed an organization known as
„ P. •. at Levensaler House.
28—Waldoboro—Historical So- the “Commandos,'’ who are doing
• meets with Mrs Thomas Stenger splendid work in the collection of
• l—Republican tour of Lln- articles needed for defense—such
cc'n County.
2 — Rockport — Children's as fats, iron, rubber, etc., and shar
(-••.-:mas Welfare Fund concert at ing the proceeds to buy defense
t ,;)• Eells Boat Barn.
stamps. In th s energetic group are
«,.p. 7 Labor Day.
*
Glona Bohn, Ruth Mahcney, Gilly
S- pt. 8—City Schools begin.
I a State Election.
Merriam, Barbara Lufkin, Jerry
:,t
16 Camden—Victory f Carden Lufkin and Teddy Strong.
They
p .. .i Show by Camden and Rockare making a systematic street by
Garden Clubs at Opera House.
street canvass. Kindly get in touch
with any of them if you have any
COMING REUNION^
thing, or can give the use of your
A
26—Payson-Fogler families at
c- '. Bowl. Camden.
truck to haul it away.
‘A - 26—Hills family at Snow Bowl,
Camden.
Charles Jones of Old County read
A , 26 Kalloch family at Penob• View Grange hall. Glen Cove
brought into The Courier-Gazette
30 Crockett family at Roboffice yesterday a large green worm
b::. cottage. Ash Point.
about two inches in length, wh ch
had
sucker legs and a peculiar look
Dr John W. Bradbury, editor of
Watchman - Examiner, who ing mouth. Found it in a maple
preached at the First Baptist church tree on his premises. The specimen
Sunday, is conducting a series of would probably please Norman Ler
conferences at the church each mond, but it didn’t have that effect
evening at 7.30 through Thursday upon the front office girls.
r.Uht. He is giving an exposition
Milton T. Lufkin, manager of
, f the Book of Ephesians. Sunday
nit.ht. Rand Smith, baritone, sang Rose Hill Farm. Owl’s Head several
•Tiit Man of Gallilee,” words and months, left this week-end for Wal
music by Mrs. Margaret Crie of tham, Mass., where he is to have
charge of the farm at Middlesex
Rockland.
University.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

’6m a 12eiiee
jfe.

The Carpenters’ Union is having
a lobster supper in the American
Legion hall tomorrow night at 8
oclock served by
Winslow-Hol
brook Ladies' Auxiliary.

HEy?

Page Three

THE HECK. WITH
THE CHOW line —
IT'S THE MAIL UNt
FOR. US •

you ROOKIES —
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OVER HERE »

•—- .
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N..47

Jie week-end with
ler, Almond Mc|tnd
W. Osier and
■l.i.v witli Mr. and
Igg at their cotlathan Tiiompscn

irbara, of Crari
tlie week-end at

l>r and Mrs. Ina
lie.sday in Roek|t Biddeford Pool
visit with his
J-tha Prior. Mrs.
■and daughter . of
pests Friday at

h r who has been
In Friendship, reIrday.
Ir Benedict were
ridajr.
>sier, Mrs. Viola
|ille Prior visited
cotta.
is of Muscongus
at Freda Collar< <■■»*•! tlv visit C. W. Eugley in
—*' —9

EVENING
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Edward F. Martz of Portland,
alleged to have committed a statu
tory offense at Rockland Aug. 17,
involving a 14-year old gliT, was
before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal in
municipal court Monday.
He
pleaded innocent, but probable
,au-e was found and he was bound
,, .t i to the November term of supeior court. Bail was set at $1,000.
He was committed to jail.

Motor Corps workers for the Servi Men's dance are: Ushers. Misses
Elizabeth Evansky, Virginia Meri.a ii, Helen Oldis, Barbara Richardson, Anna Simpson and Mrs.
Maty Winslow; checkroom, Mrs.
Victoria Moulaison and Mrs. Ruth
Mazzeo; door, Mtss Helen Coltart
and Mrs. Loretta Glendenning.

Members are reminded that they
may win the Pot of Gold if they at
tend tonight’s triple header meeting
at the Elks Home. SujJper at 6.30.

Mrs. Helena Coltart. who is hav
ing a fortnight’s vacation from the
Knox Registry of Deeds, returned
Saturday from a week’s visit in
Calais. Mrs. Helvi Hamalainen is
substituting for her at the Registry.
Mrs. Fred True met with a painlul accident recently, nearly losing
the sight of an eye.
Mrs. Helen Bean is substituting
at the office of Dr. C. H. Jameson
during a week's vacation absence
of Miss Winifred Dimick.

Mrs. Allston Smith, who reported
for The Courier-Gazette during the
Summer vacation, completed her
duties Saturday. She is succeeded
by Ray Sherman, formerly corre
spondent for the Bangor Daily News.
The Rockland Pirates tackle that His residence phone is 1168.
sassy Camden shipyard all-star team
BORN
in Camden tenight. A number of
Heliier—At Newton Hospital, to Mr
local supporters are going along.
and Mrs. Edward G Helller of Con

Rotarians are reminded that the
meeting this week w.ll be Thursday
to meet District Governor Arthur
Lagueux of Quebec.

\’ature stages a black-out to
night when the moon goes into an
eclipse. The alert sounds at 11.01
p m. and the all out at 12.35 a. m.
Miss Marion Ludwick of Rock
and.. has been elected to teach
French in the High School, suc
ceeding Mrs. Donald A. Matheson,
who recently resigned. MlssLLudvi k. daughter of Sheriff and Mrs.
C Earle Ludwick, is a graduate of
Rick.and Hlgn School and Bates
College. She attended the French
i liool at Middleburv College, Mid
dlebury. Vt., this Summer. Ray
mond Dean ,cf Scion, is to teach
manual arts in the High School,
■ impeding Laroy Brown. Miss Vera
Gordon of West Sullivan, is to
teach the first grade at McLain
building, succeeding Mrs. Dorothy
Harding.
Mrs. Mary Smith of
Rockland, is to teach the third and
fourth grades at the Camden
Street School.

Postmaster James Connellan and
■: <. Leo and Jimmy, attended the
17th annual banquet observing the
dose of the season at Camp
Gregory. Dry Mills, which the Connellan.boys have attended for the
past two years. Among the speak
ers at the banquet were the Right
Reverend Monsignor James A.
Carey of Portland, originator and
present superintendent of the
Camp: Rev. Edward F. Ward. Direztor of Camp Gregory and Post
master James Connellan. of Rock
land. who spoke of the Camp’s
value from the parents’ point of
view Among the'awards made at
'he banquet, Leo Connellan was
-aven the emblems for having qualilied as Junior Life Guard, Red
Cress tests, and the Camp Gregory
Green Star for winning points in
all events classifying him as a Rep
resentative Camper, At the same
une. Jimmy Connellan was award
ed his letter “G” as a member of
the Junior Baseball Champion Base
ball Team.

Beano. G.A.R. hall, Thursday.
Aug. 27—2.15 p. m.—adv.

Try our delicious Maine Spruce
gum. Top quality. Mall orders
filled. C. H. Moor & Co., 322 Main
St., City.—adv.
5S-T-tf )
Visitors in
>. n get copies
zette at the
Agency. 603
West.—adv.

Washington, D. C.,
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15tli street. wTJorth
• 58*tf
'-

VXv

For dependable radio service
all the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
17 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
60tf

BINGO

i

TONITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, $5.00—1 each
Door Prize $1.50
Three Lucky Games, $2, $6, $7
81*lt

cord. Mass, a son - Edward Peter.
DeMass—At Rockland, Aug. 21, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest DeMass, a son
Richard Ernest
Fills—At Paris. Tenn., Aug. 19, to
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Ellis of Waldo
boro a daughter Patricia Ann.

MARRIED
Thurston-Perr.v—At Warren, Aug 22
Edward H Thursfon of Thomaston
and Phyllis R. Perry of Warren - by
Rev. Aubrey S Bishop.
Demmons-Hoar—At RockWnd. Aug
22, Carroll Demmons and Agnes Hoar,
both of Rockland—.by City Clerk E R.
Keene.

DIED
Crockett—At North Haven, Aug 22.
Lula Estelle Crockett, wife of Herman
W. Crockett, age 61 years. 8 months.
24 days.
Hall—At Owl's Head. Aug. 20. John
Hall, age 60 years 3 months, 14 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 p. m. at
Finnish Church. Burial In Ash Point
Cemetery.
Britt------At Rockland. Aug 21. Mary
Elizabeth Britt, age 81 years, 4 months,
19 days. Funeral services at the late
residence. Monday at 3 p. m., Rev
CharleA E. Brooks, officiating. Burial
In Achorn cemetery.
Chandler—At Fairfield. Aug. 21, Eve
lyn Bragg, wife of James H. Chandler,
age 21 years. 5 months, 1 day. Funeral
Monday at 1 p m.
Littlefield Me
morial Church. Rev. Charles A Marstaller officiating.
Burial in Achorn
Cemetery
HaskeU—At Rockland, Aug. 23. Da
vid Wheeler Haskell, age 1 year. 18
days. Private funeral services at Rus
sell Funeral home. Tuesday at 10 a. m.
Rev. A. G. Hempstead officiating.
Burial In Waldoboro.
Gray—At Rockland, Aug. 22. Albert
E Gray, age 64 years. 9 months. 27
days.
Funeral from Burpee Funeral
Home Tuesday at 3 p. m. conducted
by Rev. A. G. Hempstead.

IN MEMORIAM
1906—Blanche F Andrews—1942
We miss her, oh, so very much!
Sometimes she seems so nigh.
We hope some day to meet her
Where no one says. "Goodbye."
Though she is gone, long will she be
In my memory we hold so dear.
Why she Is gone, we do not see.
But we know she is always near.
Lovingly remembered by her hus
band James E Andrews, her son-inlaw and daughter. Joseph and Gladys
Martinez of Cambridge. Mass.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to neighbors, friends and Dr.
Campbell for their many kindnesses
during our recent bereavement
The family of the late Dexter, and
Mary Starrett Hahn, Warren.

CARD OF THANKS
To the Camden. Rockland and
Thomaston Baseball teams, to the
many friends who attended the games
for my benefit, and to the neighbor
hood friends whose gifts will bring
many hours of pleasure. I wish to
express my *PPr®ctotio'kana saw^r

C.ARD OF THANKS
The members of the Martinsville
Ladies' Circle wish to thank all who
helped in any way to make their
fair such a success.

•

Chairman of Committee.
—

J*

Ce^,-'thl VMf KF C Fi<k<

fc*r

STANLEY-MELVIN
The Crocketts will have ’their
annual reunion Sunday, Aug. 30, at
Miss Elva Jessie Melvin, daughter
the cottage of Mrs Jessie L. Rob of Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Melvin of
bins at Ash Point.
Winter Haven, Fla., became the
A telephone has been installed at bride of Lieut. Freemont B. Stan
the George Bean residence, 293-W. ley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stan
ley of Swans Island, Aug. 9 at the
Thirty men f^om the naval base First Baptist Church in Winter Ha
were entertained Monday night at ven, Rev. L. U. Fanm performing
the meeting of Kiwanis Club held the double ring ceremony.
at Oakland Park. The affair was The bride who was given in mar
started off with a picnic supper con riage by her father, was dressed in
sisting of steamed clams, lobster white satin with elongated waist,
salad sandwiches and accessories. sweetheart neckline and leg of mut
Entertainment, held in the pavilion, ton sleeves in points at the wrist.
consisted of vaudeville acts and mu Her veil was of sheer net trimmed
sical numbers. The boys rounded
a wide band of Chantilly lace
out the evening with a lively ses with
held with a tiara of the same ma
sion of roller skating. Francis D. terial.
Orchids and tuber roses
Orne was general chairman and were fashioned
the shape of a
was assisted by Howe Glover, J. fan. Her only inornament
was a
Donald Coughlin, George W. Brack necklace of pearls.
ett, Charles H. Berry and Sherman
Bridesmaids were Miss Kathryn
Daniels.
Lowe of Key West, Fla., and Miss
Edith Melvin of Elizabethtown, N.
Don’t forget the Navy boys’ dance C. They wore harmonizing shades
and concert Thursday at the Com of blue taffeta fashioned on the
munity Building. All you need is lines of the bridal dress. Shoulder
to be in uniform and you will be length veils of matching blue net
admitted free as an honored guest. were fastened by bands of valley
If you are not in uniform, - buy a lilies.
ticket and help make the evening Mrs. Melvin, mother of the bride,
a big success.
wore a floo rlength light blue silk
jersey with draped neckline and
Chief of Police Mansfield appeals sleeves. The hat was of white vel
to the public to refrain from call vet flowers and net. Her corsage
ing police headquarters when an was of pink glamiles.
Dennis Bragdon was best man.
air raid alert sounds. On the oc
casion of
last week’s alarm 40 Groomsman was Giles Van Duyne
calls were received, and they op and ushers, Mallory Roberts and
erated to the discomfort of the Im Paul Vaughn. Little Elaine Hasportant business which the station mund, in floor length dress of yel
was seeking to conduct. To use low taffeta and tiny bonnet, acted
Chief Mansfield’s expression the as flower girl. Master Richard Show
nephew of the bride, carried the
idle calls “gum up the works.”
ring on a tiny pillow in the center
The Lawrence Portland Cement of a lace heart.
Following the ceremony a recep
Company is having its annual field
tion was held at the home of the
day today.
bride, which had been attractively
decorated with roses, gladiolas.
All auxiliary police are requested palms and ferns. The bride’s table
to attend the Civilian Defense meet was laid with an exquisite hand
ing at the Community Building crocheted tablecover. The wedding
Wednesday night, and to remain cake, a gift of the bridegroom’s par
after it closes, on important busi ents, was decorated with tuber
ness.
roses and love birjis and topped by
a miniature bride and groom. On
Philip H. Miller of Eastport was either side of the cake were tall
before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal in tapers hand decorated with fragile
Municipal Court Tuesday, charged wax tuber roses.
with colliding with and causing
Mrs. Stanley is a native of Win
damage to an electric light pole of ter Haven where she graduated
the Central Maine Power Co. on from the public schools and later
Park street, Aug. 24, and leaving attended Florida State College for
the scene of an accident. He Women where she received her A.
pleaded guilty and was find $10 and B. degree in dramatics in 1939.
costs of $15.30. with an alternate During her college career she was
sentence of 30 days in jail.
a member of the Glee Club. Carsicial Club, Modern Dance Club, col
The annual picnic of Odd Fellows' lege social committee and Zeta Phi
will be held Sunday at farm of Eta Sorority. For the past three
Carl Chaples, Morse Corner. Those years she has taught English and
wishing transportation should be at Speech at Callahan, Fla.
hall on School street at 10 30 a. m„
Lieut. Stanley was born in Swan’s
or telephone Milton V. RoHins, Island. He attended Higgins Classi
432-M.
cal Institute from which he gradu
ated with high honors. He went
to Florida in 1937 and at the time
CRIEHAVEN
of his induction in the armed forces
Sergeants Russell and Oscar Simp he was assistant manager of pro
son were home on a 10-day leave duction of the Winter Haven Citrus
recently, visiting family and friends. Exchange. Previous to that he had
Moonlight sailing, a dance and ice been employed by Mrs. Gilmore
cream parties were a few of the en Drew. Lieut. Stanley is now con
joyments. Capt. Oram Simpson nected with the officers’ personnel
took them to Rockland and with of Camp Maxie near Dallas, Texas.
other members of the family, saw
Their wedding trip was to Tampa,
them off on the train, enroute to Fla., the bride traveling in a twoCamp D^vis, N. C. where they are piece aquamarine and beige suit
stationed.
with matching accessories and or
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tripp returned chid corsage.
Monday form Rockland. Mr. Tripp
had been there a week for medical
treatment.
Mr. Sorenson spent last Tuesday
here and in the evening gave the
third in a series of talks on “Ice
land.” His last service here will
be Wednesday.
Bruce, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Strickland of Asbury Park, N. J..
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Simp
son for a week. Mrs. Strickland
(Virginia Sargent) visited here sev
eral years ago and has many friends
on the island.
Much excitement was in evidence
Monday when a lobster shack was
found to have gone ashore at Deep
Cove. It floated off on the next
high tide, without much damage.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Buy Your Monument
THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

D AN C E
HEAD OF BAY

TOWN HALL

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

81*Jt

Under a new system we new
can bay monaments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.

Save on Freight. Save on
Labor. Save on Time.

RUSSELL

BURPEE'S

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
UO-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

TEL. 662

Ask ns for details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.,

Rockland

Tel. 1216-W
A Card or a Call Win Bring
a Representative 61Ttf

Let’s re-locate your

Pvt. Verneley G. Black, who is Colorado and have made a good
stationed at Camp Vowie, Texas, is friend in the publicity director of
on a 10-day furlough, the guest'of this Western paradise. Had a nice
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George call on Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fowler
L. Black, Knott street.
at their new home. Quite a few
• * * •
Maine boys here but have not met
Mrs. Theresa C. Walker has re- : any from Rockland and vicinity.
ceived word from her son, Donald We all miss the ocean and will
J. Walker, who is in the U. S. Ma- surely be homesick for the Pine Tree
rines and he says he is well and j State during the Fall months. You
happy but is very busy. He wants have no idea how much I look for
to be remembered to all of his ward to getting The Courier-Ga
zette which I read from cover to
friends.
cover.”
♦ • ♦ ♦
Edgar
Maynard
iPost
and
Thornton E. Batty of Spruce Head ( Writing from Burbank, Calif.,
joined the rapidly-expanding ranks i “Cracker” Favreau, Rockland, who
of the United States Coast Guard is with Battery B, 603d, voices his
Reserve Aug. 21 and w’ere sworn in appreciation of The Courier-Ga
at special induction ceremonies zette, and offers the interesting in
held at the Coast Guard Recruit formation that he is still in the
ing Office at 70 State street, Bos fighting game, geing into the ring
ton. Lieut. Commander G. M. at 160. which is considerably heavier
Phanemiller, Personnel Procure than he used to be when he was
ment Officer for the Coast Guard climbing through the ropes at the
in this district officiated. They Rockland shows. Next Thursday
are among thousands of American i night he is on the bill at the Jim
citizens between the ages of 17 and ! Jeffries Fight Club, which is only
55 who are flocking to the Coast about three miles from Burbank.
Guard Recruiting Offices at Bos I “I feel that I will have all my old
friends pulling for me,”
ton, Portland, Providence and i home
writes
“
Cracker,”
Springfield to enlist in this branch
• • • •
of service the oldest military arm
Mrs Knut Carlson, 9 Suffolk
of the Government.
street
was much relieved after a
• » ♦ •
very long wait to receive a tele
Miss Eleanor Stetson of New gram from her son Ffc. Donald H.
castle who has been visiting Mrs. Bergren from “Somewhere in the
Knut Carlson, 9 Suffolk street, Pacific,” saying “not to worry, all
will soon enter the Portland Maine is well with me.”
A, » » *
General Hospital to train for an
Army nurse.
Dana Clarence Gurney. 29 year
* * * •
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Z. Gurney
For men skilled in certain occu of RED 1, Union, has been gradupations, petty officer ratings are ' ated from the School of the Re
available. For the unskilled the cruit at the United States Naval
Coast Guard offers multiple op Training Station, and is now on
portunities for advancement and a a seven-day leave. Upon return, he
thorough training in technical and will be assigned to advanced duty.
A graduate of Appleton High
mechanical trades.
« * * *
School, he is the brother of Harvey
A diploma designating him as a Gurney, an Aviation Machinist in
qualified radio operator has been the Army.
# rt ♦ *
awarded Private John S. Fogg, 3d
Pvt. Bernard Bergren is now lo
Armored Division, Camp Polk. La.,
son of Mrs. Wilhelmina T. Fogg of cated in the U. S. Signal Corps,
Warren, Me. Private Fogg entered Fort Monmouth, where he is study
ing to become an instructor.
tlie service in January, 1942.
• * * •
Hand-picked because of their ap
A
special
three-day
recruitment
titude to learn the International
Morse Code, these soldier students drive to enrcll qualified men for
spent weeks picking out the dot- Navy Department civilian posts at
and-dash combinations fed to them Pearl Harbor will start at United
over headphones from a mechani States Employment Service offices
cal transmitter. Following mastery in Portland, Bath, Rockland and
of the code, they operated “table' Augusta. Civil Service representa
sets” in the classroom. Outstand tives will be at Rockland Wednes
ing feature of the course, which day to interview and examine
applicants.
compares very favorably with that urgently needed
♦ * * *
of the Signal C<frps School at Ft.
Eino Maki, who is currently sta
Monmouth, N. J., is the field prac
tice in which every soldier-student tioned at Fort Devens, passed a twoparticipates. Radio sets are in day leave with his parents, Mr. and
stalled in moving vehicles and at Mrs. Karl L. Maki, Old County
stationary posts, simulating actual road.
* * * ♦
battle conditions, and communica
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred E. Harden of
tion is carried on between stations.
Instructors check operations and the Highlands, were delighted to
receive a telephone call Sunday
teach procedure in the field.
night from their son, Staff Ser
* ♦ # *
geant
Richard B. Harden, who is
Friends of Pvt. Gerald Hawkins,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawk on maneuvers at Ephrata Air Base,
“Dick” said that al
ins cf Tenant’s Harbor, will be in Washington.
though it is very hot, he is feeling
terested to know that he is sta great
and wishes to be remembered
tioned in Florida. His address is:
to
all
of his friends.
Pvt. Gerald Hawkins, 24th Ferry
* « • «
ing Squadron, Morrison Field, West
First Lieutenant Everett A. Mun
Palm Beach, Fla.
sey, former automobile dealer of
# * * *
is one of hundred of
A member cf The Courier-Ga 1! Rockland,
executives of specialized businesses
zette staff has received the follow ! and industries now being trained at
ing note from Dick Reed:
“Well along into the fifth week the new Air Forces Officer Trainof Phcto School and time is fly
ing fast. The course covers many
BENEFIT BEANO
phases of wartime picture making I. O. O. F HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
and laboratory technique. After
eighth week the class is split up Free Game $14; Monthly Prize $15
Lucky Game $23
into groups for specialization and
then its four weeks more of intense
Attendance Priz^ $8.00
study and effort.
PLENTY OF GROCERIES
“I have seen a lot of the State cf
81*lt

Fine Boys Going

“Enemy” Repulsed

W. R. Walter’s Fine Tribute Cline’s “Hell Cats” Saved
To Three Leaving North
the Village of Spruce
Waldoboro
Head
Three cf the finest boys one
! could wish to meet were born, and
matured to manhood in North
Waldoboro. Lynden Morse, son of
i Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse, Sr., a
; graduate of Warren High School,
I married, and for some years has
| been employed by a firm in Port, land, is now in the Army Air Forces
Training Det. Academy in New
i York City.
Guy Ames, one of our best labor
ing men, as the writer can testify
by personal experience, having
worked with many days. Quiet and
unassuming, he was ever ready to
tackle the hardest tasks with a
relish. His courage and ingenuity
were demonstrated when he and his
cousin, Oakly, built a boat, launched
it below Mank’s mill in the after
noon, pulled it around the several
’ dams and rapids, reaching tide wa, ters about dusk. They rowed all
night, making Ocean Point and up
the Georges River to Thomaston in
the morning—and all without a
casualty. He is due to respond to
the call the 27th. Guy will be much
missed. His sacrifice is to leave
his home and a number of farm
animals under his care.
We name the last but by no
means the least. Oren (“Junior”)
Robinson—that it takes some man
hood, size and good looks to dupli
cate, “Junior” is a hale fellow, well
met. The writer. was associated
with him in Orange work, when he
became master of Maple Grange
and proved a most excellent execu
tive. He was 25 years old yester
day. He was married to Margaret
Bennett of Portland last January
and settled down to housekeeping,
which was broken up, the furniture
stored and Margaret going home to
stay with her mother during the

473 MAIN ST., Foot of Lindsey St.,

conflict.
“Junior’s” grandfather,
Levi Robinson, was a Civil War
veteran and was in a rebel prison
21 months.
Mrs. Levander Newbert, the
mother of "Junior,” lost her first
husband by death many years ago.
Like the noble woman that shp is,
writes, “I am only one mother
among many.” She also has a
grandson, Dyson Jameson, alreadv
In the Service, and others expected
to follow.
Both “Junior” and Guy are due
to start for Camp Devens Thurs
day. And may the good Lord go
with them and protect them if the
prayer of their many friends, in
cluding the writer of these lines.
W. R. Walter

ing School, Miami Beach, Fla., to
direct administrative and supply
operations of the rapidly expand
ing ground forces. In a six weeks
course of military instruction and
physical conditioning, Lt. Munsey
and other specialists commissioned
directly from civilian life will be
prepared to take over executve
«MU UH NtCOI n
duties in Air Forces maintenance
UIIUIMT
that parrallel the responsible posi
tions they held in commerce and
industry.
• ♦ ♦ #
A service flag has been placed in
the window of Spruce Head Com Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
munity hall in honor of the 15 men
of that village who are in the serv
ice of their country. The flag is
BENEFIT BEANO
cf red background with white cen
K. P. HALL, THOMASTON
ter and 15 blue stars forming a
THURSDAY, 8.15
“V”. The work was done by Mrs.
Grace York and is very attractive. Lucky Game $22.00; Free Game $5.00
This flag is deeply appreciated by
Marathon $5.00
the families of the boys thus
PLENTY OF GOOD PRIZES
honored.
'
81*lt

FOOTWEAR
Chisholm’s
Child’s, to size 9
High or Low
Brown, Smoke, White and
Black

$1.98-$2.50
MISSES’ AND YOUTHS’
Brown Oxfords, Plain or Moc Toe
Sizes

CARR’S
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES

Members of Company L, Maine
State Guard, Captain Burton C.
White, joined with First Lieut.
Ralph E. Cline’s State Guard Re
serve at Spruce Head Sunday for
maneuvers with guerrilla tactics.
Company L represented a land
ing party from a submarine and
the village of Spruce Head was de
fended by the “Hell Cats,” Cline’s
organization of aggressive rouuh
and ready fighters. The village was
saved from the enemy and the at
tackers were captured without do
ing much damage.
A group form the Rockland com
pany of the Knox County Motor
Corps, Capt. Ruth Mazzeo was pres
ent and engaged in hand grenade
and target practice.
Following the maneuvers, Lieut.
Cline’s men and their wives enter
tained at Spruce Head island, the
main feature being a lobster stew.

$1.98

to 3

$3.50

$2.75
GROWING GIRLS’

Loafers

ROCKLAND

TEL. 946-W

Dark Red

Selling Out and Removal Sale

$3.95

MUST DISPOSE OF ENTIRE STOCK

cuffs.
SURE...

We’ll be glad to take the cuffs
off your old trousers and see
that the Army gets the wool.
Wouldn't it be nice to think
that the cuffs you took off your
present trousers were responsible
for giving a couple of cuffs to
some slant eyed gent with
glasses?
Bring your old trousers in and
up to date.

Our fee

50c

GREGORYS
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

SMALL CANS PAINT .................. ......................... 9c; 3 for JtS
MILL END PAINTS ......................................................... gal. $1.09
ALL AROUND PAINT (16 colors) .......... ........... ......... gal. 1.4.9
Quart .......... .....................49; .............A............. 1-2 gal .75
EXCELLO PAINTS (15 colors) ...................................... gal 1.19
Specials on 1-2 gallon cans
FLOOR ENAMEL (10 colors) ....................................................... 85
INTERIOR GLOSS ENAMELS (12 colors) ................................ 90
FLAT WALL PAINT .......................................................................95
SEMI-GLOSS (11 colors) .....................
1.15
TOURAINE OUTSIDE, 100% ................................................ 124
POLISH ....... ........................................................... -....... Can .40
ACME AUTO PAINT ......................................... ........ Quart 149
MURESCO ................... ........ -....................................... 5 Lbs. .39
POLISHING CLOTH .'............................................... „................ 10
MITTEN DUSTERS (for furniture and automobile) .......... 45
HAZE REMOVER ........... —.......................................................... 45
TAIL LIGHT LENS (glass) ..... ................. . ........ -................ 45
RUNNING BOARD CEMENT .............. —...................................
TOUCH-UP ENAMEL ...........-...................... -............... Can 40
HUB CAPS ..................................................................................... 40
IGNITION CABLE SETS
......................... ....................... 43
LARGE SIZE SPONGES (Jor household as well as for cars) 40
TIE ROD ENDS ................ 69. RADIATOR CAPS ...............19
GAS TANK CAPS............ 19. STARTER SPRINGS ................. U
GAS GAUGE FLUID „.. .19. MANIFOLD HEATERS . .. M

SADDLE OXFORDS
Brown and White

$4.50
Red Rubber Soles

$4.95
BOYS’ OXFORDS
Sizes 3 to 6

$3.95

$3.50

Chisholm s Shoe Store
432 Main St.

-
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Musical Talent Abounds In
Program To Benefit the
Service Men
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Telephone 78

US O. dance will be held Thurs
day at the High School gym. Music
by Day’s Merrymakers.
/
The Star Circle lawn party at
Crosby Waltz’s home netted $24.
Mrs. Roland Genthner is guest of
Mrs. Anne Hinckley in Waterville.
The Woman’s Club will hold a
cooked feed sale at the vacant store
in the Paragon block, recently va
cated by the Canning Project. Spe
cial food orders may be placed with
Mrs. Theresa Shuman, telephone
122-14, or with Mrs. Nan Weston,
telephone 154.
Mrs. William Brown of Overbrook
Hills, Pa., is visiting Mrs. I. S.
Bailey.
Miss Winnie Knowles of Chelsea,
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Jessica
Achorn.
Mrs. Fannie Burns has bougnt the
Levensaler homestead on Jefferson
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wentworth
of Pleasantville, Conn., who have
been visiting Mr. Wentworth’s par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Went
worth, returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Richard Achorn has joined
her husband at Chanute Field, Ran
toul, Ill.
Mrs. Woolsey Mathers of Walpole,
N. H„ is visiting at the Gay home
on Friendship street.
George Hortell of Doylestown. Pr.,
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Vogel.
The Waldoboro Historical Society
meets Friday night with Mrs.
Thomas Stenger, Main street. Jas
per Stahl w’ill be the speaker, his
subject “Fifty Years of Education."
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger,
Mrs. Delia Hastings of Somerville.
Mass., and Miss Elizabeth Genth
ner were visitors recently at the
Lobster Pot, Friendship.
Mrs. Sarah Wood of Round Lake,
Ill., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
James Wood.
Mrs. Edith Hodgkins of Worces
ter, Hass., is visiting Mrs. Laila
Benner, Kaler’s Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. George Burns and
son of Winthrop. Mass., are guests
of Mrs. Burns’ mother, Mrs. Fannie
Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Seacc-le of
South Framingham, Mass., are oc
cupying one of the Miller cottages
at Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hodgkins
and son Elmer of Worcester, Mass.,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Benner, Cole’s hill.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Dayton Bickmore
and daughter Louise of Stockton
Springs were visitors Friday at Mrs.
H. Maude Orbeton’s.
Mr. and Mrs. George Butters of
Lexington, Mass., are visiting Miss
Grace Simmons.
Rjev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter
have returned from a vacation.
Mrs. Gladys Grant was home from
Bath for the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hall and Miss
Ella Hall of Brewer were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and
Miss Marcia Blaney.
Miss Caulfield and Miss Behen of
Haverhill, N. H., Miss Susie Baker
of Claremont, N. H.. and Miss Etta
Nelson of Franklin, N. H., are at
Slaigo Ledges.
Philip Weston has enlisted and
will report Saturday in Portland.
Philip, Weston was given a party
Friday night fft the Weston cottage,
Medomak. Those responsible for
the event were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Shoppe, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pearl
and Clinton Mank. Tables were set
in the grove at the front of the cot
tage and the luncheon cqnsisted of
steamed clams, hot dogs, corn,
doughnuts, coffee and pickles. At
the close of the festivities Mr. .Wes
ton was presented with a travel kit.
Those present besides the sponsors
were Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Witherell.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Eaton, Mr.
and Mrs. Loomis Young. Geraldine
Waltz, Prescott Duzwell, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Weston, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Weston and Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Weston.
A

By ARTHUR STRINGER

WNU.S5R.viCE

CHAPTER I
"Lindy’s in!”
Cruger, at his desk, heard that
cry from a ground-worker passing
the open window. He smiled as he
looked up from his time sheet. There
was always a note of triumph in the
call of the port boys when Lindy
came in.
Cruger got up from his chair and
crossed to the doorway,, where the
sunlight fell flat against the river
slopes and proclaimed that spring
had come again to the North Coun
try. He stood there until he caught
sight of his long-legged bush pilot
swinging up from the landing dock.
Cruger went back to his desk and
his figure-stippled time sheets as the
long legs strode into what was overgenerously known as the Adminis
tration Building of Norland Airways.
It was a place of plain boards and
tar paper, with only the two poles
of its radio antennae to crown it
with any passing sense of dignity.
Slade, when he stepped into the
map-hung office, again made Cru
ger think of a panther, but this time
it was a panther in a cage. He
seemed too big for the room.
“I’m glad you swung back
early,” said Cruger. “And 1
want to tell you, first crack out
of the box, that we're going to
take the crepe off the door.”
“What .does that mean?” ques
tioned Slade.
Cruger, instead of answering, took
"I’m glad you swung back early," said Cruger, "We’re goirg to take
up an oflicial-looking envelope.
“Before we begin,” he casually the crepe off the door.”
observed, "you'd better give this the
once-over.” He surrendered the en
But what held his eye the longest
"But the Anawotto’s as empty as
velope. “You know what it is?”
was the smaller blue monoplane Sahara. Why, the only human be
“I’ve an idea,” said Slade, after that looked faded and weathered ings north of the Kasakana are two
inspecting the insignia.
and sadly the worse for wear. That, frost-bitten old quartz-pounders, two
“You’re a quick jumper, aren’t he knew, was the plane of the Fly half-demented old derelicts who’ve
you?” retorted Cruger, his eye on ing Padre, the mercy-flighter and been bushed for three years and
the weathered young face that held man of medicine who was some would bump off if I didn’t tote 'em
a touch of discontent somewhere.
times known as the Grenfell of the in their flour and sowbelly.”
Slade’s smile was wide yet non I Outer Gulf. And in it the Padre’s
"You’re going well past the Kasa
committal.
daughter had gone along as pilot kana this time,” Cruger announced.
“They yelp for flyers,” he said, and helper. But never again, Slade "Into country you’ve never seen be
“and while they’re yelping they turn remembered, would the clear-eyed fore.”
me down.” He got up from the safe Lynn Morlock take over the con“For what?” asked Slade.
and paced the narrow floor. "I must , trols while her tired father. held
Cruger took his time about an
be bad.”
' back the hand of Death two thou swering.
" Cruger’s shrug was a condoning sand feet above the lake-spangled
“For swans’ eggs, I understand.”
one.
Barrens. That, he surmised, was
Slade’s sun-bleached brows came
“I’d say it’6 because you’re good,” already a thing of the past.
a little closer together.
he parried. "Good enough to be
Cruger, as he hung up his receiv
"Just what does that mean?”
needed right here on this northern er, caught the passing look of rapt
Again Cruger took his time.
run. And those tin hats happen to ness in the Viking blue eye.
"It means we’ve got a simpleknow you hold a key position.”
“It’s just about as big a game, minded naturalist out there, an or
Slade turned on him.
Lindy, as a man could get into,” he nithologist answering to the name
"Did anyone in this outfit broad- f-said out of the silence. “It’s still of Frayne, who wants to be flown
cast that, just to block my enlist as good as dog-fighting Messer- north so he can find the breeding
ment?” was his indignant demand schmitts." And we re both’going to ground of the trumpeter swan. I
Again Cruger shrugged.
I stay in it.”
never saw a trumpeter swan. Did
"Who are we to interfere with the > Slade swung about and faced his you?”
War Office? It ought to be big 1 partner.
Slade stood thoughtful a moment.
enough to make it? own decisions.” i “That wasn't the tune you w’ere
"Yes, I saw a trumpeter, only
But Slade didn’t seem to hear him. singing two weeks ago.”
last spring. I played tag with him
Cruger’s laugh was slightly de over Lac la Martre. He must have
"They hot-air about wanting men
who’re hard-trained and resourceful. fiant.
had a wing-stretch of nine or ten
“They had us backed against the feet.”
Well, I ought to ring in on that. I’ve
kept more than one lemon-crate up wall two weeks ago. I told you our
“I’d call that quite a stretch,”
when every law of aeronautics said shoestring was wearing thin and we said the man at the desk.
! couldn’t buck the big companies anit ought to be down.”
"You’re telling me?”
“You're resourceful, all right,” | other month. But Norland Airways • "They may be impressive,” said
acceded Cruger, “but you’d be in ' is going to stay on the map.”
Cruger, as he opened a desk draw
clink with a broken heart after two
Slade's face lost its diffidence,
er, “but from what I can gather
weeks of army rules.”
“What’s changed the picture?”
they’re dying off. And this man
“I’d learn,” said Slade, "along
Cruger’s answer to that was not a Frayne wants to sleuth out their
with the other leathernecks.”
nesting quarters before they follow
direct one.
“But they’d all move too slow for
“We’ve both got all we own in this the dodo and disappear for good.”
you,” contended Cruger.
“And he's going in to the Ana
one-horse outfit and we can’t afford
“That fight doesn’t look slow to to see it fold up. While you were wotto alone?”
me. And I ought to be over there out fighting head winds I've been in
Slade’s brow-pucker seemed one
while the show's still on.”
here doing a little fighting of my of incredulity.
Cruger smiled the smile of a man own. And I’ve just got my hands
“No, he’s taking an over-sized
with an extra shot in his locker. on a reconditioned Lockheed that’ll olond named Karaell along with
"There was a time,” he observed, give us a second air truck and re- him.”
"when bush flying seemed to stack . lease Abbott and his Postcraft for
"A blond?” croaked Slade. "You
pretty high with you.”
Winnipeg and Toronto passenger don't mean a skirt?”
"But if you can't get a little ex j traffic. You'll like that Lockheed.
“Anything but. This blond is all
citement in your day’s work." Slade They've slapped a fresh coat of alu male He’s square-headed and go
was saying, "you may as well give 1 minum paint on her.”
rilla-jawed and looks like something
up. And you said, two weeks ago, •, “What’ll she carry?” asked the that’s been worked on by a snarl
we'd have to.”
flyer.
ing iron.”
“Before we go into that,” retorted i “A pay load of thirty thousand
Slade found the picture unpalata
Cruger, we ought to check up on pounds a trip if she has to.”
ble.
the all-round dullness of this bush
“Where'll you get your pay
“But who’s your friend Frayne?”
run of ours. I s pose there was no j loads?” exacted Slade, remember- he persisted with a shrug of dis
excitement in that mercy flight of jng how war conditions had put a taste. “Where does he come from?
yours to Murray Bay when you ‘ sag in sub-arctic mine work,
And why does he pick on us?”
picked up those two frozen huskies? | "I’m coming to that, stick-jiggler.
“That’s neither your problem nor
Or in finding your Flying Padre The traffic's still there, if you’re mine. But he’s the Norland’s friend,
when he was stymied on Lac de ' willing to go after it. And I’ve gone all right He may be a simpleGras last winter with a busted pro after it. I’ve under-bid the big out- minded crank. But he’s so well
peller and a factor’s wife in labor j fits and corraled enough business heeled that money doesn't seem to
and delirious with flu all at once?” i to keep us busy till freeze-up. I’ve mean much. And at this stage of
Slade had his own memories of i got Fort Norman oil and a new slice the game we’re going to handle a
that event. But his smile remained (| «
of the
— Yellowknife stuff for you. Christmas present like that with
morose.
I’ve got a renewal of the Copper- care.”
“She had her baby in the plane mine contract. And what’s more,
Slade nodded his understanding.
four feet behind me high-tailing it I’ve got a Santa Claus in spectacles
“But he must have a screw loose
for the Fort Smith hospital,” he [ who’s handing over enough ready somewhere.” maintained the young
acknowledged. "The nose-over on i dough to keep our cash tank from er man, “or he wouldn’t be head
the lake ice gave Doc Morlock a running dry.”
ing for what he’s sure to get in thatbad arm, so his girl Lynn had to
The Viking blue eye became Anawotto country.”
get busy.”
more alert.
“You needn’t lose sleep over
The softened note on the name
“Who’s your Santa Claus?”
hat," contended Cruger. "He may be
did not escape Cruger. But he let
“He’s a passenger." said Cruger, after birds’ eggs, but he seems to
Slade go on.
"you're going to fly into territory have a working knowledge of sub
“She knew what was needed, all that’ll make London look like a tea arctic conditions. I didn’t find him
right. When we were swinging over room on a rainy afternoon.
much of a talker, but I stumbled
Lesser Slave Lake I heard that baby
Cruger sat back, apparently wait on the fact he’d been trophy-hunt
give its first squawk.”
ing fog, a question. But Slade, with ing in the Himalayas last winter.
“But you “saved two lives, didn’t his world to reorganize, merely And the winter before he hunted
you? I suppose there wasn't any ex walked to the window and looked the snow leopard in Siberia and
citement in that?”
Tibet.”
out.
The shrill of the desk ’phone cut
“You're flying,” Cruger was say
•“Then I suppose he’s English,”
off Slade’s impending response. And ing. “into the Anawotto country.”
said Slade. “One of those English
while Cruger answered the ’phone
Slade's turn, at that information, big-game guys who go around with
the man in the flyer’s jacket walked was quick.
a monocle and a tin bathtub.”
to the window and looked out Be
“What nut’s going into that wil
"He’s got equipment, all right,”
yond the rough-boarded hangar and derness?” he demanded.
conceded Cruger. “And he’s pay
the landing docks he could see the
“They go into some queer places, ing us quite handsomely for flying
friendly cluster of planes on the these days,” observed the older it in.”
Snye.
man.
(To be continued)

* BUY WAR BONDS *

Concert In Warren

STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
Superior Court
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be
held at Rockland, within and for the
County of Knox on the first Tuesday
of November. A. D. 1942
Respectfully
represents
Dorothy
Harvey of Rockland. County of
Knox; that she was married to Loren
L. Harvey at Rockland on the twelfth
day of July 1901; that subsequent to
said marriage the parties hereto re
sided at Rockland as husband and
wife until the first day of August,
1937; that your libellant has always
conducted herself as a true, falt.nful and affectionate wife, but that
her said husband being wholly un
mindful of her marriage vows and
obligations has been guilty of cruel
and abusive treatment toward her;
that the residence of the said Loren
L. Harvey is unknown to your libel
lant and cannot be ascertained by
the exercise of reasonable diligence;
that by virtue of this marriage there
has been born to them, two children,
to wit. Loren Linwood Harvey. Jr., age
nine and Loretta Marie, age eight.
WHEREFORE your petitioner prays
that the bonds of matrimony now
existing between her and her said
husband be now dissolved by divorce
upon the ground above set forth:
and further that she may be granted
custody of the two minor children
aforesaid.
.
Dated at Rockland, Maine this sixth
day of August. A. D. 1942.
DOROTHY L. HARVEY
STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this sixth day of August, 1942
STUART C BURGESS
Notary Public
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS
Clerk’s Office. Superior Court,
In Vacation
Rockland. August 7. A. D. 1942
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered,That the Libellant give notice to said
Loren L Harvey to appear before our
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
land. within and for the County of
Knox, on the first Tuesday of Novem
ber. A. D.. 1942. by publishing an at
tested copy of said Libel, and this
order thereon, three weeks successive
ly In The Courier-Gazette, a newspa
per printed In Rockland. In our Coun
ty of Knox, the last publication to be
thlrtv days at least prior to said first
Tuesday of November next, that he
may there and then In our said court
appear and show cause. If any he
have, why the prayer of said Libellant
should not be granted.
“Nathaniel Tompkins.
Justice of the Superior Court
A true copy of the Libel and Order
of the Court thereon.
Attest: Milton M Griffin. Clerk.
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Despite war conditions, there
remains an appreciation of good
music, as shown by the audience
winch crowded the Warren Baptist
auditorium Friday at the 11th
mid-Summer concert. Several pa
triotic notes were struck during
the program, and in turning over
the silver collection of $60 to work
among the men in the armed
forces. 1 Under auspices of the
Bptist music committee, Chester
Wyllie, directed the usual fine
program, which was enthusiastici ally received.
Instrumentalists and vocalists
appeared in solo and duet num
bers, giving delightful variation to
the program. Miss Lillian Phillips
of Beaumont, Texas, one of
the official representatives of her
native State in the Summer Harp
Colony of America, in Camden,
and cf which Carlos Salzedo and
Mrs Marjorie Call Salzedo are di
rectors, charmed her audience in
two groups of harp selections, both
by the beauty of her instrument,
and its tone, and by her own grace.
Her technique with the harp drew
round after round of applause,
and she generously gave the en
core, “Believe Me Those Endear
ing Young Charms" '
Other instrumentalists, much
enjoyed, were Frank Young, and
his niece, Miss Dorothy Young of
Owl’s Head, who favored with two
trumpet duets, with Mrs. Faith
Berry, their accompanist. Much
•to the regret of the listeners, no
encore was forthcoming, but the
listeners were appreciative.
Mrs. Helen Thompson Yeo,
music teacher and vocalist of
Medford, Mass., was much en
joyed, and responded graciously
with the encore, “I’m Only Fool
ing,” Mannazucca, though he had
given four selections. She always
is a prime favorite. Mrs. Berry
was her accompanist.
The delightful personality of
Rand Smith, Boston baritone, as
well as the quality of his voice,
brought to him the usual demand
for more and still more. He has
appeared many times on Sum
mer programs, and his appear
ance each year is looked forward
to with much anticipation. For
his first number, he substituted
“The Pilgrim’s Song,” Tchaikowsky for the one on the program.
He prefaced the song, “Ethiopia
Saluting the Colors” by Wood, with
an explanation of the song itself.
The selection of his encores
were to’ a certain extent left to the
audience, and he sang “Home on
the Range,” “The Lord’s Prayer,”
and “I’rti An American,” by Cun•ningham.
His accompanist was
Arthur Lamb of Rockland.
Miss Verna Robinson, who was

accompanist for the chorus favored
with the piano solo, “Grande Valse
Cfaprice” by En^elmann during
tjae taking of the silver offering,
i vhorus numbers had been picked
With the greatest of care, and the
audience was given “The Heavens
Are Telling” from “The Crea
tion,” by Haydn, with Miss Rob-

ihson playing the piano, and Mrs.
Berry, the organ for the accom
paniment, and the Fantasia from
“The Pinafore,” or “The Lass that
Loved the Sailor,” and for the
ladies chorus, the National Hymn,
“To Thee. O Country." In “Pina
fore,” incidental solos were sung
by Mrs Sidney Wyllie and Charles
Wilson.
All united in singing the Na
tional Anthem at the close of the
concert.
Singers of the chorus not listed
previously were Edmund Oxton,
William White, and Edward New
combe of Thomaston and Mrs.
Bessie Wood of Providence.
Ushers were Miss Irene Sim
mons, Mrs. Clifton Meservey, Miss
Elizabeth Kenniston and Miss
Glenice French.
Church decorations of late
Summer flowers, had been taste
fully arranged by Mrs. Edmund
V. Oxton.
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BOND DAY
A pint of glycerine goes into
the making of a pound o fnitroglycerine.
NOTICE OF SALE
The Town of Thomaston offers for
sale all Its right, title and Interest In
and to the following described real
estate, situate In said Thomaston, and
bounded as follows;
North by Maine Central Railroad;
East by land formerly of Shepherd F
and Susan Butler; South by Marsh
Road and Butler Cemetery; West by
land of Alfred Sell, and being prop
erty formerly assessed to Charles
Decrow Heirs.
Sealed bids for the conveyance of
said Town of the above real estate
will be received by the Board of Se
lectmen of said Town until August 31.
1942 at the hour of seven o'clock,
p M. at their office In said* Thomas
ton. The Board of Selectmen reserved
the right to reject any or all bids.
Dated this 17th day of August. 1942.
Board of Selectmen.
Town of Thomaston, Maine.
80-81

•

SENTER CRANE'S

ft ft ft ft
ALENA L. STARRE7TT
Correspondent

4

gMKn>$wrooi

Tel. 40

Mr .and Mrs. Joseph K. P. Porter
returned today to Evansville, Wis.,
after being guests of Mrs. Ilda Rus
sell and Mrs. Dana H. Smith. Sr.
Earl F. Sheldon will be pleased
to hear from friends. His address
is; F. 1 c Drydocks Barracks,, South
Boston, Mass.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Barbour in North War
ren were Mr. and Mrs. George MacArthur of Bangor.
*
Family Reunions
Starrett-Spear
Following a bountiful dinner at
the Congregational Chapel, Thurs
day, a buslnes meeting of the Starrett-Spear families, who had met
for the 63d annual reunion, was
held, with Oscar Starrett of the
executive committee in the chair in
the absence of the president.
Officers elected are: President,
Elbert L. Starrett; vice president.
•Parker F. Starrett of Portland; sec
retary-treasurer, Mrs. Alena Star
rett; executive committee, Mrs. El
bert Starrett, Mrs. P. D. Starrett,
Mrs. Elizabeth Robinson, Miss Har
riet Stevens, Oscar Starrett, and
Ralph Spear; .transportation com
mittee, Ellis Spear 3d, Oscar Star
rett, and John Starrett; obituary
committee. Miss Bertha Starreft.
John Starrett read a report of
the obituary committee, since
Henry V. Starrett, formerly of that
committee, is deceased. John Star
rett also read an interesting re
search of the origin of the Starrett
family in Scotland, the findings of
an investigator hired by the late
Henry P. Starrett of Thomaston,
who was located in Belfast, Ire
land, at one time.
Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., representa
tive to Massachusetts Legislature,
spoke a few words, and a standing
vote of thanks was extended to the
executive committee members, Os
car E. Starrett and Misses Harriet
and Susan Stevens, who had ar
ranged the reunion.
The reunion was. attended by 30
It was voted to meet in 1943 at the
Elbert Starrett Beach, at North
Pond, if transportation difficulties
are overcome; if not, at the Con
gregational Chapel.

BLANKETS

HERE’S A BARGAIN!

ALL WOOL, LARGE SIZE, SATIN BOUND

$6.95

i

College Colors of Maroon, Dark Green, Royal Blue and Cedar

Fur Sale Now Going On

_ FCUND In blueberry patch at Bay
bur'
ke”- lnc’ndlng -*»fe
deposit.
Finder
oan
have
from
<- .
Wl..—... ana paying charges.
81-lt
"BOBBY” black and white hound
lost. Reward. E R. EDWARDS, Tel
214 or 219-13.
81-83

FOR SALE
SMALL house and shed for sale. 2
lots land, price $350; also another
large camp. 3 lots land, price $200 at
Pleasant Gardens. Rockland. To be
sold rent plan. V. F. STUDLEY. 283
Main St , City, Tel. 1154 or 330.
76-tf
HOME of the late Alvah J. Lineken
for sale, 17 Dunn St.. Thomaston. Ex
cellent condition. Teh rooms. Slate
roof. Garage.. Price reasonable. App4y to FRANK D. ELLIOT.
76-tf
DESIRABLE property for sale In
Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
69-tf
D. <5s H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
$10.25 ton del. M. B dt C. O. PERRY.
419 Main St„ Tel. 487
75-tf

TO LET

COTTAGE to let at Crescent Beach,
four rooms and bath, hot and cold
running water, fireplace, garage
W
D. TODD. Tel. 219-11.
79*81
TENEMENT to let at 62 Summer
St. Available after Sept. 14. FRAN
CES H. PERRY. Tel. 186-R.
81tf
TENEMENT to let at 15 Rockland
St.
Electricity, flush toilet, fine
NOTICE OF SALE
condition.
Apply DAVID SHAFTER.
The Town of Thomaston offers for 15 Rockland St.
90-82
sale all Its right, title and Interest In
FIVE-room house to yet with bath
and to the following described real
estate, situate In said Thomaston, at Old County Road. Inquire MRS.
W. M. LITTLE. 360 Broadway. Tel.
and bounded as follows:
80-82
North by Maine Central Railroad: 532.
East by Knox Street; South by Water
MOST attractive 3-room
unfur
Street; West by land of Alice Dunbar, nished apt. to let, with a swell bath,
and being property formerly assessed heat, lights. TEL 1178.
79-81
to Catherine Ireland.
FOUR-ROOM
fu
rnished
apartment,
Sealed bids for the conveyance of
79*81
said Town of the above real estate heated to let. TEL. 1345.
FIVE clean rooms, apartment to let,
will be received by the Board of Se
lectmen of said Town until August heated. MIKE ARMATA, 19 Brewster
78-tf
31. 1942 at the hour of seven o'clock, 8t.
p. m. at their office In said Thomas
SIX-ROOM furnished apt. to let at
ton.
The Board of Selectmen re 56 Talbot Ave. Inquire at 56 TALBOT
serves the right to reject 'any or all AVENUE.
76tf
bids.
ROOMS to let. FLORA OOLLTNS.
Dated this 17th day of August.
15 Grove St.. Tel. 579-W.
75-tf
1942.
Board of Selectmen.
Tel.
TWO furnished1 apts. to let.
Town of Thornhston. Maine. 330 or 1154. V . F- STUDLEY, 273
80-81 Main St,
74-tf

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small*words to aline.

(Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

FOR SALE

WANTED

’39 CHEVROLET town sedan for
sale; excellent vendition: radio, heat
er, 4 new tires; 6 GREEN STREET
Thomaston.
81*83

EXTRA' large wire basket carrier
wanted for bike. SOUTH END (MAR
KET^ 119 South Main St._________ 81*83

MIDDLE aged woman wants house
keeping position, good cook. MAR
GARET MAYHEW, 91 Tillson Ave.
City._______________________________ 81*83

SEVENTEEN
registered
shapellne
sheep and 6 lambs priced right for
quick sale. Call or write SAM SMALL.
Tel. 57-R or 733 M city.________ 81*83

GIRL wanted for general studio
work.
Call at ROCKLAND PHOTO
STUDIO. 439 Main St.___________ 81*83

FORD Fordor Sedan. 1934, for sale,
500 cash. Good rubber. TEL. 633-R.
or call at 183 Broadway_________ 81 *83

PRIVATE used Ford sedan wanted,

must nOt be later than 1938 model
66 PLEASANT ST., Rockland. 81*83
MOTHER'S helper wanted. Apply

FOLDING baby carriage for salp.
Excellent condition. PHONE 300, city.
*81 83

In person at 48 TALBOT AVE.
81 83
LADY'S bicvcle wanted.
Will pav
gcod price.’ TEL UNION 2-9.
81 It
GIRL wanted for general house
work: no cooking. TEL. 299-W. 81-83
TEL 626
LADY'S bicycle wanted.
81 83
192 Limerock street.
ONE PIPE furnace wanted, In good
condition.
TEL. 684 M.__________81-83
GIRL wanted for care of two chil
dren. Call Sat. from 9-2 p. m. HELEN
HOBBS 745 Main street__________ 80 82
SMAL??" house wanted, furnished
preferred, within 2 miles of city Write
P O BO 132.________________
80 82
WOMAN or capable girl wanted to
help with light housework
Adult'ADA FEYLER, Waldoboro, Tel. 148 3
_______________________ 80*82
YOUNG girl wanted for housework
and care of children. Write MASSA
C'HUSETTs, care Courier-Gazette.

ATTRACTIVE
country
home:
3
acres of land; 7 rooms; city water:
near Rockland. F. H. WOOD. Court
House. Rockland.
81-82

9-ROOM house In Rockland, very
nice
location;
arranged
for
two
families. Let your tenant pay for the
house. Low price for good home. F.
H. WOOD. Court House, Rockland.
81-82
NEW crop of delicious comb and ex
tracted honey for sale
GEORGE T.
NEWBERT. It High street. ThomasSEACOAST Farm for sale, on tarvla
road, only 1 'i miles to village of
Friendship; 10 miles to Thopiaston:
old fashioned, one-story house. 7
pleasant rooms; electricity, telephone.
R F. D.; school bus. 66 ft barn, milk
room; 2 good poultry houses; 35 acres
tillage. 63 acres pasture and wood;
borders tide water; attractive Sum
mer home, or profitable general farm
near coast resorts. Onlv $2500. terms.
Inquire FEDERAL LAND BANK OF
SPRffNOFELD. representative. R
L.
NESS. 165 Main street. Waterville.
Phone 2390.
80-82
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale. 59
MASONIC STREET. Tel 1122
79 81
DODGE sedan (1933) for sale; good
condition, $125. TEL 622
79*81
KINEO cook stove with Florence oil
burner, small Ice box. Duo Therm
oil heater, used only 2 mos.; full size
inner spring mattress, clean, nearly
new; 9x12 linoleum. 74 CAMDEN ST .
City.
____________ 79*81
LOBSTER Boat for sale, three years
old. length 34 ft., beam 11 ft., draft 3
ft.. 35 h.p. Walker Shaw engine, ma
rine conversion, same age as boat.
Price $800 cash. D W. AMES. Matini
cus. ^Malne.
78-83

FOR SALE
CAMDEN
lovely 6-room house abso
lutely modern, large lot land—
shown by appointment.
Two-family house, Camden,
price $2250; this is a real buy.
A

ROCKLAND
Seven-room house, hot water
heat; a very nice home; Southend- Price $4000.
The Dr. Woodside house, 10
rooms, large lot.
TO

LET

Furnished six rooms, rent $45
per month; nicely located.

Sometimes we sell property at
auction, both real and personal;
if you have such property to sell
call us. Can make you some
money and have some fun doing

IL

*

FREEMAN S. YOUNG
Telephone 730
163 Main Street. Rockland, Me.

.

ft ft ft ft
MRS. OSCAR la:
Correspondent
ZS Z\ XX
zx x\ zx zx

Telephone 8-5

Simmons Family

LOST AND FOUND

Tuesday-Friday

VINALHAVI

WARREN

Fifty members of the Simmons
family attended the annual re
union Saturday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. William Simmons. Chicken
dinner was served out of doors.
Robert Simmons of East Warren,
84. the president, was the oldest
member attending, Robert Benner,
4 son of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Benner
of Rockland was the youngest in
attendance.
A community sing was enjoyed,
and the records of the first meet
ing of the Simmons family in 1885.
were read by the secretary. Officers
are: President, Robert Simmons of
East Warren; vice presidents. James
MacLaughlin of Thomaston, and
Charles Simmons of Union; secre
tary, Mrs. Mabel Heald of West
Rockport; treasurer, Fred Sim
mons of East Warren; chaplain,
Mrs. Ella Meservey of Warren;
committees: Mrs. Susie Lamb of
Rockland, Mrs. James MacLaugh
lin of Thomaston, and Mrs. Wil
liam Simmons of South Warren;
obituary, Charles Simmons of
Union; program. Miss Irene Sim
mons of Warren, Mrs. Hattie Lamb
of Hartford, Conn., and Mrs. James
MacLaughlin of Thomaston.
The meeting next year will be at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Simmons. Member of the family
who came from t he farthest point
was Mrs. Bertha Wright of Athens,
Pa., a niece of Robert Simmons.
Thurston-Perry
The home of Mr.vAnd Mrs. Arthur
L. Perry was the setting for a
pretty wedding, Saturday, at 8
o’clock, when their daughter. Phyllis
Ruth Perry, became the bride of
(Continued on Page Six)

I

80*82

PERMANENTS at your home
Au
gust special $8 oil permanent $7
EVA WEAVER. Tel. 67-R,_________80-tf
INDIAN HEAD pennies wanted
A
F HERSEY. South Bristol. Maine
80*87

MAN or boy (not going to school)
can make good wages. Winter’s Job
STAR BOWLING ALLEY8. See NATE
SAUNDERS.
79*81
JUNK and metal wanted, all kindOld furniture and glassware. Write
P O BOX 862, city.
79*81
HELP wanted at PARK STREET
LUNCH.. Tel. 838-R.
79-81
JUNK1 *of all kinds wanted - meta! ~
scrap Iron, rags
MORRIS OORDON.
6 Tea St., Rockland, Tel. 987 W
79*84
YOUNG man wanted at FLINTS
MARBjgi 276 Main street._______ 78-tf
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted.
middleaged. PHILIP A DYER. 91 Tillson Av-.
City; employer home Sundays. 73*81
LISTINGS wanted for small house*
5 to 7 rooms. Have several customers
to pay cash for dseirable residential
i and farm property. L. A THURSTON.
| Tel 1159.__________________________ 70-tf
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called -for and delivered. T. J. FLEMj ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
75-tf

Miss Muriel Chilles w
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I Daughter Club. A chicki
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Mrs. Floyd Robertson a
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MISCELLANEOUS

YARN We are prepared to make
I your Wool Into yarn. Write for prlceAlso yarn for sale, H. A BARTLETT!
Harinphfr, Maine.________________ 80 88
After ' this date I will not be re”
sponsible for any bills which I do not
contract myself, personally.
R J. Leonard
Rockland. Aug. 18.
79*8’
DENTAL "NOTICE
During the Summer and Fall win
make appointments for Tuesdays and
Fridays. DR J. H DAMON. Dentls*
office over Newberry’s 5 * 10 cent
store. 362 Main St., Tel. 415 W.
71-tf
REV. RUTH MATHIAS MEDIUM
five questions and reading by letter
Send $1, stamped envelope to 12

THIRD ST..

reply assured.

Bangor, Me.

Prompt
70*8!
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For Salvation Army

VINALHAVEN
£« «A
MRS. OSCAR LAN®
Correspondent

Campaign On To Raise $350
In the Vinalhaven
District

ft ft ft ft

Telephone 8-5

"In the preparation of the swing
from defense to offence in World
War II The Salvation Army is gear
ing its personnel to meet the in
creased demands," declared Herman
W. Crockett, who will head The
Salvation Army Annual Appeal for
funds in Vintlhaven and District.
“Salvation Army history made in
1917-18 has been repeated with the
officers of the well known and high
ly regarded Christian Army having
already landed on foreign shores to
ensure for the boys on fighting
fronts a ‘home from home.’ ” In
Australia The Salvation Army Red
Shield Clubs have been won over
from “tea and biscuite” to “coffee
and doughnuts” at the insistance
of the American soldier.
Chairman Crockett will be ably
assisted by Leon W. Sanborn, who
will act as treasurer, and the fol
lowing influential citizens of Vinal
haven and District: Mrs. Elizabeth
Bunker, O. V. Drew, Miss Fostena
Duncan, Dr. Ralph P. Earle, Joseph
F. Headley, Rev. Samuel H. W.
Johnston, A. Everett Libby, Rev.
Charles S. Mitchell, A. A. Peter
son, Leon B. Stone and Mrs. Eleanor
H. Thornton.
A quota of $350 has been set as
the objective of the campaign, and
the chairman, treasurer and spon
soring committee are confident of
success.
Leters of appeal have been mailed
to the many friends of The Salva
tion Army stating: “Each year at
this time we are asked to help The
Salvation Army. Let us in this
critical year do our utmost to help
meet the tasks again imposed upon
it. Every dollar will be spent for
real need in a manner worthy of
o\ir faith, in part locally as here
tofore.”
This annual campaign is distinct
ly separate from the Campaigns be
ing conducted by the UJS.O. of
which The Salvation Army is a
member agency. U.S.O. furtds meet
only the exepense incurred at the
U.S.O. units located adjacent to the
larger military camps throughout
the country. They do not carry the
entire financial load of Salvation
Army war work, for The Salvation
Army is already serving on war
fronts as yet unreached by the
US.O. The many hospitals and in
stitutions of The Salvation Army
which are operated by public subscriiptons are feeling the impact of
war which always causes a lower
ing cf moral standards in some
brackets.

Mi- Muriel Chilles was hostess
llTiursday to the Mother and
(Daughter Club. A chicken supper
|»a

erved.

Mr Floyd Robertson and daugh|tPi Phyllis, have returned from
| Boston, where they spent three
; vacation with relatives and
| friends.
Mrs. William Chilles, daughter,
[Priscilla, and Mrs. John Chilles
| came Friday from Hampton, Conn.
John Lowe returned Thursday
|jrom i business trip in Rockland.
Union Church Circle will serve
Loper it the vestry, Thursday at
I53O. Housekeepers are Vera Johnljcn. Emma Winslow, Marion Litl.efield and Kate Greenleaf. Mem|ber an asked to return tablecloths.
Mr and Mrs. John Rule and son,
Lack "ho were guests at the Teele
|b<jus( returned Friday to WellesJfV. Mass.

-xreed three lines In50 cents. Additional
tor three times. Five

jailed 1. e. advertise
ment to The C ourierIditionaL
*

WANTED
Wire basket carrier
bike SOUTH END ®4ARiouth Main St._________ 81*83
n cl woman wants house
isition. good cook.
MAR1AYHEW. 91 Tillson Ave..
81*83

[anted for general studio
111 at ROCKLAND PHOTO
[39 Main St
81*83

r used Ford sedan wanted;
[toe liter than 1938 model
KNT ST Rockland
81*83
[ s helper wanted
Applv
ill 48 TAI ROT AVE
81 83
[bicycle wanted.
Will pay
f__ TEL UNTON 2-9.
81-It
tanted for general house
[•poking 'I'EL 299 W. 81-83
bicycle wanted
TEL 626
reet
8183
E furnace wanted, ln good
[ TEL 684 M.________ 81-83
luted for care of two chllSat from 9 2pm. HELEN
p Main street.
80 82
wanted, furnished
[vtthtn 2 miles of city. Write
[132
80-82
lor capable girl wanted to
I light housework.
Adults.
KR. Waldoboro. Tel. 148 3
30*82

wanted for housework
Write MASSA. care Courler-Oazette.

■1 children

80*82
[ENT'S at your home. Au
|al $8 oil permanent $7.
I'UR. Tel 67-R,_________ 80-tf
[HEAD pennies wanted. A.
p South Bristol, Maine.
I
______________ 80*82
p> >y (not going to school)
,
wages
Winter's Job
['LINO ALLEYS. See NATE
L____________ _________79*81
Id metal wanted, all kinds
|urc and glassware.
Write
I 862, city______________ 79*81
tinted a~ PARK STREET
[el 838-R
79-81
| all kinds wanted metals,
rags
MORRIS GORDON.
eland. Tel. 987 W.
____________
79*84
[ man wanted at FLINT 3
|?76 Main street._______ 78-tf
pEPiat
wanted.
mlddle1P A DYER. 91 Tillson Ave
pv. r homp Sundays. 73*84
p wanted for small houses
ru- Have several customers
Ih f. r dselrable residential
broperty. L. A THURSTON.
70-tf
[RE wanted to upholster,
and delivered. T. J. ELEMrch St.. Tel 212-W
75-tf

Mi
Nathalie Smith, who has
Ij^en visiting her aunt, Mrs. OScar
Jc Lane, returned Thursday to
Jpcrtland. where she is on the nurs
ling .-tuff of the City Hospital.
Mrs Francis Conway and chilJcren. Mrs. Edward Johnson and
|daughter, Carolyn, went Saturday
I to Belmont, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Earl Erickson have
Ireturned to Rockland, after a visit
pith her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
| Leroy Nickerson.
Mr
Oscar C. Lane returned
[Thursday from Rockland_
A E. Libby returned Thursday
I from a few days’ business trip in
I Rockland.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Lenfest of
[Rochester, N. Y. are guests of his
|mother. Mrs. Merritt Lenfest.
I, E. Williams returned Friday
Ito Weymouth, Mass., following a
| it with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
lErnest Williams.
Mis Phyllis Black returned Sat| : :,iv from Hartford, where she at,tended Summer School at Trinity
| College.
Dr Ralph Earle returned Friday
Ifrom Sebasco, accompanied by Mr.
| nnd Mrs. Edward Miller, Miss
[Louise Blake and Miss Allen .of
[Philadelphia. Mr. Miller was speak|»r at a public meeting held that
[right at Community hall. The dtshussion group and selectmen of the
|town were present.
The young people of the ComImunity Club will hold a public card
[party at the Hall, Wednesday night,
[the funds to be used as a dohaItion for the coast mission beat,
[sunbeam, which transported them
[to Three Favors Camp at Sebasco.
Mrs Kneuertz and son. Carl, who
I have been at Bridgeside, returned
I Saturday to Cambridge, Mass.
Miss Edith Davis of Lynn. Mass.,
lis guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
I Brown.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Nichols and
Idaughters, Bernadette and Margaret
Iof Dover, N. H.. are visitors at Mr.
land Mrs. Charles Smith’s.
Miss Elizabeth Hopkins has reIfurneri to Cambridge Hospital,
[where she is a student nurse.
Mrs. Lucile Merrill of Farming|ton was in town the past week.
Mrs. Earl Erickson of Rockland.
I:.' guest of her parents, Capt. and
|.Mrs Roy Nickerson.
A group of Vinalhavenites recent
ly enjoyed a weiner roast at Beaver
lBro.k Reservation in Waverley,
[Mass. One of the featured songs
lof the evening was “Don’t Sit
I Under the Apple Tree" which was
[dedicated to Stephen Hamilton of
’he U. S. Navy. Those present
[were Mrs. Kenneth Durant. Mrs.
[Floyd Rcbertson and daughter,
IPhvllis. Olive Amiro, Virginia White,
[Pauline Smith, Ada Bray. Helen
[Asiala, Leslie Smith, James Rob
erts Floyd Robertson. Jr.. Stephen
1 Hamilton, and Howard MacFaranci. Jr. Others attending the picr.r were Miss Florence Carver, Miss
Barbara Elder, AI Boulay, and
| Jerry Terpstra.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Craige and

daughter, Marjorie, who have been
at the Poole house at Areys Harbor,
left today for Auburndale, Mass.
Mrs. Charles Chilles entertained
friends at contract, Saturday, com
plimenting Mrs. Ralph Earle of
Philadelphia. First honors went to
Miss Lillian Smith, and Fernald
Ames; second to Miss Marjorie
Smith and L. W. Sanborn. Mrs.
Earle was the recipient of the guest
prize. Lunch was served.
Mrs.
Meredith Trefrey
and
brother. Pvt. Calvin Vinal, who is
home from Fort Monroe on a ten
days’ furlough, returned Saturday
from North Haven where they visit
ed their sister, Mrs. Ronald Gillis.

VICTORY
BUY
UNITED
STATES

WAR
BONDS

AND
STAMPS

IN THE AIR FORCE
DOOO" for the new flying recruit
’KITE* for airplane'
'HITTHE SILK" for taking to parachute

"CAMEL'for their favorite cigarette
With men in the Army, Navy. Marines,
and Coast Guard, the favorite cigarette
is Camel. (Based on actual sales records
from Post Exchanges and Canteens.)

CAMELS ARE
ACES WITH ME.
THEY HAVE THE

MILONESS I WANT*
ANO THEY DON’T
TIRE MY TASTE.

A CAMEL ALWAYS

ELLANEOUS
are prepared to make
varn. Write for prices.
-ale. H A BARTLETT.
|Malne,_________________ 80 88
[s date T will not be re[
. bills which I do not
fy-’If. personally.
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R J. Leonard

| Aug 18
79*81
IHNTAI, NOTICE
[he Summer and Fall will
hntments for Tuesdavs and
PR J H DAMON. Dentist.
| Newberry's 5 A 10 cent
pain St.. Tel, 415-W.
71-tf
P'TH MATHIAS MEDIUM?
Ions and reading by letter,
[stamped envelope to 12
|T
Bangor, Me.
Prompt
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AND NOTE THIS:
The smoke oi slow-burning

OMfEtS
contains LESS NICOTINE

than that of the 4 other largestselling brands tested—less than any
of them—according to iodependent
scientific tests of tbe imoke itfelt!

SWAN’S ISLAND
Norman Staples, who is employed
by Browne <& Sharpe in Providence,
was home last week on a visit with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Staples in Atlantic.
Mrs. Ina O. Hamilton and Roland
L. Ginte of Ellsworth, were on the
island recently on business and
stayed a couple of days^it the Trask
House.
Roy W. Turner of Worcester,
Mass.,

has

returned

home

Buick Trains Mechanics to Keep ’em Flying

cfhe ^Kitchen
Pickles Require Little Sugar

Now that sugar supplies, even
for preserving and canning, are
limited there ls additional room on
the pantry shelves for pickles and
relishes. Not essential foods, they
are still excellent to stimulate ap
petites and add that extra little
touch to a meal.
With corn, cucumbers, tomatoes,
green peppers and cabbage all low
priced now, these recipes suggested
by Vivian Whaley, director* of tbe
A & P Kitchen, are economical, do
not require much ,ugar and are
easy to make.
Tomato Relish
I tsp. celery seed
I lbs ripe
>4 tsp red pepper
tomatoes
tsp. ground
I cups cider
cloves
vinegar
t lap. yellow
I green peppers

after

spending a vacation at the Trask
House.
Mrs. Philip Whitehlll of Schen
ectady, N. Y., has returned home
after spending a month with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stockzridge. She was accompanied on re
turn by her chum, Miss Irma Morse,
who had been visiting in Bangor.
Rev. Harry B. Stack, D.D. of
Carlisle, Pa., is spending two weeks
at the Trask House.
Mrs. Maurice Kent and two chil
dren of New Jersey, are occupying
Mrs. Nettie Milan’s basement apart
ment for a month.
Miss Mary G. MacDonald and
Miss Zellah K. MacDonald of New
York, N. Y.. are at the Trask House
while having their house put In
readiness for occupancy.

l ft lbs or I qt
7 cups light brown
prepared melon
sugar
rind
2 tsps. cinnamon
1 qt
coldwater
2 tsps mace
Salt
2 t’P8- paprika
2 redpeppers
2 tsps dry
2 green peppeis
mustard
2ft lbs cabbage 2 lbs. mustard
3 Spanish onions
seed
I qt. cider
I tb. curry puwder
vinegar

MECHANICS TRAIN FOR WAR—Doubling of
weekly enrollment in Buick aircraft engine me
chanics training school marks full swing of program
launched in cooperation with Army Air Forces Tech
nical Training Command. • Period of intensive school
ing places emphasis on shop practice designed to
produce expert engine overhaul mechanics on com
pletion of the course. Photos show: Top, soldier-

visited Helen Crockett in Rockland

recently.
Clifton Miller, Miss Eleanor Mel
vin and Mrs. Melvin of Camden,
called Sunday at the home of Austin
Miller.
Mrs. Eva Masters, Dorothv Mas
ters, Round Pond, and Ethel Mas
ters of Portland, were guests Sun
day at Mrs. Ethel Hanna's.
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach and Mrs.
C. L. Bowers visited Thursday with
Mrs. C. C. Bowers.
Pvt. Charles L. Bowers, who has
been enrolled in an advanced course
for ground mechanics in the Air
Corps at Buffalo, N. Y., has been
transferred to Philadelphia.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. G. Milton Priese
and daughter, Janet, who were
guests at Rockledge Inn, have re
turned to their home in Plainfield,
N. J.
Miss Helen Meservey and Mrs.
Cora Murphy are spending the re
mainder of the Summer at Miss
Meservey’s home.
Mrs. Leland Morton, who has
been ill with grippe, is now able to
be out.
Mrs. Lena Draper of Canton,
Mass., is at her Summer home for
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Libby and Mrs.
Josie Richardson of Orono, have
been guests of Prof, and Mrs. Howe
Hall.
Mrs. Arthur Thomas of Oakland,
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Burton.
A Credit Union meeting was held
Wednesday at the Community hall.
Prof, and Mrs. Howe Hall have
returned to Orono, after spending
a vMation at their cottage here.
Mrs. Callie Rackliff entertained
at beano, Wednesday.
Honors
went to Mrs. L. M. Tinney and Miss
Helen Meservey. The other guests
were Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow,
Mrs. Cora Murphy, Mrs. Alice Von
Dohlen and Mrs. Ethel Godfrey.
Lunch was served.
Dinner at Rockledge Inn was en
joyed Wednesday by Mr. and Mrs.
L. M. Tinney, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Snow,
Mrs. Cora Murphy, Miss Helen
Meservey, Mrs. Callie Rackliff, Mrs.
Alive VonDdhlen and Mrs. Ethel
Godfrey.
Mrs. Helen Wilson entertained at
breakfast. Thursday. Mrs. Arthur
Thomas, Mrs. Cora Murphy. Mrs.
Callie Rackliff. Mrs. Margaret Tin
ney, Miss Helen Meservey, Mrs.
Alice VonDohlen and Richard Von

Dohlen.
Lylle Drinkwater, Robert Burch,
Thornton Batty and Edgar Post,
who were in Boston on a short busines trip, returned home Thursday.
While there, they, attended a ball
game.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps A

Corn Relish

*

18-20 ears sweet
corn or

2

1 cups corn cut

off cob

2

cups chopped
cabbage

2 green peppers,

chopped

2 sweet red pep

pers, chopped

1
1
1
1
1

or
pi mien tos.
chopped
cup sugar
cup water
qt- cider vinegar
tb. celery seed

tb. whole pick

ling spice
2 tbs. salt

students receive instruction on tear down of com
pleted engine; bottom, class room instruction under
skilled supervisor. Several hundred trained me
chanics are turned back to the Army Air Forces
each month by the Buick school in a program sched
uled for the duration of the war. The school is
exclusively for AAF enlisted personnel and is staffed
by experienced Buick technicians.

I tb. celery seed

Remove green rind and soft por
tion from meloD rind. Cut Into
pieces and soak In water with 3
tablespoons aalt overnight Chop
red and green peppers, cabbage and
onions fine Mix In ii cup salt and

turmerlo

Select 8 or 9 slenuer cucumbers
about 5 or 6 Inches long; wash;
cut off ends and slice about H inch
thick. Mix cucumber slices and
onion rings w^tb salt and a tray ot
Ice cubes in a large bowl. Let stand
2 or 8 hours; drain. Mix turmeric
or curry and sugar tn a saucepan.
Add remaining kigredlenca. BoU for
5 minutes. Add cucumber and onion
slices; bring to bolL Pour Into hot.
clean preserving Jars: seal Makes
2 pints.

WASHINGTON

Horses, Once Supreme, May Replace

EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs. J. O. Jameson and daugh
ters, Vera and Alcy, visited Sat
urday at the home of Mrs. Levander Newbert
Week-end guests at Ivan Scott’s
were Alex Fraser and son, Harry
of Portsmouth, N. H., Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Day of Bath. Arthur Sim
mons of Friendship was a caller
Sunday.
Mrs. Hattie Witham and daugh
ter, Nancy and friend, of Bath, were
visitors Sunday at Mrs. Dora Whit
ney’s.
Burnell Mank. Helen Crockett
and Jacqueline Snow of Rockland,
passed the week-end with Mr. and
Mrs. L. I. Mank. Mr. and Mrs.
Gardner Mank and Irving Smith
were supper guests Sunday. Ralph
Stevens of Waldoboro was a re
cent caller.
Phyllis Bowers returned home
Sunday from a visit with Mrs. L.
A. Winchenbach in South Waldo
boro.
George Constable of Unity, called
Friday at L. L. Mank’s.
Walter Willis motored recently
to Easton, Mass., returning Sun
day with Mrs. Willis and daughter,
June, who had been visiting Mrs.
Simon Murphy.
The Winchenbach reunion was
held at Jefferson Lake, Aug. 12, with
26 present. Picnic dinner and ice
cream were served.
Margaret Mank and Irving Smith

let stand overnight. In morning
rinse and drain rind and chop floe.
Drain vegetables and mix with
chopped rind. Add remaining Ingre
dients: bring to a boll and boll
slowly 45 minutes. Pack In hot
sterilized jars; seal. About 5 pints.
Use watermelon, cantaloupe or
honeydew melon rind.

Mix all Ingredients together and
cook 30 minutes Pack into hot
Jars and process at simmering tem
mustard seed
3 red peppers
2 medium sized
2)4 tbs salt
perature for 20 minutes. Fill clean
onions
44 cud sugar
hot jars and seal. Make:: about 4
V4 cup chopped
cabbage
pints
Scald and peel tomatoes. Chop
Sliced Cucumber Pickles
all Ingredients fine, add seasonings,
% cup sugar
1 qt. cucumber
mix well Add vinegar: allow to
1 cup vinegar
slices
ft cup water
stand over night. Next morning 3 small white
2 tsps. mustard
onions, sliced
pack cold in clean hot Jars; seal 3 tbs salt
seed
1 tsp. celery seed
and process. Makes 3 or 4 pints.
1 clove garlle.
2 tsps. curry
Indian Melon Relish
minced
powder or

STONINGTON
Mrs. James McGuire hae returned
from a recent visit in Isle au Haut.
Miss Vernette Noyes is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Ethel Noyes.
Mrs. Lena Tucker of Portland,
was recent guest of her mother,
Mrs. Ursula Billings.
The Calender Club met Wednes
day with Mrs. Milton Allen.
Priscilla Parsons is passing a va
cation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Parsons.
Mrs. Clemina Knight is home
from Portsmouth.
Mrs. Rose Candage has returned
to her home in Roslindale, Mass.
Mrs. Josie Momboldt of New York
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Margaret
Hutchinson.
Lucy Childs of Rockport, Is pass
ing two weeks with Abbie Monteith.
Miss Ada Collins, who has been
attending Gorham Normal School,
is home.

ECONOMY IN

- Motor Trucks in Express Service

HE Railway Express Agency,
which operates the greatest fleet
of motor trucks in the country and
probably the greatest in the world
other than those used by armies,
stated yesterday that it is making a
nation-wide canvass to ascertain the
availability of horses and wagons
for its service. N. P. Ballou, Assistant
to the President, commenting on this
canvass, said that it is presenting
angles that could not have been con
ceived of by its operating officials
during the last, war.
At that time the Express Company
owned about 15,000 wagons and 20,000 horses. To take care of the great
ly increased volume of business that
required expedited service during
World War I, the Company hired
Where old Dobbin a generation ago moved the Express, today 15,000
from contract draymen hundreds of
modern trucks pick up and deliver many millions of shipments annually.
additional wagons and horses.
Today, the Company is faced with is problematic. It was recently stat country and that for the past IE
(he same problem of providing the ed that only one horse shoer remains months careful tabulations had been
greatest possible speed for a greatly on Manhattan Island.
made as to their original servicea
increased volume of shipments es
The change of the Express Com bility and the service secured when
sential to the war effort. For the pany’s great fleet to motors began recapped.
first five months of 1942 its rail ex before the iast war with electrics
Further, in commenting on the
p-ess has increased 24% and its air and by December, 1932, its last Agency’s fleet of trucks, some 15,000,
express 97%.
horse - drawn vehicle disappeared he announced that the Company had
The canvass for horse-drawn from the streets of New York. This donated to the Army, Navy, Treas
equipment develops that of its for was brought about by the greater ury Department, Office of Civilian
mer great fleet the Company has availability of trucks, and was ac Defense and the Red Cross all of its
only six wagons and three coaches celerated by city ordinances pro available poster space on these
reserved «• museum pieces. The hibiting the maintaining of horses in trucks for the duration of the war.
available, nippiy of horses, harness many districts and some cities even Today on all of its vehicles in every
and wwgons is naturally limited and forbade the use of solid tires used i part of the country there are ap
the present nbor’age of gasoline and on the electrics.
pearing Army and Treasury Depart
’
tires is causing that supply to be
In order to prolong the ;.<efulness ment posters. These will be followed
s*':Ted. Manufacturers of wagons are of its vehicles the Expics Company by posters of the Marine Corps and
very limited. Manufacturers af har is even withdrawing f: - the scrap the Office of Civilian Defense and,
ness here turned »<• other fields and heap electrics of W. r ' intage in subsequently, the Red Cross. Later
..rr.e ol <h* former great- ones have order to make ava: •
their few any other messages that these
»ve:i kr. their rr-ec'ftcations. So far remaining miles. M
llou said branches of the Government wish to
* tho Con-.prnv.hr-: been, able to find that in their contini
>, t to pro carry to the people will appear. It
omy ih.** r suiufacturers in the en vide for the futu.
Company has been estimated that 50 per cent
ure oovi.’.ry capable of making horse had purchased in L*
t, 1940, 52 of the country's population may see
cr’iius and tn many places the pos- synthetic tires wh
been dis th"
. s on the Company’s
Fbilit.ier of having ih? horses shod tributed to as m;
is in the
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Right now, thousands of
young American soldiers and
sailors are risking their lives to
protect yours. Patriotism, your
own self-protection, demands
that you do your part, nowl

Start buying United States
Defense Savings Bonds and
Stamps immediately.
Back
down the aggressors with your
dollars. Bonds are on sale at
banks and post offices. They
cost as little as $18.75. Put
your dimes in Defense Stamps
and they, too, will go to work.
America needs your money
for a very important reason—to
safeguard your country, your

life.

c
FOR

ICTORY
BUY
UNITED STATES
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PRINTING SERVICE

Guard Your Country *..
and Your Loved Ones

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

Motor fuel taxation normally
yields more State revenue than any
other single type of State tax meas
ure, according to the Department of
Commerce.

Say it in print—and sell your
merchandise.
Ask for oor
low prices on smart circular
printing.

Daniel D. Weaver
Daniel D. Weavef, 84. died at his
home at Stickney Corner Aug. 12,
after an illness of several years, al
though confined to the house only
a few weeks previous to his death.
He was born in Washington, April
19, 1858. son of Frank and Lucy
Wincapaw Weaver, and with the
exception of a short period when
he worked away, was always a resi
dent of this town.
He is survived by his widow,
Martha Kincaid Weaver; a daugh
ter. Mrs. Hcllis Young of Medford.
Mass.; twe- sons, Hollis and Osborn
W eaver; cne grandson, Charles H.
Weaver; two half-brothers, Henry
Sukeforth of Rockland and Fred
Sukeforth of Washington.
Mr. Weaver was a man of exe mplary character, a typical citizen
of the cld school, stern but kindly,
a man to whom it was a pleasure to
meet and converse with. A Demo
crat. in politics, he took much ac
tive interest! in the party and
served for years on the town com
mittee and rarely failed to attend
an election.
»
For many years he was patrol
man on the road and with his span
of horses was a familiar figure
throughout the town, making many
friends. He was a member of Eve
ning Star Grange and until his
health failed, was a regular attend
ant and served as an officer for
several years.
His death removes one of the old
est citizens of the town, only two
older ones now living.
Funeral services were held Sat
urday at his home. Rev. Harold Nut
ter officiating. Bearers were B. R.
Sidelinger. F. L. Ludwig, Charles
Fine and Murdick Creamer.

bo
ti)
71

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
12-Snake
55-Appearlng as If
1-Clty in Italy
14- Frog (Latin)
gnawed
5-Arraign (Law)
11- Part of a carpenter’s 57- Political convention 15- Seriee of heroic
events
(Rue.)
joint
17-Wlsh
12- lngredient in soup 58- Narrates
60-Antl«eptic solution 20-Falls In drops
14-Reiterated
23-Seizee
62- Likewise not
16-Looked obliquely
25-Artlculate
63- Gnaws away
18- Curious scrape of
2S-Staggera
65-To inhabit again
literature
30-Diner
67-Barren
19- Lukewarm
21- River in Lorraine 69- CHmbing plant (pi.) 33-Hit with sudden
force
70- Trapped
and Prussia
35-More mature
71- Plnchee
22- Bird home
37- Revolve
24-Howls
38- Rubbers
VErtTICAL
26- Summite
39- Sleep noisily
27- Oil from rose petals
41-Male human figures
1- Pasted again
29-A shore bird
used as column*
2- Unlt
31- Portuguese coin
44-Stared frownlngly
3- Defensive ditch
32- Pieces out
47-H*lm*men
4- Penetrate
34-Javelin
5- Aborignal races of 49-Femlnlne *ufflx(Fr.)
36- Cloee to (abbr.)
51- lmage*
37- Recovera
America
52- Attentlon
8-Negative
40-Satisfy
7- Monetary unit
54-A Pilgrim father 1
42- Con junction
56-Reddl*h coloring
(abbr.)
43- Hurl
matter
8- Date In Roman
45- Retained
59-Plural of serum
calendar
46- Strike gently
61-Man’a name
9- Strip of wood for
48-Ecclesiaetical
64-A title
/
shelve*
vestment
M-End
10- Fright
50-Memento
58-The (Fr.)
11- Oogma
53-A continent
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Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Social Matters

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
ROCKPORT

Gen. and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord
left this merning for Governors'
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Island. Gen. Lord was on an in
NAOMA MAYHEW
ADELLE M. ROES
Correspondent
spection trip, cnly making a brief
Correspondent
Correspondent
xx zx xx xx
stop here. Mrs. Lord has spent
ft ft A
Tel. 2229
July and August with her mother,
Tel. 713
Tel. 94
Mrs. J. F. Cooper. Their son,
Mrs. George Cunningham and
Ellen Maxey celebrated her third Capt. Kenneth P. Lord, Jr. is new
Mr .and Mrs. Harrison Whitehill,
daughters, Nancy and Hope, re
somewhere
overseas.
birthday.
Wednesday
afternoon,
at
Miss Florence Whitehill, Mrs.
turned Thursday from Standish,
a party at her home on Chestnut
Woodrow Wilson, and Miss Martha
where they visited Mrs. Cunning
Mrs.
Grace
M.
Strout
enter

street.
The
table
decorations
were
Jones left Friday to visit relatives
pink and white and birthday re tained at luncheon Monday, the ham’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
in St. Johnsbury and Passumpsic,
freshments were served. Mrs. Alvah members cf the lccal committee cf Cole for several days. They were
Vt. for a few days.
accompanied home by her sister.
!
Greenlaw mad? the birthday cake.
The Motor Corps will hold a
the
War
Music
Service
cf
the
Miss Elizabeth Cole, who will re
'The guests were: Sylvia Whitney,
radio-vic dance and entertainment
Federation of Music Clubs. A main fcr a few weeks’ visit.
:
Mrs.
Henry
Beukelman
and
daughat K.P. hall, Friday at 8.30. Serv
Miss Josephine Pitts returned
' ters. Lea Anne and Bennie Rae. profitable meeting followed comicemen are to be admitted free and
sisting of interesting reports £f Thursday from Community Hos
1
Mrs.
Sadie
Byrnes
and
daughter.
refreshments, will be served. Pro
'Zettie. Mrs. Lawrence Richards and what has been accomplished and pital and is shewing satisfactory re
ceeds will be used towards equip
son, Frank, Mrs. Mabel Wentworth planning for future action. Those covery from illness.
ment for the motor corps, such as
and granddaughter, Joan, and Mrs. present, in their respective offices
Mrs. Emma Small suffered a
blankets, pillows, splints, etc.
Alvah Greenlaw, all of Camden, were: Miss Mabel Spring, presi sprained ankle in a fall and is be
Miss Esther Achorn spent the
Miss Betty Holmes of Rockland, dent of Rubinstein Club; Mrs. ing cared for at the home of her
week-end at Camp Hasseltine
Beverley Ann Clough, and Natalie Faith G. Berry, State treasurer: sister, Mrs. Annie Clark.
Ocean Park. While there, she at
Clark were invited but were unable Mrs. Pierre Havener, who with
Mrs. Beulah Baker and children,
tended the School of Methods
Mr. Havener, has charge of “Home Alice
to attend.
and Albert, returned Monday
annual banquet.
Jehnie Marion, widow cf James Hospitalities for Service Men.” j to Lewiston, after a few days’ visit
Miss Dorothy Robertson returned
H. Dyer, died Friday morning at Miss Bertha Luce will obtain with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
to her home in Rockland. Sunday,
her hcme on the Turnpike road, at “Musical Instruments for the Na .George W. Lane.
after a week’s visit with her grand
the age cf 79. Boi^i in North Ha val Base Day Room.” Mrs. Nettie
Forrest Daucett and Paul Knight
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Rob
ven, she was the daughter of Oliver I Bird Frost will arrange “Concerts f returned
from Camp Hines,
ertson.
C. Brown and Lucy J. Wooster. She Information to Service Men.” Raymond,Sunday
Walter Chapman spent the
where they had been en
is
survived
by
two
sons.
Claude
B
Miss
Dorothy
Lawry
has
the
task
week-endi at Camp Judson, Ocean
Dyer of Somerville. Mass., and of receiving records and victrolas, rolled for a week.
Park.
James C. Dyer of Pittsfield; three at her Oak street home, sorting I The final returns for this town
Mrs. Inez Keating arrived Sunday
daughters. Mrs. Oscar Ricker of them and sending unusable rec i in the recent U.S.O. Drive show a
from Worcester, Mass., and is guest
Skowhegan, Mrs. Carl S. Dyer of ords to Boston where for every total of $533.75 turned over to the
of Miss Elizabeth Keating for a
Augusta, and Mrs. Arthur Choate, seven records a new one will be County Treasuerer, which total is
few days.
of Windsorville; five grandchildren exchanged. All these efforts are well over the quota assigned to the
Paul sStarrett has returned from
town, and Arthur K. Walker, chairGuy Kibbee, Shirley Temple and William Gargan comprise the fa and eight great grandchildren. Fu
Winthrop, after being registered at mous liooney family in the new Edward Small comedy romance “Miss neral services were held Sunday for the Day Room which is situat ' man has received a congratulatory
ed
within
the
Base
where
lonely
the Y.M.C.A. Camp for six weeks. Annie Rooney.”
from the Gocd funeral hcme with hours between watches must be letter frem Horace A. Hildreth, State
Tlie Garden Club will meet
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, officiating. spent by our stranger lads, unless chairman, on the success of the
Thursday night at the Levensaler
local drive. He states, “It was a
The bearers were representatives of
house. Howard Swift, formerly of Mrs. Spear’s mother, Mrs. Alice Barlow, mother of the groom, was Megunticook Grange of which she the room is equipped. Quick ac splendid record. Please extend my
this town, will show ,Kodachrome Daniell, all of Jersey City, N. J., dressed in navy crepe, her corsage was a member. Burial was in tion is urged by Federation head thanks to all who have had a part
are guests of Mr. Spear’s parents, of mixed sweet peas.
quarters who have received letters in this successful campaign.
slides at 8 o’clock.
I
Mountain Cemetery.
of appeal from all the Bases on greatly appreciate all they have
Mrs. Nellie Starrett is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Spear for Immediately following the cere
Miss
Beda
Emery,
who
has
been
mony, was the reception, at which employed at the Women’s Shop for Penobscot Bay. Mrs. S’trcut re done to help the US.O.”
Miss Frances Hahn at her cottage, two weeks.
Miss Margaret Stevens of Rockland, the
Gays’ Island, for a few days.
An important assembly for all
past few years, is employed at tains the work of “Musical Oppor
THE OLD RIVERPORT
dipped punch, and those who served the office of the Camden Shipbuild tunities for Naval Base Talent.” Civilian Defense workers and inter
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Beatttle
THOMASTON
were Mrs. Charles Wilson, and ing & Marine Railway.
and son, William, arrived Sunday
The musical interests of the Naval ested citizens will be held at the
in.
Miss Verna Robinson of this town, Camden
from Worcester, Mass., to visit Mr.
Bases of
Rcckland, Stockton Town hall tonight at 7.30 o’clock
Community
Hospital
Speaking of college towns, my friend. Miss Virginia Wyllie of Augusta,
and Mrs W. J Robertson for a few Old
Springs
^and
Searsport have been Several important matters must be
notes:
Mrs.
Marion
Jones
is
a
pa

Cambridge Is the spot to spend Miss Lillian Thurston of Belfast,
days.
placed with the above committee discussed and it is helped to have
A week-end In—the elbow bend—
tient;
Mrs.
Joseph
L.
Brewster
is
Dr. Frederick C. Dennison has Watch Harvard men with vacant eyes and Mrs. Robert Hansccm of a surgical patient; a daughter was by authority of the National the outline of a new plan for an
Their sheila upon the Charles capsize. Rockland.
received a commission as First Cambridge!
born Aug. 21 to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Chairman, Mrs. Vincent Hilles alert signal ready for presentation.
Yes, Hurlbut Street's
Lieutenant in the U. S. Army Medi
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston left on a Morton; a daughter was born Aug. Ober. Mr. and Mrs. Roland Berry Officials are not yet satisfied with
the place
cal Corps, and together with Mrs. Where la3hes flicker on my face
short trip. Mrs. Thurston’s going 21 to Mr. and Mrs. Emil Erickson; of Warren and the Baptist the response in a .black-out, and
Dennison and daughter, Susan, left When I request a Cambridge daugh away ensemble consisted of a Mrs. Beniice King of Rockport is Choral Society of Thomaston are must work to speed up that phase.
ter
Thursday for Wellsville, N. Y. Butterfly-kiss
medium blue silk jersey dress, white a medical patient.
serving this committee in their re If anyone has a question to be dis
me
I taught her.
where they will be guests of her
hat and accessories. The bridegroom
cussed he is asked to have it ready
A.
B.
Sides
of
Boston,
was
in
spective
towns.
Provincetown I have a date
mother, Mrs. Edna Yewdall while In
report Thursday at Fort town over the week-end. He was
by Tuesday night. All members
Where caskets Ue In vaults of slate. will
Dr. Dennison awaits his orders for High on a hill above a steeple
Devens, Mass., for duty in the accompanied home by Mrs. Sides
Mr. and Mrs Levi R. Flint, Mrs. of this community are again ad
To say a prayer for father's people. Army.
active duty.
who has been spending a vacation Kenneth ' R. Spear, Miss Bertha vised that they may expect a moMiss Olive Rowell went today to If. In this llie, I make my mark,
Mrs. Thurston is a graduate of in town.
Coombs, Miss Dorothy Trask, Miss biliation or air raid warning at any
Augusta where she will visit Mrs. Or die In business, dull or dark.
Warren High School and of the J. Frank Thomas was recent guest Virginia Bowley of Rockland, Mr. time of the day or night without
I
want
no
labored
epitaph;
Isabelle Taverner for a few days. At eulogies my ghost would laugh; Golden School of Beauty Culture of of his sister, Mrs. Roland Crockett and Mrs Foster Fales. Miss Betty advance notice.
Capt. Earl Starrett has returned Bury me In Kalamazoo.
Portland. At present she is em in Boothbay Harbor.
Erwin Schmidtchen, who has been
Fales, Miss Eleanor Gregory and
to Portland after spending a few Thomaston, Houston. Timbuktu,
ployed at Gilbert’s Beauty Salon in Miss Martha Sides has returned Walter Henry of Thomaston, were visiting at the Libby camp,
But carve upon my granite rock:
days with his family here.
Amsbury street, for a week, returned
good New England stock. Rockland. She is a member of the from Waldoboro, to the home of in Castine Sunday.
Miss Jean Elliot, who was at He came of
locak Baptist Church and of the her brother, Mark Sides.
Sunday to Manchester, N. H.
(to be continued|
Camp Tanglewood, Lincolnville, for
Mystic Rebekah Lodge. Mr. Thurs
The 54th annual reunion of the
Stephen Allen Lavender
Willfam Daucett, who is employed
two weeks .returned home Sunday.
PORTCLYDE
ton is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wen- in Bangor, visited his mother the
Shibles family was held Thursday
Miss Jean Crie went Sunday to
dall Barlow of Thomaston, and ban past week.
Mrs. Harry Daniels is visiting at the Bohndell home on Beech
WARREN
South Portland to be guest of Miss
been employed by the Camden
street. Owing to the shortage of
A
lawn
party
was
given
Thurs

relatives
in Massachusetts
(Continued from Page Four)
Constance Enos for one week.
Shipbuilding <Sf Marine Railway in day afternoon in honor of the sixth
Rev. Nelson Davis of Newtcri gasoline and tires, a new plan was
Twelve girls from the Pine Cone Edward H. Thurston of Thomaston. Camden. He Is a member of ihe birthday of Ginette Perrin. Lawn Highlands. Mass., conducted the instigated this year and the rela
Troop, Girl Scouts, with their lead Rev. Aubrey S. Bishop, pastor of Thomaston Baptist Church.
games were played and the prize service Wednesday at the Advent tives residing at Knox held a re
er, Mrs. Clarence Lunt, enjoyed the Baptist Church officiated, using
Among those from out of town for the peanut hunt went to Bar Christian Church.
union there at the same time that
Friday an inspection tour of the the impressive double ring service. who attended the wedding and re bara Crabtree. Ice cream, cake,
The Gunns have returned to New , the Rockport reunion was taking
E. & M. Ice Cream Plant in Rock- The ceremony was performed before ception were Mr. and Mrs. Wen dall cookies, and punch were served. York aftr spending the Summer at place. Dinner was served at noon
Ian, and each received a sample an evergreen arch relieved with Barlow of Thomaston, Miss Lillian Those present were: Sheila Billings, their cottage.
on the lawn after which the busi
of peach ice cream. They also touches of peach in galdioli. Bas Thurston of Balfast, Mrs. Harvey Barbara Tounge, Nancy Harmon,
Lloyd Breen of the Coast Guard ness meeting and election of offi
visited St. Clair and Allen’s Store kets of mixed gladioli were placed Kelley and son. Harvey of South Margaret Kelley, Lois Inman, Bar has returned to Michigan after cers took place. Lester Shibles of
and received samples there.
west Harbor. Mr. and Mrs. Robert bara Crabtree, Betty Gallanti, Marie visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rockport acted as president and
about the room.
This town’s quota of $125 on the
these officers were elected: Presi
The bride was lovely in a floor Hanscom, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Currey. Teresa Nuccio, Patricia Andrew Breen.
$750 quota of Knox County for the length white satin gown made on Watts. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maxey, Waye, Joyce Rossiter, Virginia Ellis,
Albert Watts, Jr. of Hartford, dent, Mrs. Abbie Sylvester, Rock
Blood Bank has been raised. princes lines, with long sleeves, and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Maxey, Miss Beverlie Barnes, Minnie and Filo- is guest of his father, Albert Watts. port vice president. W. K. McNeil,
Twenty-five dollars was given by sweetheart neck, her three-quarter Helen Oldis, and Miss Margaret mena Tranquillo, Janet Ames, Betty
Mrs. Alice T. Trussed is a pa Belfast; secretary-treasurer. Miss
the Town of Warren and $15 by the length veil of net caught at the Stevens of Rockland, Noel Rhodes Fernald and Betty Lou Pettapiece. tient at Knox Hospital.
A. Hortense Bohndell of Rockport;
Cushing Auxiliary of the Thomas head with pasted shaded sweetpeas. of San Francisco, CalifL Miss Ida Ellen Donovan and Nancy Cramm
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Davis and program committee, Mrs. Ada
ton Branch of the Red Cross of Her arm bouquet of white asters Olson of Cushing, Miss Geraldine were invited but were unable to Mrs. Howard Monaghan were in Chadwick of Thomaston; Mrs. Lo
which Mrs. Clarence Lunt is and snap dragons was tied with a Sprague cf Long Cove, Mrs. May attend.
Hartford recently to attend the ana Shibles of Rockport and Mrs.
chairman.
nard Waltz of Keene, N. H„ Mrs.
A free lecture cn Christian Sci wedding of their daughter, Miss Mason Shibles of Belfast. The
white
ribbon.
She
was
given
in
Miss Eleanor Gregory and Mrs. marriage by her father.
Chester E. A. Starrett and Mrs. ence will be given Sunday at 3 Helen Davis.
oldest person present was Rev.
Nina Gregoy returned Sunday after
Bessie Wood of Providence, and o’clock at the church edifice on
Mrs. Lena Tibbetts and Mr. and Sidney Packard of Camden and the
She
had
chosen
her
only
sister.
.'■pending two months as guests of
Miss Helen Perry of Union.
Central street by John Randall. Mrs. Elmer Tibbetts of Beachmont, youngest. Randall Charles Pierce of
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Gregory, Miss Jeannette Perry, for maid of
CS.B. of Boston, member of the Mass., are at their Summer hcme. Rockland. The time and place for
honor,
and
1
flower
girl
was
Ruth
York Village, who, with their son,
Board
of Lectureship of the Mother
"-’“"ting will be arranged
Maynard Thompson leaves Thurs ♦h“
UNION
Earl, accompanied them here, call Arlenfe Barlow of Thomaston, halfChurch. The public is invited.
day
for
Fort
Devens.
by
the
officers.
sister
of
the
groom.
The
maid
of
Mrs.
Mary's
Leach's
car
skidded
ing on Mr. and Mrs. E. Foster Fales
Miss Nancy Harmon entertained
Mrs. Catherine Ellis has been
Mrs. Mane Heath of Revere, is
enroute to spend a few days at honor wore shell pink sheer in a nearly 200 feet on a curve between Saturday afternoon in honor of her spending
two weeks in Hartford.
visiting
her niece, Mrs. Addie Belle
floor
length
gown,
with
sweet
heart
Union
and
Warren
Sunday,
finally
their home in Glen Cove. Clarence
fifth birthday. Games were played
Mr. and Mrs. Casey, Mr. and Mrs. Skinner.
neck,
and
shirred
short
sleeves.
She
crashing into a tree Mrs. Leach's on the lawn and a peanut hunt, Samaria of New York, and Robert
Gregory of Greenwich, Conn., also
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. Bar
called on the Fales, enroute to Glen carried a nose gay bouquet cf pink son Richard, aged 9, received mul favors, and balloons were enjoyed. Cornell of Staten Island have been bour announce the engagement of
asters, white sweet peas, and baby’s tiple injuries, and emerged from The refreshment table was decorat
Cove.
guests at the New Ocean House.
their daughter. Miss Beulah Mar
Mi«s ,Faustine Robinson has re breath, tied with pink satin. The the accident in critical condition. ed in pink and white and ice cream
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Wyeth
of
Barbour to Uno W. Nelson,
signed as Town Nurse and will re flower girl wore a long white dress Others injured were Vernon Ames and biAhday cake were served. The Philadelphia, are at the Wyeth cella
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nelson,
turn to private duty. Miss Robirr- with touches of white ribbon at 11, Paul Jones, Jr. 12, Gerald invited guests were: Del Babb, cottage.
Thomaston. Mr. Nelson Is now
son was capable and has made the neck and sleeves. She carried Ames 16, Charles Burns 15 and Sandra Goodwin, Judith Rhodes.
Mrs.
Helen
Grover
of
Attleboro.
serving
in Co. I. 349th Infantry at
many friends during her stay here. a white satin basket of mixed sweet Mrs. Leach, Dr. Irving Tuttle. Peter Rolerson, Dean Mayhew, Mass., and Mrs. Clifford Pillsbury Camp Gruber.
Okla. No date has
Mrs William T. Flint, whd was peas.
Frank Burgess and David Calder George Gilmore. Barbara Tounge, of Beverly. Mass., were recent been set for the wedding.
David
Maxey,
six-year
old
son
of
formerly the nurse here for 13
wood gave first aid, and Drs. Weis Julia Spear, Ruth Young, Rachel visitors at the home of Mrs. Ada
years, has resumed her duties Mr. and Mrs. Horace Maxey of man, Fogg. Brown and North at Dougherty, Leo Rivard apd Martha Broadbent.
Rockland, cousin of the bride, was tended the cases at Knox Hospi
permanently.
Wood of Camden, Benjamin Perry
Mrs. Virginia Kinney and daugh week in Rockland.
Miss Myrtle Andersen of Connec
Miss Maud Cutler has returned ring bearer.
tal.
Lieut
J.
Edward
Marks
and
and
Elizabeth
Johnson
of
Rockland,
ter,
Donna, are visiting the for
to her home in Peaks Island, after Walter R. Perry of Portland, State Trooper Ray Foley investi Richard Hatch of Winchester, mer's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Free ticut has been guest of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus
enjoying a fortnight’s vacation at brother of the bride, was best man. gated.
Mass., and Edith Dooley of Boston land Thompson.
Others in the wedding party were
the Little Guest House.
There
will
be
a
special
meeting
Dr. and Mrs. Carroll of Belmont. Anderson.
Mrs. Wilson Carter and children
A cooked food sale will be held Miss Joyce Whitehill of Thomaston
of
the
air-raid
wardens,
war
time
Courier-Gazette
Want
Ads
Work
Mass.,
are at their Summer home
on Mrs. John McEvoy’s lawn Fri and Carl Perry of Warren, brother
of Thomaston have been visiting
deputies,
town
nolice
and
mes

here.
day from 2-5 o’clock for the bene of the bride. Miss Whitehill wore Wondersl
sengers services Thursday night at
Mrs. Florence Ford of Massachu Daniel Carter.
a floor length gown of yellow lace,
fit of the Nurse Association.
7.30
at
the
opera
house.
This
is
setts
has been guest of Mr. and
Morse Boatbuilding Co. will and corsage of mixed gladioli.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
an important gathering in prepara Mrs. Howard Phinney.
The
wedding
march.
“
Bridal
launch a fishing dragger, the “John
Wondersl
tion
for
the
coming
daylight
mo

Miss
Elsie
Puffer
Is
spending
the
G Murlev” Wednesday at 11.45 Chorus’’, Lohengrin, was played
bilization scheduled for Sunday and
o’clock. This dragger is 95’ long, by Mrs. Arthur Pe*rry, the bride's
each
member of these units is re
20’ wide with 10’ draft, and was mother, who also acted as accom
quested to be present.
Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday
which
makes
you
panist
while
Charles
Wilson
sang
built for Capt. Murley of Fairhaven.
CRANKY, NERVOUS
Mass., and Capt. William Meade of “O Promise Me.”
’.w.w.W
It you suffer monthly cramps, back
New York City. This is the third Miss Ida Stevens of Rockland had
ache. distress of '‘Irregularities." ner
boat built for Capt. Murley, the charge of the guest book, and Mrs.
vousness—due to functional monthWhat you/ituf,With
other two having been requisitioned Raymond Watts, also of Rockland,
ly disturbances—tryLydla Pinkham’s
Compound Tablets (with added
by the U. S. Government for Mine the arrangement of the gifts.
Iron). Made especially for women.
Hie bride’s mother wore a gown
Sweepers. Miss Helen Murley. the
They also help bulla up red blood.
of
aqua
satin,
her
corsage
of
peach
Captain's daughter and a teacher
.Follow label directions. Try it!
at Gorham Normal School will be gladioli ,and white sweet peas. Mrs.
the sponsor.
Tractors and motors will never
Mr. and Mrs. E. Foster Fales.
wholly replace the Army Mule as a
Miss Betty Fales, Miss Eleanor
Gregory, with Mrs. Kenneth Spear
factor in the mobile units of our
of Rockland, went Sunday to Cas
i army. The Army Mule is a tradi
tine, where they called on Cadets
tion and the “mule skinner” is a
Richard Spear of Rockland and
breed unto himself. Army Mules
Eugene Fales, returning the same
are used by the Field Artillery and
day.
the Cavalry in areas where the
The Pine Ccne Troop, Girl Scoutj
terrain ia rough and tractors cannot
are helping sell War Stamps They
operate.
have a stand at the First National
Store with different Scouts taking
charge each day. Saturday’s re
ceipts were $26.20. MissVirginia G.
Roes is chairman and Miss Gay M.
Stetson, assistant.
Mrs. Earl Woodcock, Mrs. Dana
Sawyer, Mrs. Richard Woodcock
with Mrs. Genevieve Strout and
daughter. Vivian of Rockland, went
ENNA JETTICK AND QUEEN QUALITY
Sunday to Fairfield where they
called on Dana Sawyer and also
BUY NOW FOR NEXT SEASON!
Mrs. Strout’s son, at the Central
Maine Sanatorium.
Queen Quality, $6.95
Mrs. Ella Briggs of West Rox
bury, Mass., is visiting her cousins.
Pack trains in mountainous sec
Mrs. Martha Carter and Miss Mary
tors are often necessary and here
White
Shoes
reduced
to
$5.49
McPhail.
the mule, slow but sure-footed, plays
Mrs. Fred Campbell entertained
an important role. Our Army buys
$5.00
Magic
Tread
White
Shoes,
$3.95
the Contract Club. Friday, at Mar
thousands of mules paying from $175
tins Point. A picnic dinner was
to $190 for each. THe mule eats
served and there were three tables
HASKELL
&
CORTHELL
less, carries more, and some de
of contract, with high score going
clare is smarter than the horse.
to Mrs. Nelson Keene of Dedham.
THE SHOE CENTER
Your purchase of War Bonds and
Mass, and Thomaston; second high
to Mrs. William Robinson. Warren;
Stamps helps pay for these Army
and third to Mrs. Campbell. The
CAMDEN, MAINE
Mules. Invest at least ten percent
next meeting will be Friday at the
Two great stars, Jean Gabin and Ida Lupino. combire their talents to
of your income in War Bonds every
Levensaxer House.
make 20th Century-Fox’s “Moontide” a thrilling picturtaatlon of the Wil
pay
day.
v.
S.
TrttJury
Departmrnl
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Spear, with
lard Robertson best-selling novel.
ZX
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WHITE SHOE SALE!
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This is the season
Summer visitors arriv>
#411 be a great favor
Courier-Gazette to ha
reported as promptly
sible. The host may
sider that such inform;
any special value, but t
like to have friends ki
are here. Phone, write
’em—we want those ite
Sally and John Sno
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Braintree, Mass., who
visiting a menth w
grandparents, Capt. and
t Snow, Masonic street
dome Monday. They w<
panledt by Miss Elizab<

Marsha Hunt and Richard Carlson are surprised in this scene from
M-G-M’s “The Affairs of Martha.” Although three is usually a crowd, in
this case Frances Drake happens to be Carlsons’ fiancee.
ON THE SAME PROGRAM

jfjjfe Laurette Oueilt 1
Francis is a visitor at t
Mr. and Mrs. George
Knott street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed wan
■ tertained at a fan.
Sunday at their Cn
cottage, 16 being preset
Mrs. A. B. Choate ot
n C., were honor gut
Visit Lucien K. Gree
second floor, 16 School
Bellows Block, City, for
Coats and Cloth Coats a
prices.

Complete line of Gos
Simplicity Foundation
ront lacing corsets, co}
etc. Expert fitting and
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 23!
Phone 1100, Rockland

Four pairs of eyes saw the crime . . . four pairs of lips told different
stories .. . and a man’s life hung in the balance! Which accounts for the
grim pre-occupation of Vivian Blaine, June Walker and Donald Woods in
this scene from 20th Century-Fox’s smart, swift murder mystery, ‘Thru
Different Eyes.”

Monday,

BUY YOUR COAL

NOW!
OR BE COLD LATER!
This is not a selling talk. This is cold common
sense!

We Have Plenty of Coal of All Kinds In Our
Yards Today
We May Not Have a Pound This Fall

ORDER YOUR WINTER COAL SUPPLY

NOW!

,

While there are no restrictions and the sup
ply is adequate. If you fail to do this you will
have only your own neglect to blame for a re
stricted supply and a cold home this Winter.

I

PHONE 487 TODAY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
69-70

I

SM

FOayiCTORY

free
\5o\V'

•po*

BUY

Long-Liv

UNITED
STATES
DEFENSE

FURS

BONDS

AND
STAMPS

For winter

you have ab
during our
fully match

coming fash
WAR NEEDS MONEY I

It will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Your Government calls on you to help now.
Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly.

Make

Full Rayon

Glove Pocki
in Every C(

every Pay day Bond Day by participating in the Payroll Savings Plan.

$5.

Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10t, 2Si, and up.
The help of every individual is needed.

Do your part by p!,d(int to buy your aAara .vrr,
PAX day,\
__________ ____ __ .

/

I

Furs, L

■ Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 25,1942

ednesday, Thursday
W. E. Watkins, broker of Bos
ton is spending a few months at
the Simonton bungalow. He thinks
the air, mountain scenery and
surrounding country is very won
derful.

Social Matters
is the season when our
Ic-::r.::ier visitors arrive and. it
I will be a great favor to The
I courier-Gazette to have them
l-pported as promptly as posLjj’e The host may not con;!Cier that such information hae
any special value, but the guests
I;jee to have friends know they
|ire here. Phone, write or bring
emwant those items.
t;.ls

Sally and John Snow, children
;Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Snow of
Ljntree, Mass., who have been
r...:
a
menth with their
|j.3r.dparents, Capt. and Mrs. John
I: gnow Masonic street, returned
|.-me Monday. They were accomiacied by Miss Elizabeth Snow.

Mrs. Samuel Glover, who has
been visiting several weeks with
Mr. Glover's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William A Glover, Masonic
street, returned home Monday.
.*
Dr. and Mrs. A. B. Choate of
Charlotte, N. C., who have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred
Knight, Broad street, have re
turned home. They are making
stops in Boston and New York.
A jon, Edward Peter was born i
Saturday at Newton Hospital to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Hellier of
Concord, Mass. Mrs. Hellier was
the former Miss Nancy Weeks.
I

The Woman’s Educational Club
president appoints as a building
membership committee. Mrs. Ken
neth Cassens, Mrs Hazel Wood
ward. Mrs. Gladys Burns and
Mrs. Ada Brazier to secure as
many points as possible at 25 cts.
each for new names or re
newal cr Life Members by Sept.
15. The feur captains may ob
tain help in this canvass, from
any source obtainable. The idea
is to extend club benefits and
privileges to as many feminines
as can be led to realize they can
give strength to the club and also
receive help from it as a means of
patriotic education in which line
this club enjoys an enviable record
for its 22 years cf outstanding
service.

Miss Betty Ramig, Dental Tech
Mrs. E. D. Spear and Mrs. Wil
nician, of Augusta, was dinner lard Dart entertained with a small
guest Sunday at the home of Mrs ( luncheon at the Battery Beach
I.aurette Ouellette of St. ' Marguerite Johnson.
| cottage of Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs.
ly-ancis is a visitor at the home of
Dart Thursday.
ly and Mrs. George L. Black,
Rev. Fr. Edward Dart of Som
lire surprised in this scene from Itiott street.
erville, S. C., is at the cottage of
Word has been received in
Mgh three is usually a crowd, in
his sister for a vacation with his Rockland, that Miss Pearl Borger
Irlsons' fiancee.
Mr. ind Mrs. Edward J. Hellier mother, Mrs. Willard C. Dart, and son is a patient at the New Eng
Liertained at a family picnic Mrs. Anne Dart Lincoln.
land Baptist Hospital, Roxbury,
fejnday at their Crescent Beach
Mass. ,
Miss Marion Lunt celebrated her
I
16 being present. Dr. and
ROGRAM
|jlr; a B. Choate of Charlotte, 14th birthday Thursday at a lawn
August meeting for the Scrib
party held) at 71 North Main street blers Club will be held at 2 o’clock
C , were honor guests.
and given by Mrs. A. E. Hunt. next Monday afternoon at the
Visit Lucien K. ''Green & Son’s Those present for games and re home of Mrs. Dcnald Karl, Granite
Ijrtond floor, 16 School street, Odd freshments, which included a birth street.
Each member has the
fallows Block, City, for Furs, Fur day cake, were Gail Clark. Vir privilege of inviting one guest.
Icta'.s and Cloth Coats at moderate ginia Barnard, Lois Rollins, Ruth Prof. Wilbert Snow will be the
|pnces.
9tf and Dorothy Greene, Jeannine guest speaker and will be accom
Leach, Arlene Miller, Little Gloria panied by Mrs. Snow.
Complete line of Gossard’s Miss Demmons, John and Bobby Bur
Brig. Gen. Kenneth Lordi of Gov
Ismplicity Foundation garments, gess of Rockland, and Philip Lafront lacing corsets, combinations, barge of Pawtucket, R. I., who has ernor's Island. New York arrived
been spending the Summer with Saturday for the week-end. He
Lc. Expert fitting and alterations, his aunt, Mrs. Hunt. Mrs. Irv has been the guest of his wife and
fas. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., ing Maxfield assisted Mrs. Hunt i her mother, Mrs. J. F. Cooper,
thone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf in serving.
Limerock street.

four pairs of lips told different
|.il.uiic! Which accounts for the
le Walker and Donald Woods in
rt. swift murder mystery, “Thru

AUGUST FUR SALE
Monday, Aug. 24, thru Wednesday, Aug. 26

LATER!
|This is cold common

)f All Kinds In Our
Jay
’ound This Fall

Ir coal supply
ctions and the sup11 to do this you will
It to blame for a re-

Ihome this Winter.

Members of the Kalloch class of
the First Baptist Sunday school
are invited to a picnic dinner at
the Summer home cf Prof, and
Mrs Edwin Rollins. Mechanic
street. Thursday.
Sug'r should
be taken bv each members.
Mrs. Vinton Beal and davghter,
June Marilyn, have returned
from a two weeks' vacation during
which they visited relatives and
friends in Chelsea, Mass. Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Beal had as guests last week
Miss Helen Callahan of Chelsea.

Mr. and* Mrs Chester S. Mer
rill, daughter. Joan, and son,
Stanley, of Newtonville. Mass.,
were week-end visitors at the
home cf Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C.
DaviS. Fulton street.

Page Seven

This And That

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
By Pauline Ricker

Miss Velma Byrnes left fcr Bos
ton Sunday, where she is attend
ing a conference of New England
i^anoge.s of Sears' order offices.

Da Burtcn E. Flanders, who has
teen ill at the New England Bap[ tist hopsital, Rcxbury. Mass., is
By K. S. F.
new recovering at the Congress
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Sncw cf Squa e Hotel, Portland. His dental
Kittery, formerly of Rockland, cLice is closed until further notice.
A suggestion that gun powder can
announce the engagement of their
be made from oranges is a frightful
daughter. Mary, to Everett D.
Mrs. A L Vcse is spending the thought.
• • • *
Small, son cf Mr. and Mrs. Alvin week as the guest of Miss Cera and
E. Small, Limerock street. Rock George Hall at their cottage at
All farmers who have a run for
land. Miss Sncw graduated frem L^ke Megunticcck.
them really ought to have flocks cf
j sheep to help out in both wool pro
Rockland High Schocl in June
Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
for the hungry.
and: is employed at the Van Baalen
The Dcrcas Club met Monday duction and meat
• ♦ • •
Heilbrun Co., factory. Rockland. afternoon with Mrs. Delia Sullivan,
Rockland Breakwater — Several Andrew McBurnev and Stanley
Mr. Small is employed by the 'Masonic street.
About 8,070.000 persons living in parties preceded Saturday evening’s Landis won the Kicker’s Tourna
South Portland Shipbuilding Cor
i the 50.CCO communities in the dance. Mr and Mrs. Charles Fritz, ment.
poration. South Portland.
No
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. F.
Mrs. Philip Gould cf Bucksport, l United States are almost entirely Jr and Mr. and Mrs. George Fritz
date has been set for the wedding. is visiting this week at the home dependent upon highway transpor had in their party Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Thompson. George Reeves. Mr.
of Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Hempstead, tation not * cnly for food supplies Scott Fowler, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur and Mrs. L. L. Stearns. New York
but for freight and passenger move Tritle, Mrs. Andrew McBurrev, Mr« i The verandah of the Samoset
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley cf Beech street.
ment. The cut in gasoline and tire Grace Ward, Stanley Landis and was lined with guests Sunday after
Camden were in Rockland Mon
use is no small difficulty.
noon when the caddies teed off for
Lieut. William LaCasse.
day enroute to their home in
Robert and Richard McIntosh
• • • »
Miss Eleanor McNamara was their tournament held on the Samo
North Haven for a few days’ stay. ! have been recent guests of their
Efforts are being made by the hostess to Mr. and M’s. J. Hclmes set links. In class A, John Murgita
< aur.t, Mrs. Guy Shibles, South
government and private interests to Davis, Mrs. A. Portfolio and Mr turned in a 53-49-102 to will
Mrs. Lillian Dodge. Camden Portland.
Charles Foote junior had a 68-60develop a silk industry in some of and Mrs, J. P. Grant.
street, has a telephone installed,
Joseph I. Young was host to Mr 1128 to win in class B. Class C en
the number being 1263-W.
Mrs. Irl R. Hooper, who has been the American ♦republics.
* ♦ •
and Mrs. William E. Farnham and trees were Mont Trainer, aged six
spending two weeks at the heme of
Now comes the call of 1,000.000 Misses Anna and Florence Logan. and John Grestin, aged eight. There
Miss Annie B. Blackingtcn of Mr. Hooper’s mother, Mis. Joseph
prizes for all which were do
the Rockland Savings Bank is cn Hooper. Sargentville. has returned new milk cans which are greatly | Winners of the putting tourna- were
nated
by the guests while Grant R.
!
ment
were
L.
L.
Stearns,
Mrs.
needed by the United States dairy
a two weeks' vacation. Mis. Ellen nome.
Frances Jackson. Mrs. Wilbur Tritle Denniston served ice cream and
industry.
When
normal
times
Packard is substituting fcr Miss
need as many. and Watson H. Caldwell. Mrs. 'cake to the boys.
Blackingtcn.
Mrs. Emily Faber is entertaining ccme they may• still
♦ • *
fcr luncheon today at her Summer
Many a man who thinks he has
JOHN HALL
MARY ELIZABETH BRITT
Ralph I. Rice of Bridgeport, home, “The Cove,” Owl’s Head.
a real heme finds out too late that
Conn., is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Britt, 81,
John Hall, 60, native of Finland,
Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Hempstead it’s not so much of a home as an whose parents were among the died at her home. 181 Limerock
Rufus, A Bell, Breadway place.
friends.
and children, Mary, David and eating place for
• * * *
first Finnish settlers on the street, Aug. 21. She was a native
Mrs. Helen Hyde Carlson suf Betty, returned Friday from a
rap
American
women
are
asked
to
try
'
Georges River road, died at his of Machias, daughter cf Philip and
three
weeks
’
vacation
spent
at
Lake
fered an ill. turn Sunday and' is
hard to Eliminate
411
the great waste heme in Owl’s Head Thursday.
Mary Huckins Britt, and had livpd
Onawa.
I a patient at Knox Hospital.
of food in this country as a huge
Mr. Hall had been in the lum in Rockland 75 years.
in this war.
Mrs. Jeannette SJmmcns cf Jack part to be played
The George A. Thurstons, who
ber business at -Owl’s Head the
Miss Britt with her sisters. Miss
• ♦ * ♦
sonville,
Fla.,
and
Mrs.
Frances
have been living in one of the Ed
past five years. Previous employ Alice E. Britt and Miss Nettie Britt,
I
The
citrus
fruit
industry
of
Texas
win H. Crie apartments, Summer Wickersham of Washington, D. C.,
ment included general farming
lias developed in 20 years from a and several years as blacksmith has conducted a nursing home at
street, have moved to Brunswick. are guests cf Mrs. E’.la P. Grimes [few
scattered farms to a $100,003,- at the plant of the Booth Bros. & their residence several years, pre
at Crescent Beach.
000
enterprise.
to which she did general nurs
Mrs. Charles M. Allen cf Long
Hurricane Isle pranite Co., Long vious
* * ♦ *
ing
in
this locality. Miss Britt con
Miss Leota Schoff of Worcester,
Cove was very pleasantly surprised
The painted portrait to be hung Cove. In his earlier days he went ducted the Britt Hospital, Talbot
Mass.,
and
Miss
Marjorie
Hodges
to receive a visit from her grand
at the State House in Augusta of I to sea and at one time conducted avenue, for about two years. She
daughter, Mis. Knut Carlson of of Holden, Mass., have been the [Lill.an Nordica will gratify all who a milk rcute from his farm on the was a member cf the Pratt Memo
cf Miss Elizabeth Hager,
Rockland, her great granddaugh guests
[have music in their hearts and Georges River road.
rial Methodist church.
Grace
street.
He had served as third selectmen
ter, Mrs. Eiold Holmstrom and
Besides her sisters, a cousin. Miss
honor the memory of Maine’s beau
the town of Owl's Head and Edna F. Wood of Brewer, survives.
great, great , grandson Master
Miss Cora Perry entertained Mrs. tiful singer and handsome woman. of
during the past few years had
Donald Holmstrom from Eath re Jane Bird and Miss Madeline Bird
Services, with Rev. Charles E.
cently.
Someone has compiled these been a deputy sheriff. As a pri Brooks, South Portland; Rev. Jesse
at dinner at the Hotel Rockland,
vate detective Mr Hall traveled in Kenderdine of Brewer, and Rev. A.
Sunday. Mrs. Bird and Miss Bird howlers:
Miss
Charlotte
Roberts
of will leave shortly fcr their Winter
He has lived in this G. Hempstead of Rockland, were
Moths can’t grew big because 44 States.
country 51 years and in Owl’s Head j held at the late residence Monday
Bangor is employed in the busi heme in Trenton, N. J.
they eat only holes.
ness cffice of the telephone com
afternoon. The bearers were Joseph
In Holland they use waterpower the past 2il years.
He is survived by his widow, 1 Emery, Sr., George B. Orcutt. Raloh
pany for two weeks.
to
drive their windmills.
Mrs. Donald Kelsey, Mrs. Law
Silence is what you don’t hear Emilja Anderson Hall; three sens, I U. Clark and Leroy Ccombs. Burial
rence Leach and Mrs. Lendon
Walter J. Hall, who is a fisherman [ was in Achorn cemetery.
Twenty-one
members
and Jackson were hostesses at a des- when you listen.
Compliment is when you say I out of Boston, Edward Hall of
friends of the Rockland Society sert-bidge Friday afternoon at
for the Hard of Hearing gathered Mrs. Kelsey's home on North Main something to someone which he Portland and Arthur Hall of Owl's Buy War Savings Bonds ant Stamps
Head; two daughters, Miss Hilda
at the home of Mrs. Bessie Hew street, in honor of Miss Mildred and we know isn’t true.
Double-dealing is when you buy : Hall and Miss Ellen. Hall of Owl's
ett, Camden street, for a picnic Sweeney whose engagement to
Friday Tables were set on the Winston Brannan was < recently something wholesale to sell retail, i Head, and two grandchildren,
An antique is something no cne Donald Hall and Janet Hall, O^l's
lawn, and dinner was enjoyed in announced. The luncheon table
Mrs. Hewett’s lovely garden of was beautifully appointed in rose would be seen with if there were Head.
blossoming dahlias. Bridge and and silver, having a huge basket of more cf them, but which everyone
Services will be in the Finnish
has any.
games furnished diversion. Mr. prettily wrapped gifts for a cen wants when no• one
Church,
Georges River road, Wed
TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
* * *
and Mrs. Austin B. Durgin of terpiece. Dainty corsages of sweet
nesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Police knew exactly where to I
Portland were special guests.
peas and baby’s breath were at search when a Pueblo mother re- [ Burial will be in Ash Point ceme
Two Big Hits Two
each place. Prizes in bridge were ported her son had been missing' tery
Miss Winifred Dimick who is given in a novel way with each
Any Seat! Any Show! Any Time!
employed at the office of Dr. C. player receiving a gift Those bid two days. He disapneared at th”' Master Richard Freeman cele
Adults 25c; Children 11c
same
time
a
cirucs
had
folded
its
'
Harold Jameson, and Miss Vir den were Mrs. ’ Donald Haskell, tents and moved on. He was in I brated his second birthday with a
Our First Hit
ginia Brault, formerly of Rccklnad Mrs. Nelsen Glidden, Mrs. Samuel the next town, watering elephants. ( party at the home of his parents,
are passing a 10-day vacation in Dow, Mrs. Louis Cates, Mrs. Clif
Mr and Mrs. Earle Freeman . 44
• • • >
Stamford, Conn.
ton Cross, and Miss Doris CelMechanisms of modern ai'plane Chestnut street. There were 25 of
THC LAttiU
tart. Miss Sweeney was the re instruments are finely machined.1 his little friends and six of the
IAS P<A&
Miss Margaret Waltz, who has cipient of many lovely gifts.
Working to one ten-thousandth ol mothers present. Pictures were
S’oiyWifc • pauuivKT
been visiting her ccusin, Mrs.
an inch or 1-25 the fineness of a I taken of the little folks, who had
»ay
George D. Sleeper, has returned
a
fine
time.
Dicky
received
some
The Sextette Club met last Wed human hair is not unusual in mak- :
ULLAND GODDARD
to her home in Portland.
nesday with luncheon at New- ing the tiny gears of such equip very fine gifts of ccthing, money,
toys
and
games.
Sandwiches,
bert's restaurant, and later at ment.
• » • 9
Rev. and Mrs. E. J. Bond of Mrs. Cora Fish's, Maple street, for
cake, cookies, punch and ice cream
Our Second Hit
Wilmington, Del., who have been a sociai^afternoon
The entire cotton crop of Peru, were served with Mrs. Sabiens and
MILTON
BERLE ih
guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Cross,
amounting by 400,000 bales, has been Mrs. Miller and Ncrma Shannon
Cooper’s Eeach, three weeks, have
assisting
Mrs.
Freeman
in
serving.
bought by the United States gov
“Whispering Ghost
(More Personals on Page Six)
returned home.
ernment through the Commodity Those present were Betty and
WEDNESDAY, ONE DAY ONLY
Corporation for $44 000,030. George Staples, Philip and Elsie
Tne Woman's Educational Club Credit
was learned.
The cotton will ' Marston, Dorothy Christoffersen,
HENRY FONDA
was entertained by Mrs. Lena it
be stored in Peru for the dura- , Gail Grant, Beatrice Tripp, Mrs.
Is Nuts For
Merrill,
Rankin
street,
Friday,
Tel.
and similar action will be Clara Miller and son Alfred. Mrs.
with a very large attendance. The tion,
GENE
TIERNEY in
taken
on
each
crop
until
the
end
Cora Sabien and son Avard,
892
meeting opened with the patriotic of the war.
ROCKLAND
daughter
Marlene,
Mrs
Inez
New

“
Rings
On
Her Fingers”
devotions led by • the following
• • • •
hall
and
daughters,
Mary,
Marion
members “Lord’s Prayer’ Mrs.
LAST TIMES TODAY’
TONITE, THIS WEEK ONLY
The natives on the arctic shores
Lavonne, Mrs. Mildred Ladd
Ellura Hamlin, Preamble to the of North America do not refer to and
and son Jen, Mrs. Beatrice Beal
Constitution,” Mrs. Gladys Bums, themselves as Eskimos. Instead, and daughter Barbara and son
CASH NIGHT, §150.00
TYRONE POWER • JOAN FONTAINE
“American’s Creed” Mrs. Etta San they use the word Innuit, which, Freddy. Sandra Leigh Freeman
born, “Salute to the Flag,” Mrs. in their language, means “men” or and Junior Freeman, Norma
Three Big Days Three
C.'.-RV. i. ZArtUCK'S
Hazel Woodward. Lynde Palmer, “people.” The name Eskimo was Shannon
Staiting
Thursday, Aug. 27
and Richard Freeman.
Jr. of Nobleboro took for his sub [bestowed on them by their neigh
First Knox County Shewing
ject “Current Issues.” He said to bors, the North American Indians, Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamm
THE TALK OF OUR TOWN J
have a pure form of democracy it and means “eaters of raw flesh.”
• • * •
is necessary that we have a twoparty form of government, rie
Com Diamonds: 2 cups bread
The
considered the Atlantic Charter a crumbs, 2 cups corn from cob or
basis for peace. An open forum canned, 14 teaspoon celery seeds,
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
followed. Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, salt and pepper, 1 tablespoon
BOOTHBAY
rector of St. Peter’s Episcopal minced onion, 3 tablespoons melted
Church, spoke on “Race Preju butter. 2 eggs well beaten. Add to
PLAYHOUSE
dice.” It was a very fine address these % cup hot milk and mix well
and gave the audience many facts all ingredients. Pour into well
SHERWOOD KEITH
to remember. He said “We do not oiled shallow pan. Bake 25 minutes
always understand the customs of and serve hot with any creamed
CAHY CHAMP JEAM ARTHUR
Presents
other nations and they are not dish. Cut in diamonds.
• ♦ • •
looked upon with much favor by us
The government owns land in
for that reason.” Four key wom
en were present at this meeting. 2965 cities in the United States.
The United States has 1539 rail
Box lunch was enjoyed and the
way
tunnels, totalling 320 miles and
hostess served coffee. Next meet
191,779 railway bridges with a total
ing to be announced.
' in all of 3860 miles.
• * • •
A Farce-Comedy by
PETER MacDONALD
i Now what do ycu think, odorless ,
EDGAR BUCHANAN
garlic is on the market? And they
AUGUST 26, 27, 28, 29
now say that the horse has been
.GEORGE STEVENS
Wednesday through Saturday
taken out of the horseradish and
moucnM
Curtain at 8.30
what do you think is substituted!'
A COLUMBIA PICLUKF
for the biting zip? The lowly
50c, 75c, $100, plus tax
turnip with a litt’.e chemical added.
What next, said the porpoise?

4U)l£Uub

TODAY

PERRY
ROCKLAND. ME.
69-70

TWS

TORY
Sable-dyed Musk
rat box coat with
wing collar.
Skins are worked
spirally for the full

Long-Lived

sleeves

$250.00

FURS

NITED
TATES
EFENSE

A w

ONDS

\7

“Reporters Know
Everything”

• • • e

AND

TODAY, WED., THURS.

•TAMPS

Double Feature Program

For winter you can afford the fur coat

you have always wanted! Purchase it

during our August Fur Sale.

tteAFHURJ

Beauti

fully matched skins made up in the
coming fashions all value-priced!

THOMAS MITCHELL • CLAUDE HAIMS

Full Rayon Satin Linings with Shields,

JEROME COWAN • HELENE REYNOLDS
« cot* CENTUM FOX PICTURE
FOOD WEAPON OF CONQUEST

Glove Pocket and Sewn-in Hanger-

STARTS FRIDAY

3^
IONEY!

our en^my aggressors,
to help now.
ponds regularly.

ronmiTcoiman

Make

,

in Every Coat

irticipating in the Pay$5.00 Down Payment

|nips are 10c, 25?, and up.
|/s needed.
buy your share everj

/

Holds Your Coat

Furs, Like Diamonds, Are Bought on Faith

Sheared beaver
topper,
cardigan
styled to go over
everything*you own.
Comes in the new,
smart 36 in. length.
$100

EDWARD SMALL.........

SHIRLEY TEMPLE,

Manta JWNI-Ward CARLSOH
Mirnnt RJUN* ftn* Wfttttl

Second Big Feature
.

66 Thru

Different Eyes”

Frank Craven, Mary Howard
Plus LATEST NEWS

STARTS FRIDAY
STARTS SUNDAY

“MRS. MINIVER”

“Fighting Bill Fargo”
Johnny Mack Brown

Little Louise was seated at the
breakfast table when as usual the
eggs were served. The little girl
surveyed them for a moment and
said in a solemn voice, “I just wish
those old hens would lay something
besides eggs some time.”
• * • e

The whole continent of Antarctica
has but one industry and that is
whaiing. And just now the whale
oil is most important.
• * ♦ •

It is true that everyone is born
helpless but what a host of per
sons help less than others when
important needs come to their
door and they are asked to help
more instead of less.
• < • •
A fine thing Norman W. Lermond
has done at the Knox Arboretum ,
in Warren, to' have this memorial1
in the form of a gTanite bench to
the memory of Mrs. Elizabeth Gar
celon Messer whose deep interest
and financial help never lagged in
this charming and brilliant work
that has been accomplished at

HATS OFF—
TO THE NEW
FEATHER EDGE

PERMANENT

\
For hatless Sum
mer days, get i
brief and breezy
permanent that’s
flattering and easy
to flip into place
Get a featheredge!

OTHER PERMANENTS
$2.50-$4-$5

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
55-T-tf
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Plane to Carry 80 Tons of War Material Planned

Camp Tanglewood
Picked String Beans In Bel
fast*—Final Week of
the Camp

NEW YORK —Planes are steadily
growing lr*"./ under the compulsion
of war. Already they transport para

chutists, now called skyinfantry. One
of the big aviation companies has
developed and begun manufacture of
« large plastic airplane for transport
ing freight as well as troops. Another
aviation eoncern has plans for a huge
300 ton plane capable of carrying 80
tens of war material at speeds 25 to
80 times the rate of convoys plough
ing the seven seas to distant theatres
of war. Such a plane could make at
least 25 round trips to one of an
ocean freighter. Two of them would
equal carrying capacity of an 8000
ten freighter and would cost not
much more to build in less time with
the marked advantage of quickly
transporting troops or war supplies
where vitally needed, free of sub
marine menace and danger of bomb
ing while unloading at port of debfirkation.
Commercial aviation has grown by
leaps and bounds since the last war;
particularly io past ten years. What
can be expected of it after this war?
On April 19th of this year Percy E.
Bates, chairman of the Cunard
Steamship Co., in a statement pub
lished in London, pointed out post
war possibilities of serious compe
tition between airlines and trans
oceanic steamships for passengers.
One of the foremost aeronautical en
gineers engaged in manufacture of
wartime planes, Mr. Grove.- Loening,
recently stated that airplanes must
replace ocean-going vessels complete
ly, not only for passenger traffic but
atlso for heavy freight. He predicted
•this would happen immediately after
the war.
Jas E. McDevitt, an avialiou engi
neer from the World War, has de
signed a monster airplane which is
all body with no wings; i.t., it is a
flying wing ranging from 500 tons to
3000 tons weight and, if desirable,
even larger. It is powered by 60.000
horsepower of high-octane gas mo
tors, directly operating the propellers
in large wind funnels running full
length of the plane. The air is
sucked in at high speed through
openings at front of flying wing ar.d.
discharged at end of the tunnels
from rear of the plane Some of the
openings at front of flying wing can
be seen in above picture. In addition

Tuesday-Fridav
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Thursday and Satnrday. in an
swer to an urgent request from au*thcrities. about 60 girls and ct^incilcrs from Camp Tanglewood went
to Belfast and picked string beans
that will be put into State Can
neries and thence will be used to
feed the Army. Among those in
the group were Joyce Pettapiece
of Camden, Jean Elliott, Joan
Prcctor, Avis Williamson.
Mari
lyn Sutcliffe cf Rockland. Janette
Stephenson of Union and Janice
French of Lincolnville.
The final production of the
Senior Dramatic group of the 1942
season was Wendell Hammond’s
Comedy "Seeing’s Believing.” The

cast included: Clara Hutchinson
as Susan Field; Marilyn Sutcliffe
as Barbara Bradshaw; the part cf
Cicely Denbo was played by Mari
lyn Blrrlll and that of Betty Leu
James by Connie Davis; Barbara
Levins appeared as . Professor
Agatha Twiggy; Eleanor Jones was
Mrs. Hazzard and Natalie Ginsbexg
was Mrs Jackson. Elaine Brown
. was the stage manager and she
was assisted by Dorothy Manter
■ and Ruth Tinker. As a result of
I hard work during the dramatic
classes the play was very success
ful. Through the generosity of the
Camden Rotary Club the camp
was able to buy a stage curtain to
use for its dramatic productions.
The curtain was used for the first
time Friday evening.
The regular Sunday church serv
ice was held1 and was conducted by
Miss Gladvs B. Russell, camp di
rector. Music was furnished by
the Junior choir under the direc
tion of Miss Alicia Coffin. Cynthia
Dunham, of the junior Unit from

County Attorney—Stuart c Bitr.
The County Ticket I gess of Rockland.
East Millinocket, sang a solo.
This is Camp Tanglewood’s final
County Commissioners
Altrcd
week of the camp season. The
usual custom of entertaining par Complete List of Republicans C. Hocking. A. Everett Llbbv.
ents has been dispensed with this
Representatives To Legislature
For Knox County Is
year in keeping wffh our desire to
Cleveland
L. Sleeper, Jr an(J
co-operate in every way we can
Here Given
with the tire and gas shortage.
Ralph P. Conant, Rockland;
U S. Senator—Wallace H. White, Charles F. Dwinal. Camden Arthur Emerson, North Havei, Wil.
Jr. of Auburn.
BUY
Governor — Sumner Sewall of liam T. Smith, Thomaston ai Mi:.
UNITED STATES
ton C. Stephenson, Union.
Bath.
DEFENSE
Representative to Congress
BONDS
Margaret Chase Smith of Skow
Not everybody with a <),.lilr
AND
to
spare can shoot a Klln
hegan.
STAMPS
straight—but everyhorh , ,ln
State Senator—Albert B. Elliot.
shoot straight to the hani ,n()
Register of Prohate—'Willis Rbuy War Bonds. Bu>
Vinal of Warren.
10% every pay day.
County Treasurer — Earle C.
The Armenian mountain of Ar
.
arat is known to the Persians as Dow of Rockport.
In Britain today, every l:
Register of Deeds—Albert Wins
Kch-i-Nuh. or the Mountain of
between
18% and 41 has
Noah.
low of Rockland.
been
drafted
into the force
Sheriff — C. Earle Ludwick of
Tcmatces were first bi ought to
irreplaceable in an essential
Rockland.
Europe by Spaniards in 1853.

i||ir

lieujve, WatiFa SfM Tuft G>ut/
Picture auove shows a 1500 ton plane having carrying capacity of 400 tons
and capable of flying the stratosphere at 450 miles per hour for 24 hours
without refueling.
to being 400 feet wide and 210 feet
long above 1500 ton plane is 35 feet
high in front, tapering down to a
knife edge at the rear. So there is
plenty of room*ln tne flying wing
above the tunnels for both passengers
and freight—almost a million cubic
feet which is about % the avail
able space in the largest transoceanic
liners.
Monster

Plane

Contains

No

Wings

An important feature of this fly
ing wing design is ability of plane
to take-off vertically without any
preliminary speed-up on a long con
crete runway. Also.’ the plane will
land vertically witr.out a jar because
the rate of descent is controlled by a
series of lifting airfoils or "sky-hooks,”
that are uc’justabie to lift or drop the

plane at any desired speed, or even
hold it stationary in the air. In this
respect McDevitt’s flying wing will
imitate the automobile. Not requiring
expensive air.ields with long runways
it can proceed direct to any manufac
turing plant, land at loading plat
form, take on its cargo; then fly direct
to Anal destination and discharge its
freight without need of railroad or
motor truck for final delivery. For
deluxe passenger service flying wing
can ply between cities direct, loading
and discharging passengers from
overhead terminals in central loca
tions of each city. Thus vertical
ascent and descent of plane by means
of sky-hooks will eliminate long jaunt
from present airports to travelers'
final destination, besides greatly in
creasing safety of air travel.

tianity and the Spiritual well being
cf the community.
The meeting closed with a Com
_ __ •
munion service conducted by Rev.
W. A. Tirrell, pastor of the Baptist
Church. Passadmukeag.
Tenant’s Harbor Baptist Church Has Fine Thus was brought to a close the
first 120 years cf the Tenants Har
Celebration 0( Centennial
bor Bapt;st Church and many good
wishes were expressed for the be
ginning of a new decade.
A record of this important event
Wednesday was an outstanding Newell J. Smith. Deacon Errol
day for the Tenant’s Harbor Baptist Wiley presided throughout the day would not be complete without the
Church because it was on that day in a very efficient manner in an names of those who worked so will
that the 100th anniversary c-f its nouncing the program and Intro ingly and faithfully to make this
ducing the speakers. The opening anniversary a success. Much credit
organization was celebrated.
Scripture
and prayer was read by is due Deacon Errol Wiley who as
The Third Baptist Society of St.
charge hi making initial
George was organized on Aug. 4, Rev. Maurice Dunbar. Ash Point. sumed
plans.
Rev.
Perley
Miller,
pastor
emerlqs,
1842, with Charles Steams the first
A committee was appointed to
clerjc, and in 1843 the first pastor, extended greetings and Rev. Charles
make general arrangements with
Rev. Joseph Kalloch, took over the iR. Sims of Bath responded.
pastorate; from that date to t he
The guest supeaker for the after Harlan Bragdon, chairman, and
present time there has been 31 pas noon was Rev. John S. Pendleton, serving with him were the follow
tors. Rev. Orrin Richardson served executive secretary of^, the United ing: Mrs. James Davis, Mrs. Perley
lrom 1873 to 1879 and agan in Baptist Convention rf Maine, who ' Miller, Mrs. Charles Rose and Mrs.
1881. At present only seven of these took fcr his tex't, “Upon this rock Edwin Wheeler. This committee ap
pastors are living: Rev. Luther Mor i I will build my church; and the pointed the following sub-commit
ris, 1^13-1815; Rev. J, L. Sawyer, 1 gates of hell shall not prevail tees: Invitation and guest book,
1915-1^17; Rev. H. W. Rhodes, 1917- against it.”
t Mrs. Nellie Wiley; reception, Mrs.
1922; Rev. Perley E. Miller (now
During the afternoon session both Perley Miller and Mrs. Edwin
pastor emeritus) 1922-1929, also the American and Christian Flags Wheeler; program, Mrs. Perley Mil
1985; Rev. F. W. Barton, 1929-1935; were dedicated. The large silk ler and Miss Harriet B. Long;
Rev. Newell J. Smith, 1936-1940; American flag was given a few years church history. Miss Harriet B.
Rev Byrd C. Springer. 1940-1942.
age in memory c-f Mrs. O’.ive Sheerer Long and Mrs. Edwin Wheeler;
The church building was con and last year the Christian flag was printing history, Joseph T. Sim
structed In March, 1847, and was given in memory of Mrs. Nannie mons; sale of history, Mrs. Granville
dedicated in December of that year. Wheeler. The American flag was Bachelder; music, Mrs. Willis Wil
The membership and parish had bv impressively dedicated by Rev. son; decorations, Mrs. Harlan Brag<1889 outgrown the original church Frank Rideout of Newton Mass., a dcri and Mrs. James Davis.
Kitchen, Mrs. Allen Conary, Mrs.
building and plans were made for chaplain in the World War; while
remodeling and enlarging the build Rev. Charles A. Marstaller of the Charles Wheeler, Mrs. Lewis Barter
ing, and in October, 1891, the entire Littlefield
Memorial ' Churrh, and Mrs. Clayton Hunnewell; din
church was rededicated.
Rockland dedicated the Christian ing room. Mrs. James Cant; solici
•
| tors, Miss' Doris M. Paterson, Mrs.
In the new spacious auditorium flag.
Music throughout the meetings James Paterson, Miss Margaret
was placed the beautiful memorial
chancel window given by Capt. was furnished by the church choir. Bald, and Mrs. Clayton Hunnewell.
Waitresses, Mrs. Beulah Allen,
Samuel Watts of Boston, Mass. r'ipplcmerted with duets by Mrs.
The window is 16 feet high and nine Wilson and Mrs. Smith. Miss Ruth Mrs. Bella Anderson, Mrs. Anne
feet wide and represents Christ ad Wiley and Miss Margaret Bald, and Bragdon. Mrs. Jessie Harris, Mrs.
dressing the women of Samaria at a saxophone solo. “Open the Gates Fannie Morris, Mrs. Mabel Wilson
the well. During these 100 years of the Temple” by Rev. Newell J. and. Mrs. Mabelle Rose.
The cut c-f the church which ap
the church has been fortunate in Sm th.
receiving many gifts that has made
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman of Rock pears in the history was used by
it possible to keep it up-to-date in port prenounepd the benediction at courtesy of Ernest Rawley.
Th^ present officers of the church
all respects Including an amplifying the close of the afternoon session.
equipment for the hard of hearing
A supper was served at 5 39 by arc: Deacons, David J. Sivewright,
The services for the day began at the women of the church which gave Allen M. Conary, Errol M. Wilcv;
2.30 p. m. with music by Mrs. W Ills the visitors an opportunity to ex deaconess, Mrs. Charles C. Wall;
Wilson, church organist, and Mrs. change greetings and to renew old clerk. Mrs. Nellie Wiley; treasurer.
Miss Harr ct, B. Long.
acquaintances.
The evening session opened at 7 1 Tlie church is proud to number
a'clock with Scripture and prayer bv among Its membership Mrs. Clara
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman. An ex Long Corey who with her husband.
cellent history of the chu oh com Rev. H. Y. Corey, spent 28 years in
piled by Mrs. Harriet Wheeler and missionary work in India. Another
Miss Harr et P tong, was read bv member, Allison M. Watts, has for
Miss Long Then followed letters many years been serving as pastor
from Rev. H. W Rhodes of Belfast, of various churches in New England.
a former pastor, and Rev. Henry Two of the ycung people, Miss Ar
Huse of Springvale, Me.. formerly lene Falla and Douglas Auld, after
of North Haven. Mrs. Emma Vinal completing the pastors course at the
Leach of West Rockport gave a very Providence B;ble Institute, have
interesting account of events,that been married and entered upon their
happened during the pastorate of duties in church work in Maine.
her husband. Rev. F. A. Vinal, from The membership o.f the church is
128 at the present time.
M. R.
1882-1885.
The address of the evening was
given by Rev. Newell J. Smith, pas- 1 Pineapple plants grow to a
ter of the United Baptist Church. height of from two to four feet,
Milo. Mr. Smith st*ssed the foun but only one fruit is found on each
dations on wh ch a successful plant.
chhrch must be built: the founders,
the studv of the Bible, the Bible
TAe
school, the prayer meeting, the min
ister. willing and loyal workers and
POSTER PRINTING
the offerings. It is because of these
foundations that this church set
upon a hill has proved its worth and
has been a 'success these hundred
Their love must wait. There
years.
Rev. Perley Miller rededic^ted the
is work to be done, and be
church to the furtherance o'f Chris

' BUY IT WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26
Take the advice of smart New England Women! INVEST NOW in SCOTT FURS for
the future! These values may not be duplicated for years!
Choose from the largest
collection of dependable furs in New England! Buy and Save Wednesday
at .Cutler’s
_
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Youthful,
everythin’9” Gre
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own home, if you wish!
Get attention for your pro
motion—with colorfol post
ers. We build them inexpen
sively.
TEL. 779

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.
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Call 288,
YOU DON’T NEED TO PAY CASH!

CUTLEIVS,

Rockland, Me.

You May Still Enioy
THE FAMOUS
SCOTT UNIQUE
PAYMENT PLAN!

